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ABSTRACT
Public institutions are consistently challenged to appropriately include diverse
populations, knowledges and cultures. Public policy sectors can reconcile some of these
challenges and support increasingly complex social needs through creative technology
design and use. Therefore, improving how technologies facilitate information and
knowledge sharing can help us navigate our complex world and better include and
learn from excluded peoples and knowledges.
This study examined four online resources in multidisciplinary contexts and how they
performed as open education practices (OEP). Learners, it can be argued, are the focus
of the open movement. This study therefore interrogates the different knowledge
practices the resources encourage and how they count towards defining a functionally
successful ‘openness’ to learners’ knowledge background. I focused on Indigenous
public policy resources and explored ways institutions can develop better relationships
with learners and knowledge holders and how they value knowledges via OEP. In
culturally distinct situations where knowledge is shared differently, western notions of
openness require adapting. The focus and title of this study is therefore to examine
what OEP are open for mand to whom.
My research questions were: How do we make OEP more functionally successful for
diverse learners? What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices? How are OEP
used in these contexts? What are successful outcomes for these OEP, who defines this
and what matters?
I examined how the resources met three sets of criteria to understand how they
acknowledged and represented knowledges. The study developed several principles for
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OEP guided by three broad theory statements prior to program design: the ways we
use languages needs deeper understanding; contextualising resources connects
knowledge management to local realities on multiple levels; and particular ways to use
technology can support knowledge sovereignty. By starting with theory statements
such as these, we can continue improving engagement between knowledge systems,
cultures and sectors via OEP.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Significance of Open Educational Practice
This study explores ways open educational practices (OEP; specifically the use of
educational techniques and resources that are adaptable) can better deliver functional
approaches to digital learning in order to increase agency over knowledge
management and participation in workforce and community development that
prepares people for professional and societal challenges.
Knowledge-managing systems and institutions (and the people who work in them) can
consistently develop more functional relationships with diverse cultures to
evolve learning and confidence in engaging with the world’s complexity. This study
worked with Indigenous knowledge contexts and resources to define different ways
open educational practice (OEP) can be successful and engage knowledge holders
(Green et al., 2018) and users (and learners) as having authority. This study contributes
principles for practice that position public policy and learning program thinking
differently before development starts. Born of contexts with approval from senior
Aboriginal and stakeholders, these principles inform deeper improvements in how
institutions continue work with diverse communities and knowledges to start
reconciling dysfunctional approaches to knowledge management established through
colonialism, oftentimes utilising educational and other government institutions as a
tool. OEP is framed in this study to open the dialogue to Indigenous knowledge
authority in complex policy contexts.
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Policy systems and the people who work in them (henceforth ‘we’)1 are challenged by
including and developing relationships with diverse knowledges to support more civic
participation. This collective ‘we’ is based on the institutionally situated practitioners
and administrators that have responsibilities for knowledge management and can
affect different levels of knowledge representation. It does not set up a binary between
settlers/colonisers and Indigenous people; the focus is on the institutional cultures we
work in. Technological tools such as public-facing platforms and education
technologies could improve inclusion of marginalised populations by using design and
methods that are informed by a grounded, human-focused perspective (Weller,
2018b). This institutional responsibility joins the main rationale for this study, as public
institutions can affect the culture of diverse knowledge management and learning, as
they have so deeply established through education especially.
In the design of public knowledge communication, OEP and critical open pedagogy
(Stommel, 2014) can increase functional knowledge relationships by improving users’
experience of being valued but can just as equally endanger them by unintentionally
emphasising technology-focused content production. By valuing learning relationships
and experience over content, more critical, humanised OEP can facilitate the skills and
understandings users need to navigate the world proactively. OEP can also conflict with
ways knowledge is governed in different cultures. Adapted OEP can offer options that
consider how knowledge processes are managed in different cultures and can support

1

The terms ‘we’ and ‘us’ are used sporadically in this thesis to refer broadly to policymakers,

research funders, educators, learning designers, data scientists, technologists and learning
innovators who aim to design ways to improve learning and knowledge-management
processes.

open participation in a world where digital tools and platforms are shifting how
knowledge is handled (Veletsianos, 2016), adding to the rationale for this study.
We cannot assume that processes in institutions that resist change will be transformed
overall by the open education movement. Despite the will to disperse knowledge
authorship and ownership via OEP and the open movement, it is likely that openness
will be co-opted to perpetuate agendas that reinforce conventional and isomorphic
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) dynamics in knowledge management. Within higher
education, increased enrolments and online delivery are growing, but lecturers might
cling to content-delivery ‘banking models’ (Freire, 1970) of knowledge-management
traditions that institutional currency is built on. This ‘traditional understanding of
education as well as relevant content and tools’ (McGreal, Kinuthia, Marshall, &
McNamara, 2013, p. 23) perpetuates prescriptive learning systems due to ‘policies,
curricula, teacher education, student assessment and certification schemes, and many
other aspects such as limited budgets’ (Geser, 2007, p. 37). Given this prescription, the
likelihood that practitioners would avoid taking risks and cling to a purpose-built
resource that is compliant with assessment and regulatory forces is high. Via OEP,
however, educational institutions can develop contemporary and progressive staff and
student competence that manages knowledge in dispersed ways (Nascimbeni &
Burgos, 2016; Weller, 2018b) and can address some of the wicked problems (Alexander
et al., 2019) society faces.
Practitioners can develop more functional relationships with diverse knowledges via
critical application of OEP, by installing a stage in the development of programs that
allows a reflective focus on those practitioners’ intentions and potential users’
experiences. This step can create space for a check on assumptions and positions that
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might still be inherent in program design, and possibly start more dialogue with the
intended users and their realities. The recommendations in this study attempt to
encourage this critical space taking to check in with the ways the practices might value
different knowledge in different ways.
People working across sectors can rethink how OEP present in their contexts, including
the inherent value propositions that might exist about knowledge management before
design decisions are made. This study investigates four research projects that created
eLearning resources with and for Aboriginal people and contexts, and presents
publications related to these projects and that explore a range of OEP and how they
function as knowledge management processes within their cultural contexts.
The Northern Territory (NT), where these projects were conducted, has a 30%
Indigenous population, most of whom live remotely or very remotely (ABS, 2016) and
this presents many complex socio-economic factors outlined in more detail in section
4.3. Despite many remote communities suffering from colonialism’s legacy, teaching
and learning practices that still exist can offer western education insight into different
ways knowledge is managed in these communities. Additionally, uncovering ways OEP
can be done in collaboration with some traditional knowledge practices could help
Australia catch up with a culturally responsible contribution to OEP in the
Commonwealth; one that ‘imagine(s) how these practices could further engage with
culturally distinct concepts of learning’ (Stagg, et al., p 176).

1.1.2. A main motivation for this study and positionality:
Throughout my experience in public policy research and education, I have observed
and have been inherently complicit in embedded systemic suppression of learners’

language, culture and knowledge sovereignty. As a result of this awareness, I hope this
study will communicate the learning I have gained through my involvement in these
projects and their evaluation. My passion is for learning and the agency of students as
authors of their learning. Open educational resources (OER) and practices (OEP) allow
for this interaction with learning in a way that expands on more positive, studentcentred pedagogies that have evolved until now. Working in a university that has only
begun to explore openness in varying forms (see section 1.2), I’m interested in the
ways we can practice open within various settings and policy environments. Having this
privilege and position to influence some action, I can bear some responsibility for
decolonisation ( as opposed to Indigenisation; see glossary Appendix 2) by encouraging
reflection and changes to how people from non-Indigenous backgrounds can learn
from Indigenous knowledges to improve how we work, that involving the colonizer in
the process (Nehrez, 1991). I hope this thesis will address my responsibility for
contributing to better institutional-based relationships with students and the
knowledge backgrounds they come from. Through the use of OEP evidence in this
study, it is my hope that learners will benefit from the open practices recommended in
section 5.2, and are able to uptake adapted forms of openness regardless of the levels
of openness their setting is operating at.
As a result of my own participation in the research projects followed by a leader in first
year foundational education curriculum design, my positionality is also not one that
hopes to be making ‘grand generalisations’ (Stake, 2005) by being objective. It is my
situated knowledge and practice that forms my relationship to this research; one that I
hope the scrutiny with which I reflect on the cases will help to refine theory and
practice.
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The projects in this study suggest that learning can be an ethereal and at the same time
immutably human and grounded process; it happens in the spaces between people,
systems, digital devices, screens, languages and worlds, and now via open educational
practices’ invitation to interact and author learning in more ways. The space given to
this exchange situates us all as participants. Holding some humility and accepting
ambiguity about long held Indigenous ways of knowing bears witness to the many
meanings and placements learning can take. Influences from CDU’s Yolŋu Studies help
me to articulate this need to adjust my understanding of knowing (see section 3.2.4).
Giving space to find those differences is an act of care and love for learning. We can
show effort to understand and change the dialogue so we can find more ways to
establish consent and collaborate. We can make space for connections, immersed in
the environments we move through, letting them inform our action. This gives what we
do more capacity to relate to others. That is how we can make these in-between and
online spaces a warmer place where compassionate action presides, and we all keep
learning.

1.2 Scope and Niche
Given Australia’s lack of publicly visible staff engagement in OEP (Hoosen & Butcher,
2019; Stagg et al., 2018), this study suggests ways practitioners can expand on
openness and adapt it for use with the significant amount of cultural knowledge and
diversity of learners in Australia. The region in which this study was conducted is
already more culturally diverse than Australia as a whole, with 30% of the population
being born overseas (Breen, 2018). OEP requires interrogating to address how it might
improve the experience of those learners it hopes to serve. Openness assumes that
knowledge is a public good and should be freely shared; on that basis, it could be

assumed that exchange of knowledge and learning is an entitlement of openness in a
knowledge economy. This could mean that institutions might consider it fair to offer
free textbooks, for example, in exchange for the sharing of traditional knowledge and
information. This does not consider the sensitive or sacred nature of what some
students might be asked to share, nor the idea that some information and knowledge
are simply not on offer.
A more responsive dialogue with different knowledge systems could increase
functional participation with those who have been historically marginalised and whose
knowledge has been misappropriated. This ‘pre-practice’ critical look at openness
analyses the knowledge practices at intersecting systems and the impact on the
resources those practices lead to (Cronin, 2017a).
This is the main rationale for finding a more refined approach to what functionally
successful openness with diverse learners’ looks like (Research Question 1).
This study does not define or analyse Aboriginal knowledge practices. I examine
institution-based practice for its capacity to make room for learners’ knowledge
backgrounds. I blend concepts that attempt to acknowledge learners’ backgrounds (in
all of the projects the participants are Aboriginal) and develop a set of principles that
might better be used with people who manage their knowledge differently from
western institutions. It is hoped that these principles will contribute to continued
improvements and responsibility for reconciliation with the many diverse groups that
interact with education.
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Brief Outline of Thesis
This introductory chapter will include a background section that follows; covering main
concepts that link to the relevance of how OEP is practiced and experienced in the four
featured cases studies. The case studies will then be described and any related
publications from them referred to and included in Chapter 6; ‘Publications’. Research
aims and questions will follow, and then a research process description.
Chapter 2 discusses the critical social theory on which this study is based and develop
the theoretical framework from which one of the main the analytical tools is
developed. This chapter answers the question of what ‘functionally successful’ looks
like.
Chapter 3 discusses the research philosophy and methodology that led to case study
and evaluation methods being selected. It then identifies the analytical tool from the
theoretical framework and two other sets of criteria from Decolonising research
methods and the range of evaluation criteria for OER, OEP, culturally relevant local
evaluation practice and community development programs. The research procedure is
then described in its steps and stages. A brief discussion of research limitations and my
own positionality is included here.
Chapter 4 discusses the findings, how I arrived at them via analysis, and extra data
comparison and confirmation phases of the research process to contextualise findings
from the remaining steps in the research procedure.
Chapter 5 will discuss the findings in consolidated thematic groups based on the three
main theory statements. These statements will also house practical and theoretical
principles from which three sets of recommendations will be drawn. The conclusion will
summarise these recommendations, limitations of the study and areas of further
research.

Chapter 6 contains all the relevant publications referred to and which came out of the
case studies over the period of candidature.
The Appendices contain shortened forms and glossary, data set examples, results
tables, ethics forms and permissions from co-authors and publishers. Reference list
follows.

1.3 Background and Rationale: Five Ideas About OEP in This Study
The following ideas frame how OEP are significant within the scope of this study. Five
main areas concerning OEP will be discussed: definitions and implications, knowledge
authorship and authority, knowledge management practices, OEP capacity to address
diverse student cohorts, and meet challenges in the future of higher education. These
ideas link to the theoretical review of critical social theory and its application to the use
of OEP with Indigenous knowledges; how western definitions of openness clash with
Indigenous ways of knowing and learning, how the idea of knowledge authority might
impact on how openness can be practiced with Indigenous knowledge, how
knoweldges are managed in different ways and how this influences how we operate in
higher education institutions with increasingly diverse student and knowledges.
To reiterate the broad provocation in the title of this thesis; ‘Open for whom?’ carries
a level of criticality for openness and the authority over which definitions and
categorisations are made around ways of managing and knowledge.
A major influence of OEP has been distance education and the increased access to
opportunity. If we can cede digital territory to imagine how western openness and
education can evolve by learning from other educational paradigms, then this can show
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us how OEP and learning can continue to increase opportunities for global learners and
be more open, culturally.

1.3.1 OEP definitions can impact on engagement and exclusion
OEP definitions are contentious due to the broad scope of applications across
education and training sectors and ever-increasing inclusivity of practices. This study
engages with how OEP perform in the project resources and how that offers
opportunities for improvement.
This is the rationale for the second and third research questions: What is ‘open’ about
these resources and practices? How are OEP used in these contexts?
The following brief discussion about OEP and OER definitions can highlight the
distinctions this study makes about performative practice and embrace an expansive
(Cronin & MacLaren, 2018) definition of OEP. Whilst this has been noted as a main
criticism of the wide definition, and inscrutability of promoting openness (Edwards,
2015), a wide western idea of openness can support the inclusion and discussion of
Indigenous forms of knowing education hasn’t systematically made room for in the
past.
This study utilises a combined definition of OEP that encompasses:
•

techniques that draw upon open technologies and high quality OER) in
order to facilitate collaborative and flexible learning [and] peer
production communities (Beetham, Falconer, McGill, & Littlejohn, 2012;
Benzato, 2012)

•

the next phase in OER development that continues to transform 21st
century learning and learners (Camilleri & Ehlers, 2011).

These ideas about practices align with a selection of open learning’s definitions and
their focus on the expanse of collective approaches, communities and values, such as:
•

teaching methods, approaches (Mason, 1991)

•

work-related education (Bowen, 1987; Wilson, Schlapp, & Davidson,
2003)

•

the cultures and ecologies of learning communities (Chang, 2010; Ehlers,
2013)

•

the focus on the needs of the learner (Coffey, 1988).

A range of definitions describe open educational practice and are heavily concerned
with content access and copyright-based terms of reference. A broad definition of OEP
is necessary for it to embody the deeper social values (Lambert, 2018) and various
manifestations of ‘openness’ that this study is concerned with. Indigenous ways of
learning and knowing and being (Martin & Mirraboopa, 2003) present us with an
opportunity to evolve western academic knowledge to not only include and
acknowledge different forms of knowing, but to reconcile previous exclusionary
practices that neglected thousands of years of civilisation and knowledge practices
before western institutionalised education evolved.
The expansive definitions of OEP contend with content-focused definitions within a
content-focused knowledge-management system such as western education. This is
understandable given the policies and publication arrangements that higher education
institutions are subject to (Bossu, 2016; Stagg, Nguyen, Bossu, Partridge, Funk, &
Judith, 2018 [in this thesis in Appendix 1). Institutions’ preoccupation with managing
content via proprietary learning management systems can miss centring a critical
element in participatory OER authorship landscape: the learner. It can be argued that
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learners and their knowledge are the focus of the open movement and critical
stakeholders engaging in the practice rather than just the resource (Ehlers & Conole,
2010).

OER definitions innocently avoid knowledge management and valuing
processes
OER’s definitions tend to focus on the object or content; the software, systems and
service infrastructure around it; and the content and its availability for re-use and
adaptation. They do not always focus on the knowledge-valuing processes by which
this content is created or purposes for which it is re-used and adapted on the
continuum of openness (Stagg, 2014). Learner usage is not neglected by these
definitions but is mostly addressed from a level of operability and intellectual property,
not whether those practices are functionally successful for the knowledge systems
concerned. What needs focus is how knowledge is valued underneath and beyond the
mechanics of the ‘five Rs’ (re-use, revise, remix, redistribute and retain) of OER (Wiley,
2014b). The learner-creator could use some attention in classifications of OER usage,
which Stagg (2014) indicates in his positioning of student-created content as ‘the most
open’. Despite this openness to student creation, agency in protecting their work
requires attention as students are invited to produce content and to pay for the
privilege via tuition. Emancipation from academic labour and creating cooperative
models (Winn, 2015) can help create an understanding of the ways interactions and
processes encouraged by ‘resources and content can be valued. In this way, important
contributions such as the social justice aspects of OEP (Lambert, 2018) need careful
attention so students are represented and positioned as participants in knowledge
authorship rather than content producers. This can also take the form of networked

learning focusing on promoting connections in learning communities (Goodyear, 2005;
Goodyear, Banks, Hodgson & McConnell, 2004), thereby reinforcing interactions,
learning processes and practices alongside resources, again centring the learning
experience rather than the resource.
OER include techniques in the definition from the Hewlett Foundation:
[T]eaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or
have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their
free use and re-purposing by others. Open educational resources include full
courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests,
software, and any other tools, materials, or techniques used to support access
to knowledge. (Hewlett Foundation, n.d.)
However, the definition from the Australian Open Knowledge Foundation Advisory
Council for the Definition of Open expands on the licence-based requirement for free
re-use, derivatives (adapted versions) and further systemic and technical functions that
interface with intellectual property management. A recent UNESCO update (pending
final approval) to its OER definition also reinforces the licence stipulations around
adaptability (Green, 2019).
The UNESCO and Australia’s Advisory Council’s definition of resources is problematic
for this study’s resources as it mainly emphasises OER as ‘free content’, bearing a
specific licence. While free content is a win for the open access movement, and many
learners significantly benefit from and engage in the five Rs of OER; retain, reuse,
remix, revise and redistribute (Wiley, 2014b), the practice of creating a resource and
choosing a licence is another performance of openness emphasising learner-creators’
capacity to govern how their knowledge contribution is managed.
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Yet OER use can still exist as user-ready materials or as a digital version of a textbook
that can be adapted for specific contexts rather than being co-created by students and
staff. The piecemeal stage of OER engagement illustrates a focus on access, not
interaction or creation (Wild, 2013). Creation and student authorship being embedded
in institutional culture is still a way off, especially in Australia (Bossu, 2016), although
emerging projects and courses are developing more open communities of practice
(COPs; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder,
2002) with learners to model progress on (Dabrowski, 2019). While free and open
access to resources is valued, the bid to increase engagement in authority over content
from learners’ perspectives should not be forgotten.
Definitions’ focus on licences could also impact on OEP uptake, by limiting what
constitutes openness and students’ empowerment as authors of their own work and
licence choices. If a student chooses a ‘non-free culture’ licence for their resource, it
bears considering whether that makes their contribution any less an OEP. Similarly, if
the OEP engaged in is technology-free, this does not necessitate its lessened value as a
practice that increases social justice for the learner, due to precarious technology
access in some regions (Indigenous Remote Communications Association [IRCA], 2015,
2018; Lambert, 2018). Teachers could also have reservations and want to engage in less
open ways at the lower end of the spectrum, or in ‘little’ OER (Weller, 2010), so
mandating and codifying definitions of OEP is in this sense antithetical to the open
movement’s moral agenda and focus on students.
Short of enveloping every practice that is collaborative and inclusive, OEP could benefit
from considering who is involved in authorship and management of learning
underneath all the systems and mechanisms, before resource programs and their

related practices are designed. This forethought could increase levels of representation
and participation by knowledge holders in the openness process, so they can see
themselves in their learning.
‘What matters?’ is a part of the final question in this study’s research process; the
functionally successful elements that include different ways of knowing aren’t
necessarily captured by rigid or legal definitions of openness; therefore this study’s
rationale is to explore what else matters to learning in the cases’ performance of
openness.

1.3.2 OEP is an authority process
OER and OEP – what comes first?
OEP disperses power by adapting practices informally and organically, leading to more
OER creation (Cronin, 2017a). Forms of openness that intersect with praxis, an
intersection of practice and theory (Freire, 1970), involve rethinking how we see OEP
and OER engagement. OEP also develops from informal learning practices that need
not be mandated by policies to promote OEP (Cronin, 2017a). Conversely, it has been
said elsewhere that OER leads to OEP (Wiley, 2015). These critical tensions beyond
binary divisions in the ecology of ‘open’ (Bozkurt & Hilbelink, 2019) can be further
focused on by the title of this study which asks: whether it’s a resource or a practice,
who is it open for?
Mukurtu (http://mukurtu.org/) is an example of practice and content interaction that
addresses the intended users and creators of content and how it is open to them.
Mukurtu is a platform that houses a range of traditional knowledge and information
that is only open to some knowledge owners. Mukurtu operates at interfacing
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knowledge systems (traditional, anthropological, archaeological, information science,
technology); its knowledge-management process goes beyond the educational and
illustrates participatory authorship of diverse ways of knowing. Knowledge authorship
in this context means to have authority over the knowledge one possesses shares and
co-creates, to exercise that authority and to determine how it is dispersed. This
terminology and concept is explored and defined further in the section on Knowledge
Authority.
This adds a practice-based emphasis on processes and the ‘how’ of the open
movement instead of the ‘what’ items, resources or big/hard data outputs. Despite the
invaluable contribution and benefits OER affords students, the positioning of them
within a system that promotes, and values data more than people emphasises content
and not the processes of interacting with content (Watters, 2019). It may be that
promotion of data-generating platforms, OER and textbooks is a result of knowing that
the ‘system’ does not understand how to value people over data and is getting caught
up in openness determinism (Lambert, 2018). Claiming and reclaiming authority over
learning can be exercised in the processes of interacting with these resources, not in
the resources themselves.

Practices are more important than resources and content
Emphasis on content access and management distracts attention from the processes
and practices of creation and delivery, use and interaction (Cronin, 2017a; Geser,
2007). Focusing on how platforms and resources’ performative functions are shaped at
the pre-practice level of knowledge valuing can deepen our understanding of how they
affect learners. These resources and the learning they help perform can be ‘open’ in
different ways. Taking pause to examine and define principles of openness for the

project resources can shift the focus from logistics of content to further refining a ‘prepractice’ understanding of OEP; one that isn’t centred only on the 5 Rs (Wiley, 2014b),
but also on how much authority knowledge holders and learners can exercise.
OEP has been promoted as more important to the open education movement than OER
(Geser, 2007). There has been a call for a shift away from promoting OER use and
towards finding evidence for OER and OEP (Weller, 2014). This emphasises the
distinction between resources that are freely available and licensed a certain way (one
OER feature) and the practices and pedagogy involved in interacting with resources
(Cronin, 2017a; Czerniewicz, Deacon, Glover, & Walji, 2017; DeRosa & Robison, 2017;
Sharples et al., 2016; Wiley & Hilton, 2018). The value and nature of OEP can also be
determined by the context in which they occur, enabling participation in knowledge
management rather than just content access.

Open textbooks reinforce content-focused validation
What reinforces content-focus is the attention given to the sizeable savings of open
textbooks and other large-scale content production and storage initiatives (BC Campus,
2019; Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition [SPARC], 2018). While
open textbooks invaluably save millions of dollars and help students financially as well
as pedagogically in British Columbia, Canada, where open textbooks saved as much as
CAD 13 million between 2012 and 2019 and USD 1 billion since 2013 (BC Campus, 2019;
Petrides, Jimes, Middleton-Detzner, Walling, & Weiss, 2011; SPARC, 2018), it keeps a
focus on providing content in a compelling, yet still passive, student-as-recipient
dynamic. This dynamic is problematic when these relationships then frame the
‘provider’ in additional power dynamics in the institutional ecology where OEP aims to
increase student engagement. This can undermine engagement in OER as the defining
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characteristic that sustains learners’ positioning beyond budgetary evidence
(Hodgkinson-Williams, 2018). It is therefore helpful to identify the complexities in
defining how OEP performs in the context of this study and to establish an emerging
framework for OEP with diverse learner populations.
This also illustrates how the policy landscape requires that fiscally measurable actions
such as open texts creation get support. While content access is highly valid and
helpful, too much focus on objects could perpetuate the content-focus that makes
activities worth investing in only if they are easily measurable. Open textbooks as a
‘deliverable’ are successful; yet how else can openness be successful? Openness has
potential not only to deliver free content but could more deeply engage people in
knowledge management and therefore increase the likelihood of functional and
meaningful civic participation.
The NT, where this study was conducted, has the lowest rate of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander employment participation in the country, at 37% (Australian Bureau of
Statistics [ABS], 2016b). Therefore, the open and successful engagement of
stakeholders, policymakers, service delivery providers and the population regarding
processes like learning and civic development requires due attention. This open
attention and engagement could see a shift in the sharing of authority for outcomes
rather than keeping participants in passive roles, be it in education or parallel policy
areas such as workforce development.
As another rationale for this study, practicing a kind of openness that encourages
different knowledge systems to collaborate can increase participation; we need only
find out what functionally successful openness looks like.

Beside the financial benefits of defining open as free, the licence-bound definitions of
openness exclude examples of resources based on the authors’ licence choices in the
FRDC project in this study. A resource that may not be repurposed highlights what that
system of openness values in knowledge management: that knowledge is only open if it
is adaptable. Whilst the open access GNU software may have seeded this idea, the OEP
definitions mentioned earlier also cite techniques.
If open education originally started as a student-centred and knowledge freedom
movement, how is determining a resource’s exclusion from being considered open to
their knowledge-management preferences? The contribution to knowledge that the
resources make shouldn’t be discredited as not open in any way due to its alignment
with cultural protocols. As participants in the open movement, the case study’s authors
are participating in knowledge sharing within the parameters of their cultural practices;
should we not consider this to be a contribution to how ‘open’ gets performed and
refined? Indeed, as teaching changes, student-centred design is indicated to be even
more of a feature (Alexander et al., 2019).
How is an ‘almost openly licensed’ artefact of learning that was created in a historically
marginalised community not open? It might not be open to repurposing, but it is open
to use and reproduction as a model in other contexts, and it most definitely is open to
the learner-authors and the process they followed to make the resource.
What is valued and defined as ‘open’ can be challenged by other knowledge values
held that reposition it in the open discourse; OER as ‘creative commons–licensed
content’ excludes other practices and values which keep the open movement relevant
for growing populations outside the dominant western narrative. It could be argued
that Mukurtu and Traditional Knowledge labels from Local Contexts exemplifies an
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adjusted or graded kind of ‘open’ that others have acknowledged as non-binary (Wiley,
2009) that might better serve a wider, non-western, culturally responsive OEP practice.
This authority can be shared with students and knowledge holders and recognise the
validity of academic and student interactions with knowledge and networks; not just
systems, resources and infrastructure.

1.3.3 OEP is an example of knowledge management
Critically open practice is required with Indigenous knowledge and learners
Because the definitions of OEP cover a broad range of practices, resourcing, services,
systems and software, this study focuses on how the practice part of OEP refers to
learning and knowledge management. This includes at times digitally mediated
pedagogy and resources but also focuses on the decision-making and values behind
how these practices materialise in delivery, that is, the underpinning positioning of how
knowledge is managed, leading to policy, programs, resources, teaching, learning and
assessment practices which might be technology-enabled or strictly educational but
might also exist in other forms of public pedagogy (Stommel, 2014).
In this study, the resources from the four projects highlight various cross-cultural, intersectoral knowledge practices for management of digital knowledge resources. It is not
sufficient to use a digital resource and assume that the medium it is in will enhance
learning and livelihood outcomes, nor assume that if it is labelled as open it will do the
same:
Technologies cannot be used uncritically; rather they are used within social
contexts. It is important to understand the relationship between social, cultural

and physical contexts in which learners and (mobile) technologies operate.
(Wallace, 2011)
Because of this knowledge system intersection, critical engagement with the OEP in the
resources in this study can continue to improve learning experiences and include
students with distinct ways of managing learning and knowledge more effectively and
collaboratively. The complexity this acknowledges is hard to reconcile, yet the impact
of improved design can continue to refine how digital infrastructures are designed and
avoid further assumptions about their effectiveness (Okune, Hillyer, Albornoz, Posada,
& Chan, 2018). Much of open education research has synthesised, collated and
developed evidence and emerging evaluation frameworks for OER (De los Arcos,
Farrow, Perryman, Pitt, & Weller, 2014; Geser, 2007; Karunanayaka, Naidu, Rajendra, &
Ratnayake, 2015; Masterman & Wild, 2011; McGreal, Kinuthia, Marshall, & McNamara,
2013). OEP has been distinguished from the emphasis on content and tools reflected in
the range of literature in the OER landscape (Geser, 2007; McGreal et al., 2013).
While Australian institutional concerns with OER and OEP to this point remain in the
realm of copyright, intellectual property, sustainable business and infrastructure
models, openness is, in part, in the hands of students to claim and refine through open
pedagogies (Bossu, 2016). The emphasis on open pedagogies and practices is the shift
away from the resource and the move towards a more interactive use (Geser, 2007;
Weller, 2016; Wiley, Webb, Weston, & Tonks, 2017). In keeping with the required shift
in power to engage the learners in pedagogy and design, an adaptive use of OEP could
be the evolution that leads to more competent and motivated workforces. This
demands a critical look at who the open knowledge-management practices are open
to, and for what purposes. This adapted version of OEP is what this study aims to
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refine, in an effort to better honour the authority of knowledge holders and manage
knowledge systems in responsible ways.

1.3.4 OEP can address the diversity of emergent workforces
Inclusion and participation
Workforce development and training programs in remote Indigenous communities in
the NT have been largely inconsistent and unsuccessful (Dale, 2013; Ellanna, Loveday,
Stanley, & Young, 1988; Morphy & Sanders, 2001; Sanders, 2002). Critical evaluative
engagement in OEP that exist for use with workforce development and Indigenous
knowledge and training can illustrate power dynamics in program delivery, the
problematic ways Indigenous people are included as ‘end users’ as well as the potential
for improvements.
‘Success’ is a contested term. How it is defined is problematic, especially at
intersections of multiple knowledge systems and desire for evidence to prove that
programs are worthy of support. This is a major rationale for the research questions
opening a dialogue about functional success and who has the authority to define it.
The fourth and final Research Question is therefore fittingly complex: What are
successful outcomes for these OEP, who defines this and what matters?
A problem with measuring the success of transdisciplinary and inter-sector- programs
such as workforce development in Aboriginal knowledge systems is that established
benchmarks for initiatives are designed for Australian national standardised
measurement via key indicators (such as ‘completed qualification’ data gathered by the
ABS) rather than locally relevant measures that could demonstrate application of skills
from a range of learning experiences. These metrics rarely consider the complexities
involved in developing, delivering and sustaining initiatives in communities or that

learners may ‘self-bundle’ skills themselves and develop competence independently of
any course or training package defined learning outcome. The measurement systems
and standards for success often leave much of the story untold. This story includes
turnover rates based on transient staff and political cycles that do not allow for longterm embedding of successful programs in locally meaningful ways that promote civic
participation and recognition of local knowledge authority (Douglas, 2015) which,
briefly defined, refers to locally embedded ways of governing and managing knowledge
seated in complex kinship and traditional processes. Much like traffic signage, it spells
out who is allowed to have access to certain knowledge and conversations according to
traditional governance structures in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander society.
Another part of this story is the service users’ role as knowledge managers and creators
rather than recipients. Given the lack of consistency in government cycles and related
changes in program delivery, local leadership of knowledge authority could be a boon
for ownership over enterprise, workforce development and the locally defined
knowledge management (https://ldm.nt.gov.au/) and decision-making required for
that development (NT Government, 2018).
The ways knowledge and learning are managed in progressively ‘open’ communities,
effective workforce development relies on being positioned responsively to local ways
of knowing and learning. OEP might increase ownership over knowledge-management
and authority practices. This participation could lead to more locally defined,
developed and delivered success in remote programs. Local success could be more
likely this way, rather than being managed by distant regional centres or the federal
capital thousands of kilometres away (Mckenzie, 1994). Data about the remoteness of
the project contexts is covered in the discussion about data comparison in section 4.3.
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Modern workforce competence starts with being open to people’s inherent
abilities
Applying process-focused OEP to workforce knowledge management offers an
opportunity to increase ownership by the communities for which programs are
intended, something that the ‘tyranny of distance’ has blocked due to centralised
service provision as a logistical management tool (Blainey, 1966; Mckenzie, 1994). This
opens more learning engagement for participants. Furthermore, this can reveal the
extent to which current OER and OEP are ‘open’ to learners’ realities and notions of
authority over locally generated knowledge.
Open learning is participatory, a praxis of action and theory that can bring learner and
knowledge closer to application and distinguish content from process. This can shift
what ‘matters’ as successful practice, so that it becomes that which leads to meaningful
participation in local knowledge management.
Much of this work-based, experiential and apprenticeship learning emerged from the
vocational education and training (VET) sector, where many of these resources are
situated. The VET sector could be one of Australia’s strongest early OEP proponents by
way of its foundation of free provision, recognition of prior learning (RPL), e-portfolios
and the emphasis on contextualised learning (Callan, Johnston, & Poulsen, 2015). This
kind of openness can offer student-authored competence, placing the responsibility for
that in their hands: exactly where it will be in the workforce. This can situate
knowledge practice in the learners’ hands more readily by locating skills that are
relevant in place, to learners and workforce participants in a more active relationship.

1.3.5 OEP could help reshape higher education
The future demands responsive adaptation
Specialised OEP for use in diverse knowledge systems could be highly significant for the
future of higher education and training and how it delivers its product (Cawood, 2018).
Specialised OEP highlights delivery that could facilitate students being more active in
their knowledge and learning, making them more responsive and adaptive to changing
demands of the workforce and new models of scholarship and learning (Costello,
Huijser & Marshall, 2019).
Programs that are inconsistently delivered due to distance take no account of local
realities in their design and evaluation. This can result in repeated failures of programs
(Dale, 2013; Ellanna et al., 1988; Klein, 2014; Morphy & Sanders, 2001; Sanders, 2002).
In turn, this inconsistency leads to a lack of motivation in audiences and no impetus for
investment for culturally responsive training programs that could be seen as a risky
initiative.
The continual problematic ‘program delivery’ and ‘provision’ could be compared to a
more open model of learner-led workforce development. In the context of workforce
development in remote communities in the NT, practices in each resource project are
evaluated for their openness to the realities of remote workforce participants and what
that might mean for how resources are designed.
This entails changing the approach from one that designs for people, ceding control
over that, and taking direction from the contexts and people that are needed to be
designed with. This distinction echoes Freire’s (1970) concept of culturally appropriate
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learning programs that are developed with, not for, learners, and runs parallel to
distinctions Lambert describes as ‘by and for the benefit’ (2018).
The timing could be right for this kind of critical engagement in ceding ownership to
different ways of learning and combining it with an attempt to develop beneficial
learning changes ultimately by, but also with, under-represented learners, as
demonstrated in the project resources’ more successful examples. Functional
participation in community knowledge management blends local practice with adapted
institutional input so that western institutions can support, not obstruct or manage,
local authority. Ideally, this can lead to ownership over knowledge-creating practices
for which community participation is required in order to develop financial selfsufficiency and economic empowerment. While ‘community-led’ policy initiatives in
education are attempting this, over-reliance on ‘community-led’ as looking identical in
every community could be ruining the underpinning ideals on which it was developed,
much like the term ‘open’ being overused and losing its meaning.
This kind of dialogic dynamic in civic participation requires a shift which centres
community members and knowledge authorities as well as the ‘pre-practice’ ways in
which they and their knowledge are involved in program design.
The complex policy, cultural and historical contexts in which these practices need to
occur likely hinder any shifts in ownership. Despite this, the need to do things
differently drives this study to explore how institutions can continue to adapt to diverse
ways of knowing in order to better relate to diverse knowledges and ‘target’ those
populations that have been excluded.

If the particularities of the workforce that ‘needs developing’ are not considered and
people not engaged when development is designed, it is highly unlikely that any
development will be sustainable. Again, this point is echoing Freire (1970); it is an
acknowledgement of learners’ backgrounds to avoid making learning culturally
invasive.

Diversity of students and workforce
Stagg’s (2014) continuum of practice in Figure 1 illustrates a gradual uptake of
openness, culminating in student co-creation. This promotes learner-managed
knowledge practices.

Figure 1: Stagg’s model of OER adoption – a continuum for practice
From Stagg, A. (2014) OER adoption: a continuum for practice.

As a marker for student-led knowledge management, OEP maintain its distinction from
conventional provision via interactivity. Not doing this excludes learners from authentic
conversations in an already distanced environment. Adding diverse language and
cultural differences to the context makes the collaborative use of OEP more critical for
enhancing learning outcomes for a range of marginalised participants. Increasingly
diverse cohorts might mean that individualised provision may be unsustainable. Rather
than couching learning as being provided for, though, terminology may need reshaping
to maintain allegiance to student empowerment and social justice principles (DeRosa &
Robison, 2017; Lambert, 2018). Perhaps ‘student centred’ could mean more student-
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authored, -informed and -activated. ‘Community-led’ could mean positioning
community members as ‘partners’ rather than ‘end users and designers’ of a service.
‘Open’ could mean not just adaptable and free. A resource could be more than content.
All these shifts require us to value OEP differently, but it is a ‘future-proofing’ we need
to keep doing if we want to try different, functional ways of meeting diverse learners’
needs. According to human resource and job market research reports ( Price
Waterhouse Coppers, n.d.; Harvard Extension School, n.d. & Australian Industry and
Skills Committee, 2017) collaborative and critical thinking skills, digital and information
literacies are critical in the workforce that is increasingly tech-centred. Having agency
over how technology can be used rather than be centred itself can re-focus networked
learning and technology in OEP to being open to students’ critical skill development
with technology, not for it. This helps to transform learning and knowledge
management into a more dynamic space and exchange between knowledge systems.
This section contributed some informed approaches this study takes to considering the
research questions. It pointed to five ideas about the influence of OEP that the study
aims to address in addressing the broad focus of: Open for whom and to what? Chapter
2 reviews theoretical concepts and language with which the first research question:
‘How do we make OEP functionally successful for diverse learners?’ is addressed. The
research process then addresses the questions: What is ‘open’ about these resources
and practices? How are OEP used in these contexts? What are successful outcomes for
these OEP, who defines this and what matters?
The projects and related publications are below in section 1.4. This study evaluates the
project resources’ OEP by exploring them via the research questions below. The aims
related to the questions hope to explore the and further refine what openness looks

like in different knowledge systems. Open education’s origins open access and distance
education to increase opportunities for participation, this study aims to refine how this
can be done with respect for and reconciliatory action with colonised knowledge
systems. This exploration hopes to find adjustments to western educational and
knowledge management to increase representation of previously oppressed
knowledges and populations still suffering from past mistakes.

1.4 Research Questions and Aims
This study examines a series of open education resources (OERs) and practices (OEP)
and provokes broadly: Open for whom?
The research questions are:
•

How do we make OEP functionally successful for use with diverse
learners?

•

What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?

•

How are OEP used in these contexts?

•

What are successful outcomes for these OEP, who defines this and what
matters?

The questions are mapped to research aims in Table 1 below.Table 7 I will note here
that whilst the case studies in this thesis specifically discuss Indigenous contexts in
northern Australia, it aims to generate principles that are based on these contexts but
can be helpful to adaptations to western academic contexts (i.e. ‘we’ as identified in
introduction). The ‘grand generalisation’ of case study findings are not the aim of this
research; refining theory and suggesting complexities and establishing the limits of
generalisability is my responsibility (Stake, 2005 p.460). I hope that the principles found
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via this case study research could inform other case studies in OEP with Indigenous and
remotely placed learners, and learners that speak languages other than English.

Table 1 Meeting Research Aims and Corresponding Questions
Research aim and how it was met

Research questions related

Aim 1. Refine the definition of what ‘functionally successful’

1. How do we make OEP

OEP is in the context of the resources.

functionally successful

The theoretical framework (Chapter 2) identifies elements and

for diverse learners?

validity claims that partly address this aim.

2.

What is ‘open’ about

Aim 2. Test the concept of ‘open’ for how it manifests in each

these resources and

resource, according to a set of criteria for openness and how

practices?

they might be engaged with by learners.

3. How is OEP used in these
contexts?

The methodology section sets up a procedure to further
explore how OEP presents in the resources, based on the
intersecting policy and theory areas the projects emerge from.
Aim 3. Interrogate practices to develop an understanding of

2. What is ‘open’ about these

how ‘open’ translates into functional engagement for some

resources and practices?

learners and how this can develop capacity for systemic

3: How is OEP used in these

adaptation to better support workforce development.

contexts?

Analysis iterations revealed the layers of answers to questions

4.

What are successful

2, 3 and 4, filtered by the multiple criteria from three general

outcomes for OEP, who

sets: validity claims, decolonising analyses and evaluation

defines this and what

frameworks.

matters?

Research aim and how it was met

Research questions related

Aim 4. Determine a set of practice principles for OEP and

4. What are successful

critical openness that provides a direction for functional

outcomes for OEP, who

engagement with diverse knowledge and learner cohorts.

defines this and what

Reduce iterations of interrogation from the filtering process

matters?

and develop theory and practice-level principles for ways
forward.

Research Process Overview
Using these questions and aims to guide me, I achieve research aim 1 in chapter 2 by
refining some ideas of what ‘functionally successful’ might look like in the relevant
theoretical literature and approaches to learning and knowledge management.
I use the theoretical framework in chapter two to inform the analytical tool for the case
studies. This study evaluates the practices-as-data which are contained in the project
resources. I use two other additional sets of criteria influenced by the context and the
cultural significance of this work. After following the research procedure in each of
three iterative cycles, I answered the research questions and met aim number 2; to
test the resources for how they performed ‘openness’ and whether it was ‘functional’.
I then compared, confirmed and contextualised the results against contextualised and
regional data and confirmation interview data in order to meet aim 3; refining the
results into what met the functional success descriptions. This resulted in a set of best
practices that I could discuss in chapter 5 and refine further into principles for practice
in the conclusion.
This process is outlined in more detail in Figure 3
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1.5 Projects and Related Publications
As part of this study’s evaluation of the four eLearning projects, six publications are
included in Appendix 1 of this thesis. Three relate directly to the resource projects, one
explores OEP in Australia and two provide conceptual foundations for this study.

1.5.1 PreVET (2012–2013)
This project is a suite of openly available resources showcasing employment, literacy
and numeracy skills in vocational workplace contexts, as demonstrated by Indigenous
role models from around the Northern Territory (NT). This set of resources is intended
for use by middle school students across the NT. I was the educational writer and
instructional designer for these resources. The project is available at
http://prevet.net.au/.

This paper discusses the second language learning framework used to develop the
resources and the motivation for this approach to the intended users and learners. This
framework became the foundation for the first of the theory themes in Chapter 2.
Funk, J., & Worthington, S. (2014). Collaborative learning pathways: Supporting
students where they are in the PreVET project. International Journal of Diversity
in Education, 13(2), 105–114.

The next paper describes the participatory action and evaluative design research
method used in developing the PreVET resource. This cycle heavily informed the
evaluation cycle used in this study.
Funk, J., Worthington, S., & Price-Winter, L. (2016). Using evaluation and participatory
action research methods to develop an eLearning resource. SAGE Research
Methods Cases. doi:10.4135/978144627305015595368.

1.5.2 Djurrwirr/BowerBird (2013)
This project is a page on a social media platform called BowerBird
(http://www.bowerbird.org.au/) where people can share sightings of and discuss
Australia’s biodiversity. The page was populated by Dr Kathy Guthadjaka, Dr Gary Kong
and me to openly share Kathy’s knowledge about biodiversity in Gäwa on the northern
end of Elcho Island, a homeland community of the Yolŋu. Kathy’s page is called
Djurrwirr (http://www.bowerbird.org.au/projects/1153). The BowerBird platform is
intended for public sharing of biodiversity sightings, and this project was piloting its use
as a way for Indigenous Rangers and biosecurity staff to use for species surveillance. I
recorded information about each image and species sighting with Kathy and populated
the Djurrwirr page with the images and information.
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This paper describes the outcomes of the project and how the overall design of the
BowerBird platform affected the information Kathy shared. The platform design’s
impact on sharing has also been a significant motivation for this study.
Funk, J., Guthadjaka, K., & Kong, G. (2015). Posting Traditional Ecological Knowledge on
open access biodiversity platforms: Implications for learning design. Australian
Journal of Indigenous Education, 44(2), pp. 150–162.
https://doi.org/10.1017/jie.2015.25.

1.5.3 East Arnhem Indigenous Fisheries Training Framework (2014–
2015) hereafter ‘FRDC’
This project, funded by the Fisheries Research Development Corporation (East Arnhem
Indigenous Fisheries Training Framework, n.d.), is a collation of open curriculum
initiatives and resources for remote Indigenous fisheries training and enterprise
development. Intended users are people who want to develop skills for remote
fisheries enterprise development and training providers. I worked with senior
researchers and university staff to complete qualification application processes, put all
the content on the WordPress website for the project and helped produce and edit the
clips with participants out on country. The WordPress site is available at
https://indigenousfisheriestrainingframework.wordpress.com/.
It includes a collection of open educational resources (OER) clips
(https://vimeo.com/showcase/4304396) made by staff trainees.

The report below (not included in the thesis) outlines the research outcomes of the
project and the major input of senior authorities, who described what purposes they
wanted the learning resources to serve overall.
Wallace, R., & Funk, J. (2016). Development of the East Arnhem Fisheries Network
Training Framework. Retrieved from Fisheries Research Development
Corporation: https://www.frdc.com.au/ArchivedReports/FRDC%20Projects/2012-403-DLD.pdf.

1.5.4 Plant Biosecurity CRC (2015–2018) hereafter ‘PBCRC’
This project, called ‘Building Resilience in Indigenous Communities through
Engagement: A Focus on Biosecurity Threats’ is collaboration between international
plant health and Aboriginal authorities on engagement for biosecurity audiences. The
project developed a publicly available engagement tool and learning resource that
helps biosecurity scientists and bureaucrats understand Indigenous approaches to
engagement. It is intended to offer more functional ways for scientific and regulatory
bodies to engage with community stakeholders. I collected information from Dr
Guthadjaka about each step in the model and worked with media production staff to
develop the content and images for use in the model. I also recorded the clips on the
website with Dr Ford and Dr Guthadjaka. The model page is available at
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https://www.cdu.edu.au/northern-institute/building-resilience-aboriginal-indigenousengagement-model.

The research report below is not included in this thesis but can offer more detail about
the project.
Marsh, A., Wallace, R., Ford, L., Guthadjaka, K., Yuhun, P., Ford, C., & Funk, J. (2018)
Building resilience in Indigenous communities through engagement: A focus on
biosecurity threats. Retrieved from Plant Biosecurity Cooperative Research
Centre: http://www.pbcrc.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/assets/CRC4041%20Phase%202%20Final%20Report%20New%2
0Format.pdf.

1.5.5 OEP in Australian higher education: Developing a profile
(partnership with Charles Darwin University, University of Southern
Queensland and University of Tasmania) (2016–2018)
This project was not evaluated as part of this study, but its publication is integral to the
positioning of the study. This research project and the publication explore how OEP has
been developed in the Australian higher education system. This paper discusses the
level at which Australian higher education institutions are engaging in OEP. The
outcomes of this paper lend more meaning to how the findings of this thesis can be
incorporated into future Australian higher education OEP.
It frames the discussion of how OEP can be further developed for Australian
universities and increasingly diverse students and knowledges. This paper
demonstrates why timing might be right for consideration of OEP principles from this
study. It demonstrates that despite underlying infrastructure to support OEP, staff
development requires further support to engage in publicly visible OEP. Given
Australia’s emerging status in the field, it is an ideal time to shape and inform progress
for Australia’s unique knowledge contexts.
Stagg, A., Nguyen, L., Bossu, C., Partridge, H., Funk, J., & Judith, K. (2018). Open
educational practices in Australia: A first-phase national audit of higher
education. International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning,
19(3). https://doi.org/10.19173/irrodl.v19i3.3441.

1.5.6 Conceptual and foundational papers
The two papers listed below provided a foundation for the theoretical framework in
Chapter 2 of this study.
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Funk, J. (2015). Comparing the measuring stick to the measured: Supporting EAL pupils’
writing development. EAL Matters 1, 2–12. Retrieved from
https://naldic.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/02/NALDIC_EAL_Matters_1_final.pdf
Funk, J., & Mason, J. (2015, November). Open educational practices and 21CC:
Positioning their significance. Paper presented at the 23rd International
Conference on Computers in Education, Hangzhou, China. Asia-Pacific Society for
Computers in Education.

1.5.7 Other supplementary work
The following reports and papers provide context to the publications and projects in
this study and prior work they draw on. They are included here to acknowledge
stakeholder involvement in the public policy research this study has emerged from and
the range of research processes that underpin my motivation for this study.
Noland, S., Taylor, A., Fleming, A., Bell, J., Costa, D., Stacey, N., Tupper, W., Galaminda,
B., & Funk, J. (2016). Further developing Indigenous capacity to conduct research
and monitoring to support marine-based enterprises. Report submitted to the
North Australia Marine Research Alliance, Aquaculture Unit. Darwin: Department
of Primary Industry and Fisheries, NT Government.
Stacey, N., Funk, J., & van Wyk, P. (2016). Evaluation of the “Developing Indigenous
capacity to conduct research and monitoring to support marine based
enterprises” Project. Report submitted to the North Australia Marine Research
Alliance. Darwin: Research Institute for the Environment and Livelihoods, Charles
Darwin University (CDU).

CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL LITERATURE REVIEW AND
FRAMEWORK
This chapter’s theoretical literature review provides the historical theoretical
foundations on which the theoretical framework for analysis rests. Influences such as
collaborative and consensual conversations, situated praxis and transformative public
sphere of digital education will frame the growing definition of what ‘functionally
successful OEP’ could look like. A theoretical framework is developed and illustrated
with examples. This framework is then used as an analytical tool in the research
procedure, with related and relevant criteria.
The definitions and implications of openness are discussed further in relation to how
this can affect participation and collaboration in consensual dialogue within learning
systems. This also directly relates to the levels of power and authority systems allow
participants to enjoy as they are situated within various learning locales, and how this
translates to Indigenous knowledge authority concepts. Indigenous authority over
knowledge and learning will be discussed to illustrate how this can help western
systems transform and adjust knowledge management practices, increasing OEP
capacity to address diverse and complex social issues and meet challenges in the future
of education practice.
The framework developed in section 2.4 presents a selection of theoretical concepts
and elements against which the project resources will be analysed for their ability to
meet diverse learners’ needs. These inform further criteria selections defined further in
chapter three to address the particular features of the set of resources as OEP and OER
related to cross-cultural and community development in complex Indigenous contexts.
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Social theory
Social capital
Critical social theory
Habermas and Freire

Critical social theories of practice
Critical openness

Figure 2: Theoretical structures leading to this study’s focus on critical openness

2.1 Social theory
Social theory describes dynamics within social systems, that is, how those processes
intersect and are impacted on by lived experience. The reason for using social theory as
the overarching theory position is because the research questions engage with
resources produced at intersecting social systems: Indigenous knowledge
management, workforce development, scientific regulation and community and
enterprise development. Social theory provides a lens through which I examine the
resources and refine principles for responsible use of openness.
Developing from Comte in 1840s when he coined the phrase ‘sociology’ (Comte &
Thompson, 1976), social theory was furthered by Durkheim, Weber and Marx, who
broadened its scope for addressing issues of labour, class and emancipation from
struggles and the influence of religion on social systems. It can also be described as a
‘practice of thinking about what science and “being scientific” means with respect to
the social world’ (Harrington, 2005, p. 3). Educational institutions are subject to a range
of human influences with massive variations in what can be scientifically observed. The

critique of scientism by some social theorists acknowledges that pure objectivity is near
impossible in the study of social behaviours (Harrington, 2005). This presents an
opportunity for open practices to help us frame knowledge management at
intersecting social systems. Such framing is not a direct criticism of science; rather,
open thinking includes multiple perspectives on what constitutes knowledge. Instead of
only opposing scientism, this work incorporates multiple perspectives based on the
intersections it is situated at and provides a position and direction based on that
openness.

OEP as a process of social capital creation in communities of practice
A considerable body of work, which cannot be fully embraced here, has been written
about social capital. In this thesis, social capital helps illustrate the significance of the
project resources’ contribution. Concepts of social capital (Bourdieu, 1986; Loury, 1977,
1987) identify dynamics in systems, groups of connections, networks or institutions
that produce resources or new knowledge, prosperity and change of a certain quality
(Coleman, 1988, 1990; Putnam, 1993). This privileges dynamic relationships and
processes of social capital as the basis for developing competence and ‘civicness’
(Portes, 1998, p. 18), thereby twisting the ‘capital object’ into a relational, participatory
process. Relationships and their development between institutions and social, language
and cultural groups are all processes of forming social capital. The project resources in
this study provide concrete examples of this process and the knowledge-management
practices it encourages. Therefore, this study sees social capital not as an object but as
a process of empowerment in relational learning. Social capital production can flow
between the ‘hubs’ of different social groups as a practice. This is a helpful framing of
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social capital for this study of OEP, as it positions social capital as a process rather than
an object.
Given strong community and workforce development themes in the resources
examined here, and the positioning of community and collective cultural responsibility
in the regions they serve, social capital as participation between knowledge managers
can be a lens for viewing learning (Kilpatrick, Field, & Falk, 2003; Kilpatrick, Jones, &
Barrett, 2003). Framing OEP in the projects as the ‘capital’ they produce positions their
contribution as more than just objects or resources, but as part of a larger set of
practices. OEP offers further relevance as a form of relational social capital between
the ‘hubs’ of systems (Indigenous knowledge communities, scientific regulatory
agencies, workforce and community enterprise development systems, educational
institutions).
Communities of practice (COPs) (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et
al., 2002) is also an influential learning concept which is expanded on later in this
theory chapter. However, it can also be used in the current discussion to describe a
form of organisation that performs knowledge management (Wenger, 2004) as a
process of social capital. COPs can be voluntary (not as donations but as willing,
remunerated and professionalised), informal (not mandated) structures (Coleman,
1988, 1990) carrying changed conventions of knowledge authority that frame social
capital as a public good, such as skills that can be shared in the community.
The relationships between people and institutions facilitate action and position OEP as
a changed authority version of social capital that can facilitate action between learners
and institutions. These mutated relationships disrupt conventional knowledge
management; they can shift lecture to dialogue, content production to process-focused

critical engagement, provision to participation and social to mainstream enterprise.
This form of open is not outright ‘access all areas’ but is a way of engaging with
knowledge and the context it comes from. This can mean that the levels of openness is
adjusted depending on where the knowledge comes from and who is custodian of it.
The adjusted openness in these transformations shows a cultural acknowledgement of
the concept of knowledge authority that follows.

Knowledge authority
The term ‘knowledge authority’ I use is adopted from regional and collegiate use
(Christie & Verran, 2013; Douglas, 2015). The term can refer to senior Aboriginal
knowledge custodians of knowledge who demonstrate responsibility and kinship
maintenance and handing down of knowledge to younger generations (Douglas, 2015).
I have also come to understand knowledge authority as a process that is negotiated,
exercised and performed in different instances.
The term ‘knowledge authority’ will be used in this study in the following ways:
•

as a person or group of people who are experts and authorities on a given
set of knowledge (Douglas, 2015)

•

the authority gained through having certain kinds of privileged knowledge
and the authority that is exercised as performance of that specialised
knowledge

•

the process of authoring knowledge and associated artefacts of learning
(such as OER) and knowledge-making (Christie & Verran, 2013); hence,
‘knowledge
author-ity’, owning learning and exercising knowledge authority, using
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transformative language to change ‘teaching and learning’ into knowledge
authorship and management.
Acknowledgement of knowledge authority refers to the process of making space and
time adjustments for distinct ways of managing knowledge, from which western
practices could benefit to learn. Respecting knowledge authority can help western
academic practitioners continue to learn and evolve practice.

Knowledge authorship (or author-ity) over social capital and OEP
The words ‘authorship’ and ‘authority’ are used in multiple ways in this study. OEP’s
relations of author-ity determine control over those knowledge-management actions
via the authorship and open licensing process. Developing a collaboratively authored
resource also exercises authority. Authority of control can be dispersed throughout a
community in a non-western conception of ‘ownership’. Through disrupting
conventional ideas of ownership and knowledge management, OEP can demonstrate
how social capital can be generated in informal, voluntary structures (Coleman, 1988,
1990) the boundaries of which are determined and dispersed by learners themselves.
This act exercises knowledge authority and disrupts conventional power dynamics,
even the power in more progressive licensing conventions. This leverage of openness
for non-western use can transform practice and enable knowledge authorities to
determine how ‘public’ the goods they are producing will be, defined by their
community.
Openly produced resources can be a public good and civic participatory action for the
public for which it is intended. This community public authority over knowledge can be
transferrable to other purposes (such as management practices with institutions).

Voluntary (willing), professionalised (remunerated) and participatory organisation
(rather than mandated) could have its purpose appropriable for other uses such as
enterprise development and related situated knowledge.
This kind of OEP as social capital is a mutated, relational process, disrupting
conventional relations of power by placing learners at the centre of authorship and
producing OER as ‘public good artefacts’ of knowledge-producing episodes (Christie &
Verran, 2013). Self-determination over knowledge production in economic and
educational actions increases authority for previously marginalised groups. This is how
OEP helps disperse power over social action.
This social theory and capital thinking can frame how OEP and their licences are
authored and managed and provides a context for the impact of OEP on knowledge
management at the project resource sets’ intersections at different knowledge
systems. Further discussion of COPs and relational social capital production will follow
later in the main framework section of this chapter.

Critical social theory
Critical social theory (CST) is a subsection of social theory, informed by the critique of
social systems and behaviours. Used here, it focuses on how knowledge is produced in
social systems such as education (Honneth, & Jonas, 1991; Horkheimer, 1995). Critical
theory arose from dialectical critique of authoritarianism during the World War II era
and became known more as an ‘agitational theory’ (Agger, 1992) concerned with
institutional and conceptual transformations. A major concentration of CST this study
uses was developed by Habermas in the Frankfurt School (see below). CST offers more
focused language with which to frame the power relations and knowledge production
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among learner, teacher and institution; the knowledge practices themselves; and how
they are managed. This critical language addresses the dynamics of social capital
production and sharing in the OEP featured in the resources. Ways the processes are
communicated and understood are covered in the CST of communication and learning
that follow.

Habermas’ communicative action
This study employs the theory of communicative action, particularly using validity
claims as criteria to unpack the many complex ways we understand each other and
develop consensus (Habermas, 1987). Habermas and the Frankfurt School’s critical
theory emerged as a response to the ‘technocratic domination’ of scientism
(Bottomore, 2002, p. 28). This critique of scientism is what makes CST and Habermasian
focus on validity (1987) appropriate for analysis of projects at intersecting technology
and knowledge contexts. However, one of the main criticisms of the Frankfurt School is
that CST sets up a critique of scientism without proposing an alternative. This dualism is
not a constructive way to acknowledge multiple perspectives. ‘Pure criticism’ leads to
bankruptcy and leaves nothing other than a binary, polarised situation (Leonardo,
2004). This study critically reflects on educational technology contexts and what
constructive and complementary knowledge-management processes can be illustrated
via the principles for OEP in the final chapter.
CST from Habermas has particular relevance to knowledge practices engaging in
dialogical, relational social capital production. I use Habermas’ (1987) focus on
communication (Bottomore, 2002), with suggestions as to how OEP as social capital
production requires communicative consensus in order to be functional and successful
in the communication of knowledge across cultural systems and boundaries. This is not

to assume that consensus leads to outright compromise in the process of finding things
in common. Rather, the communicative consensus discussed here embraces the space
given to being different. This element of ‘dissensus’ (Verran, 2015) highlights the
multiple ways things are different within Indigenous knowledge management, and this
concept of communicative consensus embraces that difference in ‘going-on doing
difference together’ (Verran, 2015).

Transcendent learning and critical pedagogy
Habermas’ CST provides a lens with which to critique dynamics and ‘promotes a
language of transcendence’ (Leonardo, 2004) to consider alternatives. This dialogic
perspective on knowledge authority mutates social capital into relational processes by
transcending oppression through proactive critique. Shifts in authority over knowledge
might require increased focus on willing, participatory and professionalised processes
which result in functional civic participation, determined by participants.
Adapted openness can proactively critique knowledge dynamics by delivering
alternative practices in a changed relation of authority. Much like changing the steps to
a dance, OEP is a civic participation which repositions itself as a transformative
reclamation of knowledge authority by the learner. It could be possible, then, to
mutate (Outhwaite, 2009) this critique into action in claiming learning and exercising
knowledge authority, using transformative language to change ‘teaching and learning’
into knowledge authorship and management. This presents CST of practice and
pedagogy as a more specific niche for this study.
The next step positions the resources in this study and their OEP as a critical pedagogy.
The main framework (outlined in the next section) uses praxis (Freire, 1970) and COPs
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(Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002) to help this work
engage in a placed, proactive critique of relationships between knowledge systems.
This analysis is further informed by Habermas’ (1987) communicative action applied to
knowledge in social systems and isolated communities for increased social justice
(Kincheloe & McLaren, 2002). These concepts contribute to criteria against which the
project resources are evaluated and help to develop a concept of adapted, critical
openness, expanded on by concepts from Freire that follow.

Critical openness
Freire’s most significant contribution to critical pedagogy is emphasised by Leonardo’s
(2004) review of other central critical pedagogy thinkers such as Giroux, McLaren, and
Weiler. Application of Freire’s generous pedagogy foundation to openness positions
critical practice in knowledge management as emancipatory, influencing OEP in this
work as a critical ‘open’ theory of practice. OEP aims for quality cultivation of
knowledge authority in emancipatory dialogues in order to ‘remake the world’ (Freire,
1970, p. 16).
However, engagement in the critique here presents the assumption that learners might
invest in the institutionally situated discourse within that setting, validating that there
is a conversation to be had within institutional authority structures. This could be
problematic in that it would demand a discourse within conventional structures,
exclusive to those who ‘speak the language of the oppressor’ (Freire, 1970). This can
perpetuate the oppressive knowledge management that contributed to the dynamics
OEP addresses. Dialectic of freedom (Greene, 1988) is an authority exercised in context
to become ‘authors of our own world’ (Leonardo, 2004, p. 16). Between extremes of
resistance and speaking the language of the oppressor (Freire, 1970), there is

transcendence that could open pathways to a praxis-informed (Freire, 1970)
knowledge authority exercised on its own terms as a public good.
Alternately, by disrupting power relations in institutional settings, OEP addresses the
oppression by presenting an active critique in the form of a complementary process,
such as civic actions like Community Open Online Courses (COOCs (http://coocs.co.uk/)
and other organic learning projects that run parallel to an/or without institutional
direction. This has been critically engaged with in more recent work in critical
pedagogies and openness have scrutinised the field and its surrounds for the
implications of touting openness as an inherent good ( Edwards, 2015), and thus firmly
strengthen this study’s assertion that due care should be taken with OEP and learning
technology in its inherent social contextualisation (Wallace, 2011).
Continued binary positioning of open / closed, in /out of the institution obstruct any
progress critical engagement with openness makes to show that this reductionistic
view, somewhat perpetuated by legal definitions of ‘open,’ is not helpful.
Learners and knowledge authorities could stay firmly on ‘the outside’ of the
institutional copyright safety net, raising concerns about the academic labour
entanglements involved in interacting and engaging in open learning networks, and
that education is commodified as an output rather than a process of engaging with the
open resources and interaction. This leaves the learner and knowledge author in a
position of authority yet also vulnerable to exploitation of their academic labour (Winn,
2015). This concern is discussed elsewhere with discussions of how openness
reconfigures teaching and learning dynamics but can be appropriated by neoliberal
academic moves to isolate and decontextualize students and learning (Bayne, Knox &
Ross, 2015). This ‘fantasy of the roaming autodidact’ (Watters, 2019) assumes learners
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are self-directed and autonomous and outsources educational labour required to
handle knoweldges management via digital media with care and respect for learners
and knowledge holders’ contexts. This leverage could misappropriate openness into a
technology centric and dehumanised delivery system for education and data mining.
This was observed in some instances during the ‘pivot to online’ during the global
COVID-19 crisis, seeing educational institutions swiftly switch over to online delivery via
platforms which have questionable data and privacy policies, in addition to not
distinguishing between online ‘delivery ‘and the social justice distance education
origins of open education; one that isn’t technology focused and not the same as online
education and how it’s being framed as ‘the future’ (Prinsloo, 2016). This ‘platforming
educational capitalism’ (Watters, 2019) and social media data harvesting ontology
determines learning approaches as business models in the attention economy.
Using an example of the ‘Speak & Spell’ learning machine, Watters (2015) noted that
despite some increase in recall during use of the behaviourist technology, there was no
long-term retention of language production skills without the technology present. This
echoes recent billionaire tech moguls’ philanthropic experiments with cheap tablet
software that helps children ‘teach themselves’ via literacy software, testing the
language apps in refugee camps (Hanbury, 2019) yet likely only result in dependence
on the technology itself.
This is further signalled by the technology elite’s hand wringing over not letting their
own children have iPads (Watters, 2019); highlighting a divide also between those who
know the commodification of ed tech and those who are convinced they need it.
This also has no regard for equality issues and digital poverties the ‘users’ might face
such as in the MOOC, making access less easy for subsets of the population that are

marginalised. Resource and existential inequalities exist with online delivery in regions
of the world similar to the NT, reinforcing the dichotomies between world class and
bush colleges (Czernowitz, 2018), and moving further away from the increased
opportunities for education that distance education aimed for (Prinsloo, 2016).
The uncritical, inscrutable openness ignores that closings in the openness are required
due to the closed algorithms, codes and ontologies involved in the design of
technologies (Edwards, 2015) but also for cultural reasons described in this study. The
required infrastructural, pedagogical and axiological shifts institutions should be
making at higher levels to see the move from mere access to OEP but participation and
then empowerment (Arinto, Hodgkinson-Williams &Trotter, 2017).
This adapted, critically applied openness hopes to find a place in which learners can
exercise knowledge authority and create a path for their own learning and purposes
with institutional support, not obstruction. The place this support stems from is at the
‘pre-practice value’ levels, where our inherent assumptions about knowledge dynamics
can be explored with critical openness.

Summary
CST of open practice informs a discussion of OEP as critical pedagogy and social capital
production in transcending conventional knowledge management in learning delivery.
To continue to cultivate quality educational experiences for diverse learners, we need
to develop our own ability to ‘question, deconstruct, and then reconstruct knowledge
in the interest of emancipation’ (Leonardo, 2004, p. 12). Through how we reflect on the
communication shared by the projects in this work, we can develop a set of principles
that drive further momentum and improvement of institutionally administered
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processes. Built on this foundation of CST of practice, we can now delve into some
relevant theoretical constructs for the study of this work and the resulting principles.

2.2 Theoretical Framework: Three Elements
Three elements, built on the previous section’s CST, will more specifically frame the
learning encouraged in the project resources as a conversation, a mutant social capital
process that occurs in a specific set of placed and technologically distanced contexts,
but also at a pre-practice level to program delivery and design. This pre-practice
emphasis can help position the three main theory elements in this section as significant
shifts we are all able to take in how we position our work in relation to its beneficiaries.
This learning conversation can be thought of as critical civic participation and
transformative reclamation of knowledge authority. From three theoretical elements
developed and reviewed in the literature, a set of validity claims were developed
against which OEP should perform.
The validity claims have also been developed from directives which senior Aboriginal
leaders gave for the FRDC project. These senior authorities’ directives then provided
guidance for this study’s set of validity claims. Because these points came from senior
authorities, they acted as directives while the validity claims for evaluating all the
resources in this study were developed. These knowledge authorities stipulated in the
first stage of the FRDC research project that a learning framework and resources did
the following (Wallace & Funk, 2016, p. 1–3):
•

engage and respect senior people’s knowledge (respects knowledge
authority)

•

be offered with respect to and/or in participants’ first languages (aligns
with English as Another Language [EAL] approaches)

•

engage with/on the country relevant to the work (is context-embedded
and collaborative)

•

be used for updating resources and the knowledge base (is connected to
real application of knowledge)

•

be negotiated and co-produced (transcends conventional power divisions)

•

support Aboriginal people’s aims related to self-sufficiency (is connected
to real-life realities of people)

•

include high level technical information (is cognitively demanding).

For research purposes, the generalizable nature of these requirements helped further
direct the theoretical elements identified for evaluating all four of the project
resources. The publications included in this study have engaged in the related theories
as a cumulative learning record developed over the course of all projects. As a result,
this theory section provides a synthesis of deeper language with which to answer the
main questions, describing ways practices can be functionally successful and still open,
developing principles that aim to benefit learners and workforce participants by
adapting institution-based practices.
Using theory and the requirements identified by knowledge authorities, the study first
reviewed theoretical and more recent literature to gain an understanding of how
‘functionally successful’ openness might be described for the projects concerned. The
three elements that follow in this section develop three sets of validity claims, which
constitute the theoretical filters through which the resources are processed and
thereby help to further answer the main research provocation and the first question:
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‘Open for whom and to what? How do we make OEP functionally successful for diverse
learners?’
The validity claims are accompanied by related decolonising and evaluation criteria,
which were used to further analyse the project resources’ OEP by filtering them
through the process featured in Figure 3 and detailed in section 3.3 (Methods) in order
to answer the remaining 3 research questions.

Figure 3: The overall research process for this study
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The figure above depicts the overall research process for this study, including the
filtering cycle contained within the series of orange circles. The results of these filtering
cycles (detailed in section 3.3) revealed ways to answer the remaining research
questions below and directed the development of theory- and practice-level principles
for using OEP.
Questions:
How do we make OEP more functionally successful for diverse learners?
What is ‘Open’ about these resources and practices?
How is OEP used in these contexts?
What are successful outcomes for OEP, who defines this, and what matters?
So far in this chapter, CST has helped me determine that the way to answer the
research questions is to include a reflexive interrogation of the practices I am
concerned with. Mutating power relationships that produce social capital and proactive
critique requires identifying more specific elements that make OEP more functionally
successful. The defining elements of functional success will now be explored in three
elements in the theoretical framework, using examples in openness to illustrate how
theory and practice look in action when combined. The following section will approach
this with regard to language use in learning conversations as a first element.

2.3 Element 1: Language Use
Collaborative, consensual learning conversations
The language use element of this part of the research emerged from foundations
outlined in Funk (2015), Comparing The Measuring Stick To The Measured: Supporting
Eal Pupils’ Writing Development which is the second paper in Appendix 1. This element

in the theoretical framework was directly relevant to the first project examined in this
study, PreVET, and holds implications for future beneficiaries of this research who
speak English as another language, as it frames learning and knowledge management
as a conversation. The paper discusses a study involving learners of English as another
language and formed the basis and motivation for developing better learning
relationships with learners. Literature relating to bilingualism, EAL approaches and
motivation are used to discuss outcomes in relation to students’ language backgrounds
and realities. This paper was published in National Association for Language
Development in the Curriculum (NALDIC) UK EAL Matters 1 professional development
publication.

Context and cognitive demand across conversations
The paper referenced above focused on limitations of institutional capacity for
acknowledging language. I will now discuss how this idea can be applied to developing
a perspective on learning as conversations that hope to transform that dynamic.
Understanding the significance of language not only as a literal tool for communication
but as a valued part of students’ authority and identity, we can think about learning as
an authentic two-way dialogue across cultural spaces (Bartlett, Marshall, & Marshall,
2012; Yunupingu, 1989), one that happens with, not to learners (Freire, 1970), and as a
conversation that requires principled engagement, even before it begins. We can
imagine how a conversation dynamic can frame learning and what is required for it to
be successful. It is helpful, then, to first immerse some of this thinking in concepts that
affect learners of languages other than their first. The importance of contextembedded, cognitively demanding learning (Cummins, 1994, 2000) requires added
emphasis. Given that most of the learners in the project resources speak many
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languages, practices that support language skills can be open to their realities.
Honouring learners’ capacity leads to more collaborative relations of power (Cummins,
2000) and demonstrates openness to learners, their knowledge management and their
authority over their own learning.
Conventional knowledge management can position learning as distanced from context
and as lacking cognitive demand. This leads to coercive relations of power (Cummins,
2000) and strategic (rather than communicative) action (Habermas, 1987) in learning
design, lacking meaningful, contextual immersion and cognitive challenge.
Context-embedded and cognitively demanding learning (Cummins, 1994, 2000) aids
OEP in the project resources. Embedding competencies in learning design can enhance
cognitive demand on learners. Given the likelihood of high rates of OER use by online
learners who speak multiple languages (Cobo, 2013), this embedding seems
appropriate for at least these learners, if not all of them. This embedding fosters a
more ‘collaborative relation of power’ (Cummins, 1996, 2000) for learners by
acknowledging where they are in their skill acquisition and still provides a demanding
experience.
Training (and assessment thereof) can therefore be skills-focused, but the application
of such skills may not be presented in real-life scenarios relevant to the trainees’ lived
experience. Cognitive abilities could be better acknowledged by providing demanding
activities with contextual scaffolding. This could ensure the cognitive demands of the
work are supported by parallel tasks. These tasks support students’ intellectual
capabilities without coercing them into assessment-driven models that isolate skills
from their real contexts. The application of this ‘language and conversation thinking’ to

learning situations can help inform the pre-practice phase of developing projects that
aim to target certain groups in society.
Example in openness: EAL-friendly

Examples of openness to language use can be found in the Indigenous Fisheries
Training Framework resources and PreVET resources described in the study. These
resources demonstrate a version of placed knowledge that offers valid contexts and a
motivating, relevant frame for the learners’ efforts.
More application of this theory in practice can be observed in Appendix 1; (Funk &
Worthington, (2014) Collaborative Learning Pathways: Supporting Students Where
They Are in The PreVET Project, where the theory is embedded in a workforce
development, literacy and numeracy project for the NT Department of Education.
This publication presents practical examples of teaching approaches applied in the
resource design and how these approaches address the needs of the stakeholder
groups involved in the project, the most important group being the learners. The paper
illustrates how the collaborative and inclusive nature of this learning design embeds
context and skills in the learning and motivates learners to participate.

Learning as dialogue and how language use impacts on the conversation
After the application of the collaborative (Cummins, 2000), language-focused learning
conversation in PreVET and the related publication, I can now discuss in more depth
how the term ‘conversation’ positions learning as part of a dialogue in this study, which
needs to be collaborative and consensual (Habermas, 1987). Dialogical learning is a
conversation among participants, opposite to the banking model of education, where
learners are passive recipients of knowledge (Freire, 1970). Entering a consensual
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learning conversation (Freire, 1970; Habermas, 1987) highlights language use and
positions collaborative relations of power (Cummins, 1994, 2000) to improve learning
relationships.
Connecting with learners’ realities and respecting their knowledge authority can help
meet requirements identified by senior authorities in this section’s introduction (2.). If
‘learning conversations’ are collaborative (Cummins, 1994, 2000), there is also the
likelihood that they are emancipatory (Freire, 1970), dispersing more authority. Freire
describes authentic education as a collaborative process carried out with the learner,
and that ‘education is … the organised, systematized and developed re-presentation to
individuals of the things about which they want to know more’ (1970, p. 74), and ‘one
cannot expect positive results from an education or political action program which fails
to respect the particular view of the world held by people. Such a program constitutes
cultural invasion, good intentions notwithstanding’ (1970, p. 76).
OEP can be organised by and with the learner (as opposed to for them), acknowledging
their view by centring the learning on the relationship required in dialogue.
Authentic educational programs can act as a foil for technocratic learning
management, which constitutes invasion. Without the effort to think about
implications of coloniality 2 (Nakata, Nakata, Keech, & Bolt, 2012, Gordon, 2006) and represent knowledge with praxis (Freire, 1970), there exists a potential for distorted

2

The ‘effort to think about’ attributed to Gordon, L. as cited in Nakata et al.

(2012, p. 133) Gordon, L. 2006. Disciplinary decadence: Living thought in trying times. Boulder,
London: Paradigm Publishers.)

conversation and strategic action (Habermas, 1987) that values the institution’s
authority more than the learners’.
Criteria for learning to be consensual, collaborative, and authentic will serve as analysis
points for the OEP in the resources. Acknowledging how ‘knowledge languages’ (what
language usage is contextual and particular to a group or community) are used
differently in knowledge systems and are cultural realities in open educational projects
leads to more shared power within a relationship that is also subject to a variety of
validity claims described in the next section.

Authentic and emancipatory example in openness
In the FRDC project of fisheries training resources (described in section 1.5.3), the video
clips were designed by the learners. Although the skills and content were somewhat
predetermined by the subject areas, the design and delivery, narration and choice of
language and vocabulary were all led by the learner-authors. The learners deciding
what information was included in the resources opened the dialogue to them,
positioning them as authorities over the subjects they knew about and active
participants in the dialogue.

Consensual and valid communicative action
The next section blends validity claims (Habermas, 1987) with concepts from EAL
learning and praxis-informed dialogue as factors in cross-cultural contexts that frame
OEP as learning conversations that lead to consensus. Some of this validity work is
done prior to actual communication; in cross-cultural contexts where communication
conventions are nuanced and ruled by different expectations, it offers us pause to
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check our assumptions about the reasons for the conversation and how we engage on
a number of levels with partners.

How to get closer to communicative action
As identified earlier, conversations need to be collaborative, context-embedded, and
aimed at consensus by respecting the language and knowledge authority of the
learners. Following this, addressing the claims that projects assume highlights how
consensual and valid learning conversations can be.
Coercive ‘external organisation and definitions’ (Outhwaite, 2009, p. 43) placed onto
and for learning can distort communication. The external organisation of discussion
(who, where, what can be discussed) obscures how a conversation is organised. This is
the consequence of territory being claimed over knowledge production in nonconsensual, coercive practices. This is a critical point this thesis makes regarding what
and who is involved in the design of learning ‘conversations’ before production or a
project even begins. Many conversations about workforce and community
development in remote Australian Aboriginal communities start with the ‘visitors’ and
institutional employees having decided what the community needs before they even
touch the ground (K. Guthadjaka, personal communication, July 2019). This is the
significance of institutionally placed practitioners requiring attention to consensus and
how they communicate with their partners in knowledge-management conversations.
CST positions communicative action as a response to the technologising of language
(Outhwaite, 2009) and frames how language is related to the situation-specific
conditions of each set of actions. That is, if a learning conversation is designed with
technical tools or content from the beginning, it can ignore the situation of the learner
and pathologise the conversations. If this is not the case, the learning dialogue (in an

ideal sense) can be situated, as can the shared social capital practices which facilitate it.
Technical tools may find their rightful position in support of the learning conversation,
not determine it.
If there is a middle ground where authority is shared, then deeper consensus about
learning can be approached. The result could be closer to the ideal speech situation,
mutated in a praxis-informed application of the theory of communicative action
(Habermas, 1987) to OEP ‘learning conversations.’ Acknowledging the learner through
learner-centred validity claims in OEP can enhance collaborative relations of power
further and lead to ideal learning (speech) situations.

Communicative action and the ideal speech situation in digital
conversations
Language values represented in a knowledge conversation need special attention to be
understood (Nakata, et al. 2012). This effort requires performance in an open learning
conversation, which can be digital, but need not be. The conditions that need
addressing before communicative action is approached or reached highlight the
complexities involved in designing knowledge conversations (not just digital ones).
Using validity claims as ‘rules of play’ and collaborative relations (Cummins, 1994,
2000) in a digital learning conversation leads to more consensual dialogues. These can
be performed on open learning platforms which demand learners exercise their
knowledge authority.
Praxis-informed consensus building, as stated above, needs attention long before
projects are developed. It requires reflective action that interrogates the underpinnings
of the design process; we must question how we value and position the knowledge and
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learners in the conversation. The use of validity claims serves as a directive tool with
which to perform praxis in this research procedure.

Validity claims
Validity claims can be made by participants in a conversation in order to understand
each other (Habermas, 1987). Consensus between participants in dialogic praxis (Freire,
1970) relies on these claims being met; this is ambitious in cross-cultural, linguistically
diverse and distanced contexts. Applied to learning conversations, the layers of
validation required for the conversation to be consensual need defining as criteria for
the analysis of the resources.
Habermas (1987) posited four kinds of validity claims; here, examples illustrate how
these four claims – of understanding, truth, rightness, and sincere truthfulness – can
define OEP:
Understanding: this acknowledges the gap in overall understanding about
the terms and language used to discuss concepts. Do we have the same
frame of reference / mutual understanding / definition? (Are we talking
about the same thing when we say ‘OEP’? And how do we define OEP
differently?)
Truth: these are statements of fact or what we know to understand about
the learning and communication practices and technologies learners use.
What do we know? (OEP involves the use of OER, and open pedagogies, at
times enabled by technology.)
Rightness: these are the preferences for learning approaches. What do we
prefer? (We prefer OEP over conventional teaching delivery.)

Sincere truthfulness: this is the valuing of knowledge and language. What is
valued? (We should use OEP to increase access to learning.)
Validity claims made in OEP learning conversations can illustrate assumptions made by
learning design. The claims that are made affect learning design and how the relational
contexts play out in the outcomes and intentions of real-world situations such as the
resources in this study. This early pre-practice validity process has implications for
levels of long-term civic participation and contribution of social capital. These early
value decisions implicit in our assumptions and thinking about learning can have
unintended consequences to the detriment and benefit of learners.
In Table 1 below, the functions from the FRDC project are mapped to the four types of
validity claims, the intended outcomes, and the impacts on learning design and on
learners’ experiences. This mapping demonstrates that decisions made at pre-practice
stages can affect delivery methods, approaches and tools and influence design and the
learning experience of students. Therefore, the use of validity claims in this study for
testing resources will reveal impacts of the resources’ design on broader social and
cultural impacts, not merely describe content and learning processes.
Table 2 Implications of validity claims and the associated intentions and outcomes of
planning

Impact on

Program

learning

functions from

design

FRDC

Validity claims

Intended

Impact on

outcomes

learner
experience
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accessibility

resources and
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the knowledge
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digital divide

base

real application

experience
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Interactivity,

Be negotiated
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conventional
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produced,
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a particular

informed by

first steps and
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cultural distance

community

approaches

start

authority

Source: Adapted from Sheffield (2007)

As assumptions that lead to learning design decisions, validity claims should be critically
reflected on. The claims made about knowledge management can impact on how
related learning is experienced as an outcome. Validity claims are therefore written for
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each of the elements in this framework to form part of the analysis of the project
resources.
The analysis of the resources involved specific attention to validity claims arising from
the concepts above and illustrated further below with examples.
The ideal speech situation occurs when all the validity claims are met. That, in turn,
leads to a consensual learning experience. The related validity claims from the first
element in the framework – ‘collaborative, consensual learning conversations’ – are
outlined in the table below, and projects illustrating these are identified. They are
phrased in the first person, that is, from the perspective of learners and knowledge
holders and what they might experience.

Validity claims from this section and examples in openness
Table 3: Validity claims for Element 1 and corresponding projects as examples
Validity claims from this section
•

•

I can use technical knowledge in my

•

•

FRDC video resources used learners’

own language. (Rightness and Truth)

authorship and language of choice to

I have these skills and know how to

manage information.

talk about them. (Truth)
•

Projects that illustrate these claims

•

PreVET used learners’ thoughts and

I should be enabled to use my own

ideas about their workplace skills and

language in my learning. (Rightness)

competence as learning material.

I can use my own context and cultural
frames of reference. (Understanding)

•

BowerBird/Djurrwirr presented
information first in language and
cultural contexts consistently and
presented English translation
thereafter.

Additional examples in openness

Like Mukurtu, the Ara Iritija website exemplifies a consensual design, although sections
of it are closed to anyone who is not an approved knowledge owner or authority. This
communicative action shares terms of reference within the community, although it is
closed to the general public. The consensual nature of membership in that COP (Lave &
Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002) is via shared understanding,
truth, rightness and sincere truthfulness, leading to more consensuses on how the
claims can be met. This presents a potential problem in that consensual and
communicative action could only take place in specific kinds of COP formed in exclusive
ways with a pure consensus. How participants from a range of knowledge systems
could be included in this conversation without distorting, pathologizing or
technologizing the information is addressed in the criticism section below.

Criticisms of Habermas: is it too optimistic to approach ideal speech with
such complex context?
A criticism of the theory of communicative action is that the ideal speech situation is a
fantasy (Outhwaite, 2009). Although using appropriate methods to evaluate an issue
demands a combination of ideas and approaches (Weiss, 1998), Outhwaite (2009)
suggests that the deep analysis in the theory of communicative action is unrealistic. In
the cases of culturally sensitive information, a considered adjusted open design for
those who share a common consensus is wholly justified, as in the case of Ara Iritija
above. The conventional ways of managing knowledge can create more conflict and
coercive relations of power, pathologizing the conversation and creating more
distortion. The changes in workforce development and education that OEP can afford
call for a rapid change in how knowledge is managed. Whether or not change is
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managed well or welcomed, participants could benefit from an increase in ownership
of knowledge management by diverse COPs.
Initiatives such as Open Gov NSW and the Twitter accounts of Department of
Agriculture and Biosecurity are open platforms that are heavily moderated and
demonstrate diverse levels of open dialogue. Government policy and biosecurity are
sensitive issues requiring management of access, and they provide an example for
traditional knowledges on platforms like Ara Iritija to be managed the same way. The
site is open only to members of the language group and commu8nity to which the
knowledge belongs traditionally. This limited form of openness might be seen as
extreme, yet proponents of absolute openness might understand, through seeing how
government security information requires an adjusted open approach that this
approached is justified.
The unrealistic level of analysis (Outhwaite, 2009) acknowledges the complexity of
reaching consensus. This idealism confirms how striving for understanding demands an
acknowledgement of complexity; one answer will not fit all situations. As we
communicate in increasingly multicultural contexts, this analysis offers an equally
complex method to begin to resolve difficulties in learning conversations, adding more
relevance to the suggestion that a complex phenomenon requires a suitably complex
approach to understand it (Weiss, 1998). Also, we cannot assume that since the open
movement has started engaging in more particular applications of social justice that we
have addressed the inherent idealisation of the western version of openness and what
it assumes about the rest of the world.
The mutations of Habermasian analysis into broader contexts are not only worthy but
important, innovative, and creative (Outhwaite, 2009). It could follow then, that

mutating this analysis to apply to digitally mediated learning conversations in crosscultural and multilingual learning is critical to getting as close to communicative action
as we can.
Applying a set of validity claims to the project resources can provide examples of how
OEP can be communicative, collaborative and consensual in efforts to acknowledge
language, culture and knowledge authority in learning more than in the past. This is a
creative mutation (Outhwaite, 2009) of communicative action into the development of
learning tools across intersecting knowledge systems, languages, and cultures. This
could open the civic participatory action required to reclaim knowledge authority and
engage people consensually in the dialogue that determines ownership over future
knowledge systems. The participatory element of this is explored in the next element
of this theory framework below.

2.4 Element 2: Situated Praxis
Placed practice in connected communities – knowledge ecologies and
competence to work within them
This section develops placed connected COPs as the next element of pre-practice OEP.
This element privileges contextual learning and the connected competencies situated
OEP affords. Technology use is critiqued here as a rich ground for re-placed practice:
how technology as a tool and a context (not a determinant) affects learning
conversations (DeRosa & Robison, 2015). Acknowledging cultural backgrounds in these
conversations (via validity claims) to attempt communicative action will be discussed
for how it relates to situated learning, COPs, learning on country (LOC) and 21st century
competencies (21CC).
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Critical openness in digitally precarious places: The problem with thinking
technology is the answer when your electricity or data runs out
Given the precarious broadband and electricity in the project resources’ region,
technology complements, not defines, the way the projects engage in OEP. The
malignant use of the digital sphere can be mitigated if technology is downgraded from
determining design of learning management into aiding consensus and collaborative
dialogue. This enables OEP to perform as a critical tool in transforming knowledge
management in locally relevant ways. Coercing knowledge and learning into a
technology-dictated and -distanced design can neglect the deeper ethos and human
specifics of learning (Wiley, 2015).
Misused as a determinant, technology can extend the public-state sphere (Habermas,
1989) via open media. The public-state activity of education and workforce
development can extend into private life through government-funded workforce
development schemes managed from a distance, such as in the welfare state
(Outhwaite, 2009). The technological misappropriation of open practices as an
accessibility movement could, via questionable data management policies, make this
public-state extension into open practice a further coercive and strategic action which,
while masquerading as social justice enterprise, can misappropriate data and social
capital and continue to distance learners and their authority from each other.
An example is the misuse of analytics from assignment submission software (e.g.
‘Turnitin’) to retain intellectual property. Learning management system analytics also
fail to capture offline learning (Morris & Stommel, 2017). More recent examples of
technology manipulating the conversation into a strategic action include philanthropic
competitions parachuting into refugee camps with literacy software to test language

apps (Hanbury, 2019) and research projects in the UK Office for Students and the Joint
Information Systems Committee (JISC, 2019) data harvesting students’ social media for
data under a research action that aimed to ‘lower suicide rates’ (tweet and article now
removed). This issue is discussed in international academic conversations as well as in
the Telegraph newspaper, reiterating that exploitation can, via technology misuse,
negatively mismanage complex knowledge-management conversations without
respecting people’s authority over their knowledge in offline, non-tracked learning
practices (Gilliard, 2019; Turner, 2019).
Adapted, critical OEP could be situation-specific to knowledge-making sites, accessible
to those who manage and own this knowledge – not necessarily to everyone (as the
websites Mukurtu and Ara Iritija did).
A critical pedagogy of place (Freire, 1970; Gruenewald, 2003) engages in dialogue
between environment and learning which could revise knowledge management. Given
the ‘open’ environment is commonly technology-based, a critique needs to
acknowledge the amorphous nature of the digital sphere as a place requiring critical
reclamation in order to avoid further misuses such as those described above and other
instances of digital colonisation (Kwet, 2019; Open University UK, 2019).
The critique of openness at this point is on the entitlement narrative of digital content
and the infrastructure through which it is availed. Rather than a one-size-fits-all open
access which negates responsible handling of diverse knowledges, an openness
adapted by different knowledge communities can acknowledge the cultural
backgrounds of learners and the knowledge systems from which they come. The
situated knowledge authority determines who is managing the knowledge and how it
will be used in those communities. The culture of this environment should not be
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determined by the institution’s agenda; the students and stakeholders engaged in
educational activities contribute to that learning culture and should have their
backgrounds respected to make that space a safe one (Holley & Steiner, 2005).

Cultural background acknowledgement: Communicative action in learning
conversations
Neglecting the learner’s background constitutes a cultural invasion in a banking model
of teaching (Freire, 1970). Habermasian analysis classifies this as strategic, pathological
action (1987) for its reliance on the oppression of parties in the learning dynamic. The
re-presentation of information the learner wants to know more about (Freire, 1970)
would, under this influence, become a systematic distortion of learning from the onset.
Determining programs at a range of distances from the learner’s context leads to the
pathology of communication (Habermas, 1987). Via misuse of technology, this
pathology could magnify to scale. This also echoes Cummins’ (1996, 2000) coercive
relations of power for its neglect of a learner’s abilities, knowledge authority and
cultural background and perpetuates the oppressive pedagogies which constitute the
cultural invasion (Freire, 1970) of the learner.
Consciously making cultural border crossings (Aikenhead & Jegede, 1999) and
embracing cognitively dissonant learning moments could counteract strategic action in
the conversation described above. Designing experiences to acknowledge a learner’s
background, re-present what they want to know more about, embed learning in
cognitively demanding contexts and acknowledge validity claims leads to the ideal
speech situation: a consensual, situated learning conversation. This attempt to better
address a learner’s needs addresses some assumptions about entitlement to
knowledge and access made in the OEP context.

Addressing validity claims through attention to positioning and design ahead of time
can set up a Freirean ‘dialogic’ where the learning conversation is on the way to
becoming consensual (Freire, 1970; Habermas, 1987). Conditions that lead to
collaborative relations of power among participants in multilingual contexts (Cummins,
1996, 2000) align with this dialogic validity.
Embedding the conversation in a meaningful skills context that honours learners’
capacities can lead to more collaborative relations of power and communicative action.
The effect could be transcendence of teacher–learner roles (Freire, 1970), a dialogical
dynamic to conduct learning with, not for, learners and place power in their hands to
participate in the relationship.
Unpacking strategic and communicative action with reference to the theoretical
concepts of collaborative, placed knowledge can further refine critical open pedagogy
as important for functional knowledge management. Meeting the validity claims,
cognitive capacities and background culture could lead to more collaborative,
contextualised communicative action in a learning conversation, as use of theories and
concepts from Freire, Cummins and Habermas have now indicated.
Emergent theoretical features

Some features of critical openness at this point in the developing framework, according
to Freire, Habermas, and Cummins, would include but are not limited to:
that it acknowledges and addresses the validity claims in the situationspecific learning context
that it is cognitively demanding
that it is immersed in the relevant context
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that it incorporates background culture
that it participates as a partner in a conversation
that technology as a mediating tool, not the design determinant.
The mutation of this analysis into more functional technology-mediated knowledge
management is important (Outhwaite, 2009) and necessary to transcend learning
conversations with diverse knowledges. The validity claims need to be addressed,
especially in the resources. The validity claims in the learning communities and their
situated practices will now be outlined.

Communities of practice: How can they be valid in situ on open platforms?
Situated learning can make participation more legitimate, regionally relevant and
motivating (Bruning & Horn, 2010; Funk, 2015; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Magnifico, 2010).
These concepts will be applied as criteria to the project resources’ OEP to see to what
extent they have these qualities.
Situated learning, legitimate participation in COPs (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger,
2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002) and LOC (Country et al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010;
Simpson, 2014) illustrate contextualisation, placed and related values for OEP. Situated
learning and legitimate participation in a COP also align with context-embedded
(Cummins, 1996, 2000) practices of the resources. Participation in where learning is
happening creates community, legitimating learners in their creation of situated
knowledge.
Collaboratively designed OEP values knowledge created in a COP (Lave & Wenger,
1991) and embodies praxis, which increases participation (Freire, 1970). It could be
argued that participation results in situated knowledge that empowers the learner to

participate not just peripherally in a COP, but to belong more legitimately in the place
of learning and reclaim a central role. Prior enactment of and adherence to these
principles and resulting validity claims could make OEP more valid as a situated practice
as it is presented here. The next section builds on the validity claims model from the
language use element and extends it into situated praxis and competence.

Example of validity claims in situated critical openness
The learning resources created for the Indigenous Fisheries Training Framework could
demonstrate emergent validity claims for a person living and working on their
homelands, such as the fictional character below:
•

Joe wants to start an aquaculture business on his country
(understanding).

•

Skills are required to develop the business and Joe has experience and
understanding of these skills from prior experience (truth).

•

He has limited literacy and spoken language capability in English (truth).

•

The educational sector requires that certain ‘standards’ are met (truth).

•

Training frameworks should be able to provide conditions under which
Joe can meet the required standards, so he can participate in the
economic development on his country (sincere truthfulness).

•

Joe is a senior traditional owner and knowledge authority and has roles in
his community (truth).

•

He should be able to demonstrate his learning visually and verbally and
choose how to share this intellectual property (sincere truthfulness).
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How does Joe’s example demonstrate the emergent theoretical features in the
previous section?
Situation-specific learning conditions: Joe understands the processes of
managing aquaculture business, especially if the development of these skills
happens on his homeland.
Capacities: Joe’s language capacity requires him to access learning in a
range of ways. It also requires collaborative training methods that enable
him to demonstrate the skills.
Relevant context: The work Joe is already doing and has knowledge of is the
material and process, and the training framework addresses these contexts.
Background culture: Joe wants a ‘big picture’ story of how the skills he is
learning fit into his own frame of reference (community, homeland, sea
country; how the roles in the business will be determined by the authority
structure in his family) and historical traditions of the enterprise on his
homeland.
Ability to participate as a partner in a conversation: Joe is included in
decision-making about how to create, develop and sustain an aquaculture
business in his community. Joe has responsibilities for roles in his family and
community and will be consulted on aspects of ‘who does what’ during
learning conversations, both for skill development and enterprise
negotiations at a community level.
Technology as a mediating tool: Technology can be appropriated to
demonstrate Joe’s skills and understanding and to share his learning with
his community and the younger people he wants to take on in the business.

The validity of this learning can impact on how it is executed, the extent to which the
cultural context is acknowledged and whether it is strategic or communicative. This is
an example of how Joe’s reality can inform learning that will be useful for his
community’s interest in enterprise, as opposed to, for example, improving his literacy
in order to pass tests.
The participants in the above project were pursuing learning that would enable them to
sustain business and develop financially viable livelihoods on country. It is hoped that
the authority exercised in the creation of the OEP resources led to the learning being
more communicative in spirit and purpose. Since this project completed in 2014, many
other steps have progressed and the first commercial harvest is expected in 2019
(Brann, 2018, 2019).
Situated knowledge principles such as the validity claims described here can be further
validated by the long-existing traditional practices of LOC. These are described below
for how they influence this study, from my western perspective.

Learning on country
LOC emphasises learning processes and relationships to place, not just outcomes
(Country et al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010). My experience of LOC shared here is particular to
my work with and extended kinship relationships to my supervisors Dr Kathy
Guthadjaka AM and Dr Payi Linda Ford. I authored the 7 minute reflection ‘Big Learning
at Gäwa’ (OER19) (Funk, 2019) as a reflection on the impact that LOC has had on how I
perceive the process of situated learning as more important than the outcomes. This
also aligns with the emphasis of processes and valuing knowledge over content. The
Gäwa experience has informed my strong investment and inspiration in the principles
of this approach that I was fortunate to experience.
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Warramirri learning: A focus on processes
Guthadjaka (2010) refers to the direction of knowledge flow in Yolŋu teaching
environments and how learning grows out of connection to place and situated learning
context. Without this, the knowledge has no grounding. Guthadjaka describes LOC as
being like a joining of tributaries, that it comes from a series of places and sources: ‘the
children will learn the land, and who s/he is, and the stories, and where the breeze is
blowing from, and where it is going, because that child has breeze on his skin, he
knows’ (Guthadjaka & Christie, 2010, p. 30).
This directs OEP to be informed by an ecology of events, stories and world views and to
re-present (Freire, 1970) the knowledge in a way that collaborates with a range of
learning approaches, not least the knowledge system from which the learner and
knowledge originate.
Guthadjaka’s framing of LOC mirrors situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991),
particularly the sense of belonging that arises from participating in an (open) COP.
Rather than being a passive recipient in a banking model of education (Freire, 1970),
participants in a collaborative endeavour show the attempt to understand the world
view and learning processes of the knowledge system from which the content is
sourced. Proactive dynamics such as this can encourage understanding among
intersecting knowledges so that re-presentation is taken on by all parties in a
conversation. It can create an ecologically inspired learning community and connect
knowledge to the people and place with which it happens, translatable via welldesigned communication to share with others.
This also extends the notion of peripheral participation and re-places the learner in this
dynamic closer to the centre of the COP. As illustrated by Joe’s example above,

performing skills in familiar contexts can direct OEP design and increase the quality of
learning via placed competence and a COP. Culturally responsive as well, the practice
acknowledges the significant traditional background, the historical relevance and
previous experience which forms the basis of Joe’s competence.

Learning on country and connected competence
Ecologically inspired learning expands design by highlighting relationships and
connections. LOC is highly prevalent and has been studied in Maningrida in the Arnhem
Land region of the NT (Country et al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010). Outdoor education
emphasises relationships of people to their environment as an important feature of
successful learning experiences (Priest, 1986). Strong features in LOC (Country et al.,
2015; Fogarty, 2010) are discourse that includes those who are doing the learning, a
highly legitimate and lawful education gained in kinship and natural law structures. This
can inform OEP through situation-specific co-created harmony with the environment.
The process and connections between knowledge-making sites and people in networks
in connectivism (Siemens, 2005) also mirror the relational social capital production
hubs mentioned earlier in chapter 2. Reference to a knowledge ecology as an
alternative to a knowledge economy emphasises the ‘know where’, not just ‘know how’
and ‘know what’ (Siemens, 2005). This has strong implications for learning design and
knowledge management and how they are valuing processes rather than outcomes of a
banking model of teaching (Freire, 1970). Prior critical engagement in the design
decisions and positioning of learning communities can determine the resulting quality
of the situated knowledge and competencies created in them.
Such knowledge ecologies would require emphasis on knowledge-seeking skills in LOC;
these are hard to quantify but are integral to the application of content knowledge in
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several (workforce) contexts. One such paradigm of work competency-based learning is
21st century competence (21CC).
The list below depicts 21CC (Boyatzis, 2008; Lee, 2013; National Research Council,
2013). Lee’s (2013) 21CC outlines areas of competence for modern workforce
participation, much like Siemens’ (2005) emphasis on ‘know where’ and ‘know how,’
not just ‘know what’.
Conceptual competencies
•

Connectivist skills

•

Innovative thinking and problem-solving skills

•

Critical thinking skills

•

Reflective thinking skills

•

Positive thinking skills

Practical competencies
•

Media and information literacy

•

Learning skills (collaborative, self-driven and lifelong learning)

Human competencies
•

Social networking and virtual collaboration

•

Self-management

•

Humanistic consciousness

•

Digital citizenship

•

Cross-cultural interaction skills

21CC could be required in many environments, but how they are taught in systems
dominated by content and accountability could pose more questions, not just about
pedagogy but also about what skills have been valued in educational provision up to
this point.
A trend has been to test the competencies directly (ATC21S, 2010; Griffin, McGaw, &
Care, 2012). The effectiveness of the competencies as processes embedded in learning
design rather than ‘content to be tested’ is proposed here, thereby giving further
support to their presence, as open initiatives like COOCs, P2Pu
(https://www.p2pu.org/en/) and OERu (Open Education Resources University, n.d.) do,
as well as government curricula such as with British Columbia’s new curriculum naming
some 21CC as core competencies (British Columbia Ministry of Education, n.d.).
The next paper referenced here is Paper 4 in Appendix 1: Funk & Mason, (2015), Open
Educational Practices And 21cc: Positioning Their Significance. This paper addresses the
relationship between 21CC and OEP as they relate to placed knowledge and learning,
and how applying this in design can increase modern workforce competence. This
section of the study will explore more use of 21CC as it relates to LOC (Country et al.,
2015; Fogarty, 2010).

Learning on country and 21CC
The discussion of 21CC and LOC in Funk and Mason (2015) opens a dialogue about their
connection. 21CC are like many LOC skills in the project resources. It could be useful to
acknowledge that these skills are dependent on the learners’ context and on how their
individual personalities intersect with how they utilise these competencies. The
competencies acquired by ‘informal’, ecological, outdoor learning could be seen as
similar to those encountered in 21CC.
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Guthadjaka’s (2010) assertion that learning comes from a number of places aligns with
outdoor learning practices. Priest (1986) contended that the relationship of the
environment to the learning that occurs therein is paramount; learning is part of being
and interacting with the environment and others in it. The situated practice of LOC
emphasises that learning makes the place, the place becomes the learning
(Gruenewald, 2003; Wallace, Manado, Agar, & Curry, 2009).
The popularity of competency-based learning (Voorhees, 2001) can be validated by the
longstanding existence of traditional LOC practices. Learning originally happened like
this, and 21CC can be seen as a contemporary version of LOC. The validity claims from
Joe’s example in section 2 have been consolidated to align to the relevant learning
practices in LOC and 21CC in Table 4 below. This table outlines the dialogue between
the environment and the learner in LOC and contemporary workplaces, aligning LOC
and 21CC with associated validity claims. I developed examples below in each column
to illustrate the significance of LOC and its validation and translation of 21CC and
workplace competencies.

Table 4: 21CC, validity claims and LOC skills mapped
21CC and related validity claims
relevant to LOC and workplace
competencies
Conceptual competence: connectivist,

LOC translation

Contemporary workplace translation

I know where to find water, shelter/ how

I know where to find resources and how to

innovative and problem solving, critical

to use it; if I don’t have fishing line I can

use them in different ways.

thinking, reflective thinking, positive

use … I can shade myself / hydrate myself.

If I don’t have a set of skills, I can sign up

thinking

Is the tide going in or out? When will it

for a course or ask someone to show me –

turn?

get more training – MOOCs, COOCs,

VALIDITY CLAIM: TRUTH

If I get lost I can use the landscape,

mentorship, P2P learning, etc.

I know what and where I can do/go/find

features, sun /stars / seasonal variation.

I can question methods that don’t work

knowledge in my COP.

I should light a fire / use that plant / eat

and find out a different way; if I get into

that food because … I could have left

trouble I can rely on a few colleagues to

markers / used landmarks to remember

help.

the way I came.

I can avoid other colleagues if they are
unsupportive.
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21CC and related validity claims
relevant to LOC and workplace
competencies
Practical competencies: media and

LOC translation

Contemporary workplace translation

What are the wind/sun/weather/stars

Knowing software skills, having digital and

information literacy, collaborative, self-

telling me?

media competence, knowing ‘where’ and

driven and lifelong learning skills

What direction am I headed / where did I

‘how’ not just ‘what’ (Siemens, 2005).

VALIDITY CLAIM: RIGHTNESS

come from? What are the

How to find what you need to do the job,

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC,

animals/bugs/birds telling me?

tenacity and motivation, work ethic.

and my competence should be used.

I can communicate silently with my fellow
hunters using sign language, I can follow
the more experienced ones, I can find out
what needs doing by observing what
people are doing and what I can do to
help.

21CC and related validity claims
relevant to LOC and workplace
competencies
Human competence: social networking

LOC translation

Contemporary workplace translation

Knowing your position in family and

Making the right contacts for the

and collaboration (virtual), self-

kinship authority structures, knowing who

information and business you need,

management, humanistic consciousness,

plays which role in custodianship and

connecting others with the right people,

(digital) citizenship, cross-cultural

responsibility in the community, that is,

managing your emotions and interactions,

interaction

who takes care of ceremony and food;

being ‘professional’, knowing the politics

VALIDITY CLAIM: SINCERE TRUTHFULNESS

who is good at hunting stingray or making

and power dynamics of people in and

AND UNDERSTANDING

spears; who are the songmen, artists; who

among workplaces, awareness of broader

My COP and knowledge authority are

has the authority to tell certain stories and

contexts with respect to political agendas,

important, unique and valuable and should

handle certain knowledge.

other influences, knowing who knows

be leading learning and framing of

what and how to learn from others.

knowledge for showing competence in this
context.
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Validity claims for this section and example in openness
Table 5: Validity claims for Element 2 and corresponding projects as examples
Validity claims
•

•

•

Example in openness

I know what and where I can do/go/find

PreVET demonstrates contextualised

knowledge in my COP. (Rightness)

competence and knowledge-seeking agency in

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my

its scaffolded tools that interact with the

21CC, and my competence should be

learner to suggest ways the learning is theirs

used. (Sincere truthfulness)

already and is embedded in their immediate

My COP is important, unique and

environment and communities. The COP

valuable and should be leading learning

demonstrated by the design and format of the

and framing of knowledge for showing

role models speaking ‘with’ the audience

competence in this context.

establishes and normalises them as

(Understanding)

‘legitimate’ workforce participants with
relevant knowledge about the work they do in
situ.

Placed practice and consensual collaborative learning discussions can establish a place
(even if technologically mediated) where learning, competence and COP engagement
can recentralise the learner as a valid knowledge authority. That learning, connected to
other competencies, can further legitimise resource authorship within the COP, based
on their learning. Recording learning in situated contexts legitimises content that
technology enables and makes accessible for the wider COP.
Situated competence such as this can transcend open spheres of practice where ideal
speech can be negotiated with respect to cultural background, language and

knowledge authority. The previous two sections’ elements will combine with concepts
of distance and lawful activity in the public spheres (such as education and policy) in
the next section to finalise the third and more in-depth set of validity claims for OEP.

2.5 Element 3: Transcendent learning in the public sphere
The previous two elements’ validity claims consolidated communicative action and
open practice with situated knowledge authority and diverse learners’ competence:
•

I can use technical knowledge in my own language. (Rightness and Truth)

•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them. (Truth)

•

I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning. (Rightness)

•

I can use my own context and cultural frames of reference.
(Understanding)

•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP.
(Rightness)

•

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should
be used. (Sincere truthfulness)

•

My COP and knowledge authority are important, unique and valuable and
should be leading learning and framing of knowledge for showing
competence in this context. (Understanding)

Two additional validity claims that cover this final section of theoretical framing are:
•

Distance offers value to my learning. (Rightness)

•

The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge
authority. (Understanding)
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Embedding these claims within a situated COP and collaborative and consensual
communication is the foundation for distance and cultural respect to transcend the
public sphere with the final of the theory element developed in this section. These
validity claims constitute theory-infused criteria with which the resources are
interrogated, but also as a set of concepts with which we can develop public
knowledge-management programs. While the spread of the validity claims represented
(understanding, truth, rightness and sincere truthfulness) is not exactly even, all four
are represented, and the focus of the study is the theoretical informing of these claims
as criteria for the projects.

Learning processes in new (and digital) regions: some implications
The public sphere (Habermas, 1989) extends into digitally mediated, smaller
knowledge-making worlds belonging to the resource creators in the FRDC project. This
publicity of the knowledge relationships (and its pathologized communication) can
extend the state into learners’ private lives via welfare activity in community and
workforce development. This can determine knowledge practices, and thereby attempt
a claim on it in addition to the prescriptive nature of CC licencing and openness
determinism (Lambert, 2018). Under this extension of state, Indigenous governance
over human and natural resource developments on ancestral territories are framed
only as social enterprise experiments in restrictive social policy contexts, limiting the
amount, extent and quality of social capital and success produced on community
terms. Reclaiming rights to openly designed knowledge resources can re-open
contemporary practices to the author and further emancipate choices over openness in
the public (state) sphere. Authors deciding on each clip’s licence demonstrate this

choice by exercising their personal authority over the knowledge resources they
produced in their public workforce training context in the FRDC project.
Knowledge authorship by and with community members can open the conversation to
them as authors of their economic participation, also demonstrated in the FRDC
resources. Publication or publicity via OEP, institutional learning, social media and
welfare state activity can problematize ownership and elements of privacy.
Alternatively, it can de-escalate misappropriation and create a safe distance and value
if knowledge authors claim ownership over learning on their own terms and licence
criteria for what constitutes ‘open’. This intersection of knowledge systems shows how
knowledge-making happens in that world rather than it being determined by state,
techno-determined learning management systems.
Reclaiming authority over knowledge practices can transcend the pathology in the
public sphere and help resources to be open in selected, functionally successful ways
rather than in all ways. In this regard, meeting validity claims distinguishes strategic
from communicative activity, and positions communicative action as not just a
statement about ‘what you mean’ but also ‘how you’re interacting’ in that sphere. This
states how you are, not what you are (Moreton-Robinson, 2015).
Communicative action in OEP is coordinated through digital speech acts but is not
determined by them – therefore it is not based in ‘speech’ or ‘technology’ but in the
valid actions taken (Outhwaite, 2009 p. 72) for understanding, truth, rightness and
sincere truthfulness before the speech situation takes place. These are processes that
are collaborative, authentic, consensual, culturally and linguistically embedded, placed
and in a COP. A technology-neutral definition of OEP might be ‘an adjusted openness
linking with concepts that are culturally relevant’.
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Addressing validity claims through reflexive attention to learning design can set up a
dialogical dynamic where the learning conversation is on the way to becoming more
consensual (Freire, 1970; Habermas, 1987). This aligns with the conditions that lead to
collaborative relations of power among participants in multilingual contexts (Cummins,
1996, 2000). Ensuring the conversation is embedded in a meaningful context can lead
to the collaborative power to develop communicative action.
Transcending teacher and learner roles (Freire, 1970) implies that learning occurs with,
not for, the learner. The learner’s position is again connected to social capital
production and civic participation that links the work they are learning about to the
world they work in.
Therefore, OEP-fostered communicative action needs to be collaborative, authentic,
consensual, culturally and linguistically embedded; it needs to be placed in a COP; it
needs to acknowledge the distances the learners experience; and it needs to be
transformative for communication in the public sphere.
The transcendence of teacher and learner roles through dialogue (Freire, 1970) is also
aligned with the fluid roles in the ‘teacher–learner’ conversations in realist evaluation
(Pawson & Tilley, 1997), which accounts for the situation-specific features of context.
This transcendence can further empower learners to teach each other through creating
records of their knowledge. Transcending roles and valuing distance and cultural
intersections leads to a more participatory COP (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004,
2010; Wenger et al., 2002) and consensual learning conversation (Habermas, 1987).
The kinds of distances learners contend with can foster difficulties in learning. Financial
governance, multilingualism and language use, geographical isolation and demarcation,

cultural differences in learning and inconsistently delivered teaching approaches from
oppressive western institutions offer multiple opportunities to disengage. Addressing
these distancing factors offers a chance to explore how spaces can be functionally
occupied and diverted from a disadvantaged narrative. This framework attempts to
turn this set of factors into an opportunity to open learning management to other ways
of knowing.

Learning that values distance
The theory of transactional distance describes the unique distance between teacher
and learner, affording qualities that do not exist in face-to-face learning (Moore, 1991,
2013). This can allow time to respond, participate and transfer knowledge in informed
and culturally appropriate ways. It can afford a sense of time and space in order to
author learning yet can also obscure the conversations held in the digital, open, public
sphere. Well-designed, co-created OEP could incorporate this distance and leverage
transactional distance rather than problematize it. Sustainable co-creation models
might tend to provide forms of distance on social and institutional levels that
acknowledge the wider ecologies that OEP exists in (Atenas, Havemann, Nascimbeni,
Villar-Onrubia & Orlic, 2019).
Transactional distance (Moore, 1993) frames OEP as an opportunity to re-present
learning design and re-emphasise distance education as a foundation for OEP. Recent
emphasis on techno-centric innovations and ‘solutions can detract for Moore’s original
focus on the privileged relationship between teacher and learner that that distance
affords. More recent idealistic and deterministic focus on openness and could likely
lead to an uncritical engagement with technology and open licenced content rather
than the people and interactions with it in networked learning situations, for example
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( Moore, 1993; Goodyear, 2005). Distance also provides safe ways of communicating
by distance-giving and making space in the pre-practice formulation of relationships
and allowing time to develop those relationships. The theory of transactional distance
is helpful in analysing how OEP can collaborate with remote learners, across
disciplinary, cultural and digital ‘divides’ (Hargittai, 2002; United States Department of
Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information Administration [USDCNTIA],
1995; Warschauer, 2004) or ‘redlines’ (Gilliard, 2017) and use distance to an advantage.
This can also alleviate distortion that openness can cause. OEP, if designed well, can
foster dialogic and participatory learning that builds strength and competence in
learners. Now we must consider how to do this with deeper cultural respect. While
advancing digital equity is a wicked challenge that needs continual addressing
(Alexander et al., 2019), the focus on internet access is only a portion of digital equity.
Providing access to a service that is also culturally responsive speaks to equity goals
and values presented in this study.

The cultural interface and distance-giving
Taking care to acknowledge our positioning is key to attempting a respectful
interaction in the cultural interface between knowledge systems. We need to be aware
of Indigenous knowledge as being simplistically perceived by ‘scientific paradigms as
everything that is “not science”’ (Nakata, 2007). The ‘disintegrations and
transformations [that] occur when it is redistributed across Western categories of
classification, [when it is] managed in databases via technologies,’ (p. 9) reinforces the
need for ‘curriculum design to … create opportunities for learners to achieve a balance
of knowledge, skills and processes for exploring disciplinary boundaries’ (p. 13). Thus,
my emphasis is placed on those OEP among different knowledge systems, not in one or

the other (Verran, Christie, Anbins-King, Van Weeren, & Yunupingu, 2007).
Transcending disciplinary boundaries in demonstrating competence can showcase
learning that better respects cultural interfaces and embraces a distance-giving practice
that allows us to trust learners’ inherent abilities.
A ‘more sophisticated view of the tensions’ (Nakata, 2007, p. 12) is required to mediate
reductionist compartmentalisation of diverse knowledges. This is supported by Christie
and Verran’s (2013) promotion of using digital practices to ‘see digital files not as
containing knowledge (through the conventional practice of representation)’ but as
‘artefacts as previous knowledge-making episodes that were being enlisted and
configured for very lively conversations’ (Christie & Verran, 2013, p. 307). This
reinforces OEP’s potential to propagate transcendent social capital across disciplines
and distances. This practice serves as a directive for OEP design and is helpful in the
analysis of the OEP’s knowledge management in each project.
The public sphere (Habermas, 1989) concept present in the resources represents OEP
in a digital learning environment. The resources and the sphere they are in are
interrogated for the extent to which they are consensual, given how their design
measures up to the validity claims as well as intersections of cultural roles, distances,
and knowledges in authorship practices.

Lawful and culturally responsible openness for diverse cohorts
Working between knowledge systems requires people to make an effort to understand
(Nakata, et al., 2012). An attempt to address cultural border crossings (Aikenhead &
Jegede, 1999) between these systems and reconcile gaps in understanding is an
ongoing responsibility. When western values of openness overlap with traditional
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knowledge systems, notions of lawful and ethical practice interface with knowledge as
a public good, entitlement or right.
Western values of openness contrast with customary values of knowledge authority,
and this requires addressing. Issues of intellectual property, cultural safety, exploitation
and appropriation of knowledge are not new, yet a way to avoid more harm done by
these processes in OEP requires specific attention in each case. For example, Mukurtu
(see below) and Ara Iritija host authored knowledge by, for and with Indigenous
people, but they are not open to everyone. Increasing use of technologies and artificial
intelligence, for example, are interfering with basic human rights and online
engagement in ways that threaten self-determination and perpetuate discrimination
(Kaye, 2018).
Example of Element 3’s validity claims in openness: Mukurtu

Mentioned previously in this study, Mukurtu is translated as ‘safe keeping place’ and
‘dilly bag’. A more detailed description of how the Mukurtu website exemplifies
culturally safe digital practice follows here. Developed in the NT, the platform design
was directed by Elders and knowledge authorities to appropriately house collections of
traditional knowledge about images, stories, and artefacts. Mukurtu exemplifies
culturally appropriate OEP at the cultural interface, as it has a graded openness for
information that enables knowledge authorities to enact and exercise their duties of
care over their heritage.
The authority-directed design appropriates technological data management for the use
of archiving knowledge in culturally safe ways. Designed iteratively and collaboratively,
metadata options offer the ability to record and display different versions of
information about the same item in a collection from public institutions and tribes.

These are recorded in different formats that can be accessed via varying literacies
(audio-visual files, text, images).
Entries are also mapped to country and geography and to other related items in the
collection and utilise local contexts labels to acknowledge how information should be
thought about and treated (Local Contexts, n.d.).
Adjustments to images are also developed for culturally appropriate reasons. A viewer
is led to content warnings that cover visually sensitive items (such as a person who has
passed away or images from residential schools). These adjustments are directed by
senior cultural authorities from committees and groups rather than one person,
enabling the responsibility for updates to the database to be shared. This example of
adjusted openness demonstrates appropriate technology use to exercise knowledge
authority and participate in learning conversations.
Internationally, given that OER Africa has also published the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) toolkit (WIPO, 2017) for documenting traditional knowledge, in
accordance with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (United
Nations, 2007), initiatives such as these serve as good institutionally based reference
points for the use of OEP in traditional knowledge and technology contexts. How this
practice can be leveraged for use in learning technologies can be further explored.
Conventions of colonising knowledge via technology are further explored in, Appendix
1: Funk, Guthadjaka and Kong (2015) Posting Traditional Ecological Knowledge On
Open Access Biodiversity Platforms: Implications For Learning Design.
This publication critically engages with the design of an open social media platform on
which traditional knowledge was shared and the implications this practice has for
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engaging with Indigenous knowledge systems in an open context. This element will be
further explored as part of this study. It is with these concepts of respectful distances
and using technology to author knowledge appropriately that the final two validity
claims are articulated in table 6 below.
Table 6: Validity claims for Element 3 and corresponding project as example
Validity claims

Example in openness

•

Distances offer value to my learning.

Mukurtu offers a culturally informed and safe

•

The cultural interface needs respecting

space to store and share traditional

and claiming for my knowledge authority.

information and knowledge with varying
levels of openness for different entries.

2.6 Summary
As exemplified in the previous paper (Funk et al., 2015), distances and interfaces
featured here offer opportunities to reclaim knowledge authority and transcend the
public sphere with disruptive dialogue. Associated validity claims emerge from this
theoretical framework which helps us understand how openness could be better
experienced by people from diverse backgrounds. Through meeting validity claims such
as those developed here, we can employ more functional and successful openness to
use with diverse knowledges.
Engaging in the digital sphere can have benefits and drawbacks to open practices in
knowledge management. Focusing on the definition of open practices as necessitating
certain formats, licences and technologies can detract from OEP’s ongoing enactment
of social justice and access to learning. Emphasis on collaborative learning design via

technology that invites participation would transcend learning interfaces between
knowledge systems and develop more consensus for learning to include – by design –
the values and space that enable multiple knowledges to flourish.
Theoretical constructs throughout this chapter build the case for learning as a dialogue
complementary to but not determined by technology, culturally situated, and
distanced in a way that values knowledge authority.
The validity claims developed here offer language to better interrogate institutionally
situated OEP, the practices we design with students and how we can engage critically
with openness to disrupt teacher–learner relationships and offer more opportunity for
learner authority.
Validity claims and related projects for Elements 1, 2 and 3 (see Tables 3, 5 & 6)
Element 1: Language use concerns:

•

learning is another language itself and needs acknowledging

•

using principles of EAL teaching

•

learning as dialogue – a ‘how language is used’ focus.

And validity claims are:
•

I can use technical knowledge in my own language.

•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them.

•

I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.

•

I can use my own context, cultural frames of reference and language.

Element 2: Situated Praxis concerns:

•

linking between LOC/21CC and validity claims

•

COPs: How are they valid in situ?
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•

outdoor education, LOC

•

Warramirri learning: A focus on processes.

And validity claims are:
•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP.

•

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should
be used.

•

My COP is important, unique and valuable and should be leading learning
and framing of knowledge for showing competence in this context.

Element 3: Transcendent learning in the public sphere concern:

•

transformative and transcendent transactional distance

•

space offered by cultural interface to transcend and act in lawful ways

•

lawful and culturally responsible openness for diverse cohorts.

And validity claims are:
•

Distances offer value to my learning.

•

The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge
authority.

2.6.1 Meeting Research Aim 1
In order to address the main research provocation and question and Research Aim 1
(Table 7), the validity claims developed here provide some key directives for OEP to
meet the main focus: Open for whom and to what? As well as the first research
question is How do we make OEP functionally successful for diverse learners?

Attempting to meet validity claims (at least in part before and/or during program
design) is one way to determine increased functional success as defined in this study.
Functional success can be better achieved by designing learning so that participants in
learning projects can agree with the validity claims listed here.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines how the use of the theoretical framework from chapter 2 will be
used to evaluate the resource cases. Theoretically informed criteria based on critical
social theory also guide decisions for evaluation by decolonising and relevant
evaluation frameworks aimed at open education and community development. That is,
the intersectoral and intercultural situatedness of the resources are informing the use
of the methodological tools. The research philosophy is instructed by Guthadjaka’s
traditional water-filter narrative (section 3.1.2), also determining the evaluation and
case study choices for this study.

3.1 Introduction and Meeting Research Aim 2
This methodology used a blend of content analysis (Neuendorf, 2017) and
developmental evaluation (Patton, 2010). The purpose of this methodology is to align
with the theoretical literature review’s elements of placed community and consensual
conversations at the intersecting knowledge systems in the public sphere.
This chapter outlines the rationale for the data identification process I created. It then
details the cyclical filtering process used to identify OEP in the resources and draw out
data that help answer the research questions. To briefly describe it here, validity
claims, decolonising and evaluation criteria used in these cycles were informed by the
theoretical and literature reviews in Chapters 1 and 2, which provided perspectives on
the definition of functionally successful openness at the intersection of knowledge
systems which these projects are positioned at (Research Aim 1 and the first research
question, addressed throughout Chapters 1 and 2).

The first two research questions (What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
How are OEP used in these contexts?) guided the filtering with the related criteria to
elicit practice-based evidence for each set of project resources. Each cycle of filtering
yielded data with which to answer each sub-question. Extra comparison data
contextualised the findings, and they were analysed to find the best performing aspects
of each project. This provided more confirmation of answers gained to this point.
Findings were confirmed in reflexive evaluative discussions with participants. Themes
were identified in iterative analyses of the final datasets.
Answers to the last research question (What are successful outcomes for these OEP
and who defines this? What matters?) formed the three sets of theory statements and
related principles in the discussion chapter (starting from section 5.1.1). Information
and concepts from the theoretical and literature reviews in Chapters 1 and 2 also
articulated answers to the final research question about success.
Dr Guthadjaka’s Yolŋu philosophy provides the main rationale for the filtering strategy
to meet the research aims and answer the questions. The following is the
methodological inspiration and underlying authority from her work.

3.1.2 Yolŋu methodology philosophy from Manbuynga Garmak
Warramirri
An underlying knowledge authority directed my research thanks to the guidance of Dr
Kathy Guthadjaka AM. As my Ngandi (mother), she guides and teaches me; in turn, I
hold responsibility to protect and uphold integrity of practice associated with our work.
This study’s methodology is heavily influenced by Indigenist participatory knowledge
management, and Dr Guthadjaka’s supervision has helped shape the developmental
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evaluation (Patton, 2010) and analysis. Dr Guthadjaka’s directive and permission to use
her water analogy is given.
The underpinning of the methodology is illustrated with a story about water. This
analogy comes from Dr Guthadjaka, and I use it here at her directive and with her
permission. A version of this story was produced by Guthadjaka, Christie and Verran
(2015), in which a recording from the custodians of this story and more details and
background can be found.
To illustrate the significance of water in Northern Australia, I will give a brief summary
of the story:
The water at the source is clean and clear, at a high elevation. During the wet
season, flash floods force water to rush through streams downhill, increasingly
faster as it does so.
The flow of water through various kinds of country and geographies offers a
filtering action. This filtering pushes all the unwanted, dead, and mulching
materials down and away with the water as it gains speed.
Water rushes through whirlpools, waterfalls, and curves in the land. The water
has the force to push through and break anything in its way, until it comes to
rest again in the sea, mixing with salt water and becoming calm.
This carrying away of rubbish represents a clearing away of unnecessary and
destructive practices, leaving only the useful and practical things to mix with
and contribute to a greater body of knowledge from diverse sources when it
comes to rest in the sea.

How this translates to the research procedure
This study evaluates the practices-as-data which are contained in the project resources.
This process sorts through practices that need to be discarded, leaving functional
principles of OEP that align with requirements developed in the framework. Therefore,
the use of validity claims and related decolonising and evaluation criteria in this study
for testing resources will reveal impacts of the resources’ design on broader social and
cultural impacts, not merely describe content and learning processes.
The water depicted in Figure 4 below contains the projects that get washed down and
pushed through all kinds of terrain until they are stripped of their dead materials and
left with principles for practice. The terrain pathway in the image below is analogous
with intersecting policy, theory, and practices. The evaluation, theory and data analysis
sections of this research procedure are the praxis of theory and action; they use validity
claims, decolonising analyses, and evaluation frameworks to reveal themes and
principles and confirm the findings herein.
Through filtering the projects through multiple criteria in the process depicted in Figure
4, of water filtration via geography, the analysis results in a contribution to a larger
body of knowledge when it finally comes to rest in the public sphere (or Ganma in the
sea).
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Source

Filters

Ganma

Figure 4: Water analogy

The research procedure filters the project resources and identifies how we can adapt
and continue to evolve practice and answer the main question: Open for whom and to
what? How do we make OEP functionally successful for diverse learners?
This research topic is broken down into the following research aims and questions,
which are addressed in overlapping iterations in the procedure.
Table 7: Research aims and questions
Research aim and how it was met

Research questions related

Aim 1. Refine the definition of what ‘functionally successful’

5. How do we make OEP

OEP is in the context of the resources.

functionally successful

The theoretical framework (Chapter 2) identifies elements and

for diverse learners?

validity claims that partly address this aim.

6.

What is ‘open’ about

Aim 2. Test the concept of ‘open’ for how it manifests in each

these resources and

resource, according to a set of criteria for openness and how

practices?

they might be engaged with by learners.
The methodology section sets up a procedure to further

7. How is OEP used in these
contexts?

Research aim and how it was met

Research questions related

explore how OEP presents in the resources, based on the
intersecting policy and theory areas the projects emerge from.
Aim 3. Interrogate practices to develop an understanding of

2. What is ‘open’ about these

how ‘open’ translates into functional engagement for some

resources and practices?

learners and how this can develop capacity for systemic

3: How is OEP used in these

adaptation to better support workforce development.

contexts?

Analysis iterations revealed the layers of answers to questions

4. What are successful

2, 3 and 4 , filtered by the multiple criteria from three general

outcomes for OEP, who

sets: validity claims, decolonising analyses and evaluation

defines this and what

frameworks.

matters?

Aim 4. Determine a set of practice principles for OEP and

4. What are successful

critical openness that provides a direction for functional

outcomes for OEP, who

engagement with diverse knowledge and learner cohorts.

defines this and what

Reduce iterations of interrogation from the filtering process

matters?

and develop theory and practice-level principles for ways
forward.

3.2 Methodology Strategy
This study’s research process is depicted again in Figure 5 and 6. Based on the filtering
philosophy in section 3.1.2, the rest of the practice rationale outlined below directed
the situated, evaluative and consensus-building data identification process in figure 4.
Knowledge authority was maintained as a main focus via the directives from senior
participants and stakeholders in the FRDC project (listed in 2.2). This kept the concern
for Indigenous knowledge representation as a guide for the study (top and left of figure
5). Validity claims and related criteria sets filter the resources as depicted in Phase A of
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Figure 6 below, informed by the projects situated nature at intersecting knowledge
systems.
At this point in the study I developed the three filter cycles depicted in the middle of
the Figure 5 and enlarged in Figure 6. The filters employed criteria sets which were
used to meet research aims. The validity claims were developed from the theoretical
literature reviewed in Chapter 2 and reveal social and cultural impacts, not merely
describe content and learning processes. Each of these claims served as a criterion with
which I tested each set of resources. I then selected decolonising criteria and
evaluation frameworks suitable for the projects and used those to test the resources. I
repeated this cycle of filtering three times (depicted in the diagram by three concentric
circles in Phase A), each time using the results of each test to answer the questions. I
wrote answers to each test and a sample of these tests is in Appendix 3, sections A3.2–
A3.4. More detailed descriptions of the three criteria sets and their use in the filter
cycles can be found in section 3.3.1.
Because the work of the resources occurs in a unique region of Australia, the notions of
openness are adjusted and defined as ‘functionally successful’ for culturally
appropriate reasons. This adjustment involves the effort to understand (Nakata et al.,
2012) and respect traditional knowledge authority structures. It is with respect for
traditional forms of governance that we need to improve relationships with knowledge
partners and diverse learner cohorts. In this methodology, I am attempting the process
of defining respectful methods that ‘define HOW you are, not WHAT you are’
(Moreton-Robinson, 2015), emphasising the learning theory elements developed in
Chapter 2 and the related validity claims as possible ways to attempt this enacted
respect.

Figure 5: The research process (for white inset, see Figure 6 below)
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Figure 6: The research method depicts phases A, B, C and D for each level of data identification, comparison, analysis and confirmation

3.2.1 Realist-influenced, participatory, developmental evaluation
and critical theory rationale
As a participant in the projects and a staff member, the likelihood existed that I would
not see all the required improvements or impacts of the resources. As a nonIndigenous person, I have an additional limited ability to see the ways these projects
could be more functional for use with Indigenous knowledge and learners. For this
reason, the reflexive practices are focused on improving how I do things within the
institutional context and within my own sphere of influence. Continuing to look
outward for guidance has value, but I believe I need to take responsibility for examining
how I position myself in relation to my work in order to improve its function and impact
on others, however incrementally.
Evaluating projects in which I have been involved offers an opportunity for professional
reflection that holds institution-based practitioners accountable. CST acknowledges
power imbalances and directs me to engage with input from research partners in a
communicative action (Habermas, 1987; Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005; Kincheloe &
McLaren, 2002).
Realist evaluation approaches (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) also affirm specifics of the
evaluand, emphasising the particular features of the case studies and reminding us of
the need to be faithful to the situation-specific ideals of understanding (Outhwaite,
2009). Remaining situationally responsive in evaluation acknowledges the uniqueness
of each evaluand (Patton, 2008). Acknowledging limited generalisability embodies the
allegiance to context in realist evaluation and aligns with Smith’s (1999) refusal to
objectify research ideas as a colonising practice.
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The realist-influenced participatory action research (PAR) and developmental
evaluation (Patton, 2010) elements relevant to this study are critical theory lenses with
which I am reflecting on practice. I am refining how significant input from different
knowledge systems impacts and creates a more participatory, informed, and
contextualised set of OEP. The final publication referenced in Appendix 1 is Funk,
Worthington and Price-Winter (2016) Using Evaluation And Participatory Action
Research Methods To Develop An eLearning Resource. The paper presents the
evaluation cycle used to develop PreVET and informed the iterative methods in this
study. The paper describes and outlines the rationale for using PAR to develop a
resource and as a methodological touchstone for opening learning and knowledge
management up to multiple perspectives, particular to a context.
The methods employed in this publication showcase principles of rigour, time, and
openness to knowledge authority of multiple stakeholders. It does this by way of
iterations of evaluation feedback rather than a summative feedback collection.
Continuous involvement in this process is inconvenient, difficult to manage, timeconsuming and requires conflicting sets of knowledges to be reconciled to develop a
practice that fits seemingly disparate institutional agendas.
Having followed this iteration during the PreVET project, I have found that the practice
of opening the development of the learning resource to all stakeholders has now
become embedded. I could not imagine working any other way.

3.2.3 Design-based research
The development cycle in Funk et al. (2016) heavily informed the developmental
evaluation research model in this study. This section now explores the influences of the
methods I have gathered over the course of this research and discusses how the
filtering action that I was directed by Dr Guthadjaka to use (section 3.1.2) utilises
contemporary research methods.
Design thinking (Rowe, 1987; Wozniak, Pizzica, & Mahony, 2012) links educational
theory and the evaluated practice (the praxis in this study). The iterative nature of
design-based research is inclusive and responsive and was demonstrated in the
previous article ‘Using evaluation and participatory research methods to develop an
eLearning resource’ (Funk et al., 2016). While the methodology in the article is more
outward seeking than the methodology in this study, its participatory, adaptive, and
cyclical design directs much of the developmental evaluation here (Patton, 2010).
Teaching-based interventions can be seen as design experiments where context
matters (Brown, 1992). This situated practice lends legitimacy to the inward, iterative
reflection of this research, immersing the project resources in the cultural and policy
context and aligning with Habermas’ focus on situation specifics. Barab and Squire
(2004) state that these contexts ‘address the methodological implications for
understanding the contextuality of research claims generated in situ’ (p. 3) and their
transferability informs better practice. Remaining purely removed from context would
result in the design being not informed by it, as the complexities of social learning
situations are what inform the issues that the research would like to explore.
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Brereton, Roe, Schroeter and Hong (2014) describe a design research project
conducted on Groote Eylandt, NT, in which the characteristics of the community where
the research was conducted informed the project, allowing for a wider notion of
engagement, reciprocity and sustainability that ethnography falls short of in its
‘observing’ stance. Being directed by context can lead to a more meaningful
perspective being gained.
Elements of design research that are relevant here, then, are closely linked to local and
regional context and praxis in iterations after each step in the filtering process. This
builds on the situation-specific particularities of realist evaluation in the previous
section and respects the pre-practice reflection required for functional engagement.
Additionally, the pre-practice emphasis the validity claims from Chapter 2 informs the
design approach and can be used before and during program development.

3.2.4 Decolonising criteria for ethical work in Indigenous contexts
Incorporating Indigenous knowledge, learning and research processes into all stages of
project design and methodology (Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies [AIATSIS], 2012) is recommended to ensure research conducted with
and in Indigenous knowledge systems is ethical. All 14 AIATSIS principles were
addressed by this research project in an application to CDU ethics, and each project in
the resources had cleared ethics processes individually. Ethics materials for this study
are included in Appendix 4. Additional sections in the data identification process,
supervision panel and reference group advice have been purposefully designed to
address the research’s ethical interface with and impact on Indigenous learners and
contexts.

Professional development also played a large role in my approach to this study. In my
first two years working at CDU, I completed the Graduate Certificate in Yolŋu Language
and Culture. Through this I gained a deeper approach to engaging with Yolŋu
knowledge which helps this study and my relationship to it. The cognitive dissonance
the course required forced me to admit that my western learning approach and frames
of reference distracted me from deeper understanding of different paradigms for
knowledge management. Compartmentalising our information and knowledge is
missing the point. To be receptive to learning at a different pace and level allows space
and time to improve how we engage with each other. This position is continually
evolving as I interrogate my approach to working with knowledge systems other than
my most familiar and improve my institutional practice in valuing Indigenous
knowledges. The learning in Yolŋu studies informs the pre-practice emphasis for
engaging with knowledge management in more functional ways.
At this point I will reiterate that I am not claiming this as Indigenist research. As an
educator, I am responsible for serving the learners with whom I work and for reevaluating my relationship to ongoing oppressive influences in my professional context.
Although it is strongly guided by Indigenous stakeholders, Indigenist supervision,
teachers, mentors, leaders, elders and community-informed projects, my place as a
non-Indigenous researcher makes this research a message for myself and my
institution-based colleagues to continue to adapt our practice, thanks to the valuable
and unique learning processes and experiences reflected on here and the privileges I
have been afforded in my own position in the world.
The context of the research demands that I reflect on Indigenous and Indigenist
methodologies but acknowledge my limitations and inability to embody this practice as
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a non-Indigenous person. As a result of this awareness, the evaluation process included
criteria sets for evaluating the resources for specific relevance to Indigenist
perspectives. I have included description of Indigenous projects and colonising
practices from Decolonizing Methodologies (Smith, 1999) as well as a mini synthesis of
decolonising research methodologies which resulted in five broad principle areas. This
provided specific language with which to answer the research questions and discuss
findings for this set of criteria. More attention to theoretical limitations of using
western theory in Indigenous contexts is addressed in the conclusion (section 5.4.2).
The reflexive approaches discussed in this section relate to the situation-specific
allegiance to methods directed by various elders I have worked with over the course of
these projects, described below.

3.2.5 Evaluation framework criteria for situation-specific practices
Dr Guthadjaka offered her family’s story above about Ganma. The analogy of
conflicting sources of water can help us understand intersecting knowledge systems
and possibilities for resolution. Marika, Yunupingu, Marika-Mununggiritj, and Muller
(2009) also provide inspirational links and object lessons (Christie & Verran, 2013) that
help frame the intersecting knowledge systems where the projects exist. These links
provide a process-oriented lens for understanding the water imagery described as
lessons rather than ‘metaphors’ and, in doing so, continue to de-objectify the
knowledges gained and frame them as moving processes instead. Yunupingu (1989)
also outlines the foundations of both-ways engagement-focused education at Yirrkala
School, and this combination of influences provides an acknowledgement of the
Aboriginal knowledge management and Yolŋu-specific influence in this study.

The seminal Decolonizing Methodologies (Smith, 1999) outlines significant
dysfunctional practices confirmed by the history of colonisation of Indigenous
knowledge when non-Indigenous people do research ‘on’ Indigenous people. Smith
says this research has been something done to, not with Indigenous people (echoing
Freire’s cultural invasion, 1970); ‘discovering’ the knowledge systems from a western
perspective has dehumanised the subjects and imposed imperialistic value systems on
Indigenous knowledge and people. Smith’s decolonising projects contribute tools for
analysing the project resources in this study for the extent to which they can reconcile
these practices. The main contexts in which these projects are situated are Indigenous
communities and knowledge systems, so it befits me to use this framework as part of
my methods, and the principles as methodological touchstones and criteria.
In addition to the decolonising set, a selection of criteria from six different evaluation
frameworks are used to evaluate the projects for their specific relevance to where they
are situated as educational, open and community development resources. This set is
detailed in the Research methods section 3.3 of this chapter. This comprises 40 criteria
overall against which I have evaluated each project. It is hoped that this, along with the
decolonising set and the validity claims developed in the theoretical review in Chapter
2 provide a rigorous approach to meeting the particular needs of this study.
A major feature in my research procedures is reflexive practice that I undertake both
alone and with the colleagues with whom the project resources were developed in the
data confirmation stage. Community consultation interviews with Indigenous end users
have been avoided due to the overuse of this procedure and the likelihood that
participants would experience this as invasive. The Indigenous Australian population is
one of the most over-researched groups in the world (Fredericks, 2008; Rigney, 1999;
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Smith, 1999). The relationships formed during the four case studies resulted from the
development of the resources and knowledge contained in them. All four case studies
have those relationships still in regular contact. One group remains more distant after a
community Elder said: ‘Enough research, we want action’ (Anon, personal
communication, July 2014). Returning to the site three years afterwards to ask about
my agenda and interest in a project disrespects the Elder’s statement. The currency of
that project’s outputs as I see them may not be how the community might have
experienced them, and presuming its significance makes a stereotypical assumption
that my research is important enough to disrupt the community to ask questions about
a minor aspect of a project long in the past. The community has since moved on to
develop an oyster farm enterprise (Herbert, 2015), which was the aim of all
collaborators. The video clip resources created with the community were retained by
participants. It is valuable to the focus of this study to be critically reflexive on our own
practice as institution-based researchers working on knowledge practices that we can
functionally influence, rather than return to a group that has since progressed and left
this bit of work behind.
In addition to the invaluable input into the process that was given directly (without
being asked) from Aboriginal partners and users of our services, the OEP which this
project aims to evaluate are in part produced and retained in institutions. Looking ever
outwards for further input and instruction can be seen as methodologically idle;
looking inwards to reflect on the ways institutions manage knowledge in resources
such as these might offer us a deeper task of getting ‘our own house in order’ before
asking our long-suffering partners to tell us yet again how to better work with them. As
institutions at the cultural interface, we indeed need to make ‘the effort to understand’
(Nakata, 2007) and improve the quality of our engagement in learning relationships.

This distance-giving practice also aims to respect the knowledge partnerships between
institutions and Indigenous communities.
Filtering the projects with recommendations from senior knowledge authority, theory,
decolonising methodologies and evaluation frameworks aids this reflexive
methodology and aims to develop a more appropriate way of getting better at what we
do in institutions.
This reiterates the need for continued reflexivity and ongoing praxis (Freire, 1970) of
the western researcher:
•

on the concept of openness and its use with non-western students and
knowledge systems

•

within the institutional context of research projects

•

in service delivery and public policy implementation.

This statement is driven by the communicative action and continual reflecting that
should make those of us who work in public knowledge management ask: ‘What is my
job here and where do I belong? What is my role in the intersection between
knowledge systems and in evaluating practices to keep eroding at colonisation with my
colleagues?’

3.2.6 Methodological limitations and justifications
Critical reflexivity in the procedure identifies unequal power dynamics still inherent in
the resources. Asking, ‘for whom are OEP open, and how can they be functionally
successful?’ assumes that the resources will demonstrate aspects of openness and the
ways they may be experienced as successful (or not). This could lead to the lack of a
generalizable outcome in the form of findings that could be applied across a number of
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projects with Indigenous knowledges around the world. As stated above, however, the
specific contexts in which OEP works well will be the root of the principles for practice
of the functionally successful OEP, which, I hope, will be generalizable.
The lack of external validation of findings, beside the collegial confirmation process, is
also a potential limitation. Not seeking more input from knowledge authorities could
result in the assumption that this procedure is exhaustive and perpetuate typical
western academic colonisation of this space. Having had the initial direction from
knowledge authorities, the resources are somewhat safe from this academic diluting.
The question of who defines success will be one that I assume will not be answered in
full as a result of this limitation. Developing principles for professional practice based
on academic and Indigenist direction positions this research as reflexive and as
generative of more refined practice to try in the future.
A more specific limitation involves identifying ‘language’ as a key element in this study.
Some criteria in the filters refer to language but only in the literal sense, not the
additional sense in which the theory framework frames it (how it is used and the
implications for resulting knowledge-management practices). A perceived limitation
would be the lack of language-specific criteria in the evaluation frameworks (it is
present in the validity claims and decolonising analyses but is not specified in the
evaluation framework criteria). However, as this is a qualitative, ethical, and culturally
responsive point, the ethical and decolonising criteria cover this significant requirement
to consider language and its use.
The ‘in-betweenness’ of this research in the intersection of public policy knowledges in
the digital sphere positions it not in licences or content-specific definitions of openness,
nor in pure education and pedagogy. The practices straddling distinct cultures of

Aboriginal knowledge authority and western institutions could also be a limitation in
the research’s scope to do such a complicated set of tensions justice. This gap is a
fertile site of tensions (Smith, 2005), in that such diverse sets of criteria for knowledge
management offer a pause from education-specific knowledge production and return
us to the practical underpinnings of how information and knowledge are managed by
different groups of people – regardless of their technologies. This is the reason for my
multiple criteria sets, layers of data identification and filter cycles which examine OEP
through different lenses in the following research procedure.

3.3 Research Methods
3.3.1 Procedure
The following section details how the filter cycles and remaining steps were carried out.
The publications contained within the thesis have analysed the project resources in
part as the projects progressed. This research process further unifies them through
analysing them for their ways of respecting the knowledge authority of learners and
their knowledge backgrounds, via the criteria sets and research questions used.
The use of PAR in this study was developed in PreVET’s development cycle and strongly
influenced the rest of the resource development approaches. While the PAR model
defined in the previous paper (Funk et al., 2016) is not the model for all four projects’
development, this study’s developmental cycle iterates on the same inclusive basis and
strongly resonates with the PreVET cycle-based, situation-specific and process-focused
nature. While PAR is used in many variations in the projects, this study cyclically
explores the extent to which each resource can answer the questions, to reflect on
practices in a practices-as-content analysis.
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3.3.2 Methods
The resources were not evaluated for their hard content but for their ability to perform
functional open practices, presented in the content. The practices were filtered to distil
the understanding of how they perform ‘functionally successful openness’.
I also needed to provide myself with critical advisors, so I engaged an advisory group.
This group offered feedback representing stakeholder groups and provided referral at
points of uncertainty. The group included critical friends, supervision associates,
colleagues, and project staff. These people formed an informal but significant support
network for the research. After appointing the advisory group, I set out on the data
identification, comparison, analysis, and confirmation stages.

Phase A: Data identification tools (three cycles)
The main data identification process was content analysis (adapted for how the
content encouraged OEP) and developmental evaluation (Neuendorf, 2017; Patton,
1994, 2010; Stemler, 2001) of the four projects, according to the steps outlined in this
section. As there were three sets of criteria, Phase A used each set as one step, and this
filtering cycle that comprised Phase A was repeated three times. Figure 7 below depicts
this Phase.

Phase A:
Data identification
3 steps, repeated three times:
Step 1 Reference to validity claims from theoretical
framework
Step 2 Decolonising synthesis criteria
Step 3 Criteria from evaluation frameworks

Figure 7: Phase A – Data Identification and steps 1, 2 and 3

To test the projects, the filtering process formed a developmental evaluation (Patton,
1994, 2010), with a consolidation stage to answer (and re-answer) research questions
and consider the aims between each step. Appendix 1 contains an early sample of this
answering process for the Djurrwirr/BowerBird project (see section A3.2–A3.4).
Weiss (1998) suggests selecting the right methods to evaluate what you have.
Combined methods offer a pragmatic approach to evaluating different practices.
Developmental evaluation is recommended for its ability to support ‘innovation
development to guide adaptation to emergent and dynamic realities in complex
environments’ (Patton, 2010). As the suite of resources is a culmination of research
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projects at the intersection of complex ontologies, a combined method – realistinformed developmental evaluation – was suitable to derive principles for OEP.
Step 1: Analyse each resource for validity claims in theoretical framework

Combining predominantly western theoretical frameworks with Indigenist research
adds knowledge to western practice and policy and its intersection in multicultural
settings.
The projects were tested for themes and adherence to the validity claims and how that
adherence addressed the research questions. The claims were phrased in the learners’
voice, which helped to make the answers to each test a statement about how and why
each project did or did not meet those claims’ tests. These responses formed writing
patterns which then helped to answer the research questions.
Analysis of transcripts, images and other ‘hard’ content could have yielded a different
dataset, yet the resource’s performative functions offer more to answer this study’s
research questions and its focus on practices. The projects were filtered by the claims
from the theory section and answers were consolidated in iterations of responsive
writing. In turn these iterations were repeated three times after steps 1, 2 and 3 were
done, each project was being interrogated for the claims’ abilities to answer the
research questions. (See Appendix 3 for a sample of one of the response writings and
more detailed criteria wording.)
Step 2: Decolonising interrogation and decolonising synthesis

This step involved testing of the projects using Indigenous project criteria, colonising
aspects (Smith, 1999) still present in the resources and alignment with a set of
decolonising educational research principles from a mini synthesis. I added the

decolonising principles to Step 2 of Phase A to ensure that other global voices were
represented and that I was not relying only on Smith’s (1999) work as a source of
criteria for the significant data identification this step could produce from the projects.
Indigenous project characteristics

This section identified whether the resources perform any of the functions as described
in Smith (1999, p. 144–161). Keywords from each of the descriptions of the 25
‘projects’ below were used to filter the resources for their adherence to key
performative functions. Each resource was coded for whether it met each function, and
a description was provided of the ways it did or did not.
Smith’s (1999) 25 projects: Claiming, testimonies, storytelling, celebrating survival,
remembering, Indigenising, intervening, revitalising, connecting, reading, writing,
representing, gendering, envisioning, reframing, restoring, returning, democratising,
networking, naming, protecting, creating, negotiating, discovering and sharing (key
words from each of these Indigenous projects are listed in the example of earlier
filtering in Table 20).
Colonising practices

Using Smith’s (1999) work as a guide, the following four colonising interrogations were
also identified as an inverse foil with which to evaluate the projects’ performance of
these practices.
1. The practice of putting things in ‘boxes’
By coding, measuring, naming, and categorising, the early western researchers and
collectors used empirical, positivist knowledge values to create foundations of western
research practice. Concepts and constructs of gender, race, individual, society,
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civilisation, space and time set up a value system and paradigm into which research
subjects were inserted.
2. The practice of staying objective
Distance and ‘objectivity’ when observing ‘subjects’ are crucial to ‘good’ western
research practice. The use of deductive reasoning and positivist research on subjects
with a view to categorising them into a western construct sets up the colonisation of
knowledge and ideas collected by early researchers.
3. The practice of capitalising off knowledge that is not yours
Smith (1999) notes that research ‘discoveries’ are appropriated, sold, hoarded,
collected and ‘rearranged and redistributed, ‘perpetuating universities as locales of
colonisation’ (p. 65). Institutionally situated practitioners can continue to perform this
practice, as exemplified in the case of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs originating from the
Blackfoot (Feigenbaum & Smith, 2019).
4. The practice of representing Indigenous knowledge as yours
The practices of owning by naming and of representing and repackaging Indigenous
knowledge as western knowledge were sought in the projects. The ‘renaming’ of the
world through naming is an attempt at owning Indigenous knowledge.
Principles of decolonising research

I also developed a set of five principles of decolonising practices from a mini review of
international decolonising research with which to interrogate the practice in the
resources. These principles also provide another lens with which to test the resources’
performance.

1. Consensus and engagement are required in redefining ‘organising’ structures and
knowledge frameworks
We need to revise what communication and structure mean (Jaya, 2001) and develop a
common understanding and consensus about how they are organised so that we can
use the same frame of reference when managing knowledge and re-presenting it to the
world (Freire, 1970). This consensus and common understanding align with
communicative action (Habermas, 1987) and an effort to develop validity between
parties entering into understanding together. Filtering projects with this principle
requires that distinctions are made between understanding of how structure and
communication are thought of and therefore determines how information can be
organised between and across Indigenous knowledge, learning and education.
2. Re-centring (re-positioning) people, not data or mandates, can disrupt
conventional management of PAR
Re-centring those who have been excluded from the discourse is a principle of
decolonising pedagogy, aligned with centralising participants in peripheral COPs (Lave
& Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002). This not only legitimates
locally relevant practice but also continues to disrupt methods by which knowledge is
extracted in the research process for generalisation. The in-situ centralisation of
experience acknowledges knowledge authority and positions the human at the centre
of the learning, not the data. This re-positions participants from being ‘allowed’ to
participate to leading the knowledge creation (Zavala, 2013), disrupting the PAR model
of research design beyond the institution to knowledge-creating sites in communities
via new infrastructure for ‘democratisation of knowledge’ (Ginwright, 2008, p. 21).
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3. Praxis in situ is enacted in project and research design: the research is blended to
impact directly on its context and simultaneously be informed by it
A placed blending of theory and practice in context is critical to relevance and ‘a lived
praxis that adequately contests the multiplicity of ways racism, capitalism,
homophobia, privilege and sexism are made manifest’ (Tejeda, Espinoza & Gutierrez,
2003, p.9). This lived praxis is context-specific and aligns with situated knowledge (Lave
& Wenger, 1991), context immersion (Cummins, 2000) and the need to make validity
claims based on situation-specific contexts (Outhwaite, 2009). This pushes back on the
boundaries of a hopeful Americanism / neo-colonialism (Tejeda et al., 2003) and
further legitimates the authority of lived and situated knowledge beyond being an issue
of fairness. Praxis positions lived and situated knowledge first in its own right, rather
than as a reconciliatory gesture.
Leading on from repositioned PAR, lived praxis has been cast as the only way to
transform the world via reflection and action.
4. Research pedagogy and educational outcomes are aligned to community-led
learning and instruction of researchers
North American research has pedagogy and learning as its goal (Zavala, 2013) and can
omit the community-defined notion of what a successful outcome might be. This
principle therefore disrupts the balance of participatory research that aims to ‘teach’
subjects and instead focuses on community structures and organisations as the ‘thing
that teaches the researchers’.

5. Repositioned and recalibrated western research methodology so the process
becomes a site of knowledge creation (knowledge reformation)
Methodology at the interface as a site of struggle and tension calls into question the
constant reflection required to critique research in Indigenous knowledge within
western academic contexts. Disruptive methods that are generated in place and are
process- and practice-oriented help to reposition owners of knowledge creation (Henry
et al., 2002; Rigney, 1997; Smith, 2005).
Because of the detail in step 2, many of the test results for each criterion were brief
answers and less particular than the validity claim tests results. Indigenous decolonising
criteria added to the basis for what functional successes that respect remote Aboriginal
Australia can look like. The step 3 tests that follow also yielded brief descriptions for
how and to what extent each project tested against each of the following evaluation
framework criteria.
Step 3: Evaluation framework criteria synthesis

A selection of evaluation framework criteria was used to filter the project resources for
culturally responsible, curricular, OEP and community development standards to which
all four of the projects could be held accountable.
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Table 8: Evaluation frameworks and standard areas
Standard areas
Criteria from local NT Indigenous contexts to

Framework title and source
•

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural

provide culturally safe principles from

Protocol for Evaluation (Bower, Malla,

experienced professionals in Indigenous

Manhire & Rogers, 2015)

evaluation contexts.

•

Two-way accountability in evaluation
(Williams, 2012)

A set of reference points for research in open

•

education practice field

OERHUB ethics framework (Farrow,
2016)

•

UK OER Evaluation toolkit (JISC, 2011)

•

OER Commons Evaluation tool
(Goger, 2012).

Community development criteria relevant to
all aspects of projects

•

Commonwealth of Learning
‘Measuring Empowerment’ tool (Carr,
2016)

The graphic depicting constitutive elements of OEP (Ehlers, 2011) were used as a rating
aid in early in the analysis phase.
Approaches to evaluation frameworks: Filtering action and iterative interrogation
led to principles

Projects were analysed for adherence to criteria of each framework, which map back to
the theory in the literature review and those identified by senior Aboriginal authorities,
and address Research Aims 1 and 2, as shown in Table 7. Evaluation criteria and the
resulting data from this set of frameworks added to the basis for what successful
outcomes in OEP that respect remote Aboriginal Australia can look like. As stated in the

introduction, success is a contested term, so due diligence with a number of
frameworks within the complex landscape the project resources emerged from
contextualises the findings and provides a more informed approach to ‘trying to be
functionally successful’ rather than claiming success. Much like the validity claims and
decolonising steps 2 and 3, the criteria language was used to articulate responses to
the research questions in the discussion chapter.
NT-specific evaluation frameworks

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol for Evaluation (Bower et al., 2015)
describes and details three principles that are integral to culturally responsive
evaluation in NT Aboriginal community evaluation contexts. These principles are:
reciprocal respect
cultural humility
acknowledgement.
Two-way accountability in evaluation (Williams, 2012) emphasises the levels of
accountability in evaluating intersecting knowledge systems. Designed by evaluators
with extensive experience in the region, this evaluation method is situated practice in
stating competing demands on evaluators to meet a range of ethical guidelines and
stakeholder needs. The most powerful criteria need evaluators to:
use culturally embedded tools
articulate their assumptions inherent in their activities.
OERHUB ethics framework

The OERHUB ethics framework (Farrow, 2016) covers ethical implications of engaging
in OEP research. Six broad criteria in this set covers full disclosure, privacy and data
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security, integrity, independence and informed consent (Farrow, 2016). As these
projects were all action research activities unified by the theme of openness, this set of
criteria is valuable as a companion to the AIATSIS guidelines. While other frameworks
for OER contribute greatly to the field in terms of comprehensive stewardship
participation frameworks such as CARE (Petrides, Levin, & Watson, 2018), the ethical
portion of the study’s evaluation criteria are selected for particular aspects of working
with the creator-participants in OER research projects.
Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment Toolkit

The Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment Toolkit (Carr, 2016)
demonstrates elements of programs that contribute to self-sufficiency and agency for
knowledge authorities. This tool provides a lens for the aspirational, entrepreneurial
aspects of projects that dedicated education evaluation frameworks might overlook.
This framework is also significant given the socio-economic gaps present in the
communities concerned. The criteria in this tool are rights to government/governance
and political involvement, income, and access to control over resources, freedom of
movement and education, and self-efficacy and capacity to aspire (Carr, 2016).
UK OER Evaluation toolkit

The UK OER Evaluation toolkit (JISC, 2011) offers criteria for what the OER can do for
the institution and its projects that extend learning beyond its walls. The project
resources are partially focused on relationships with learners and their learning, so the
criteria used to analyse the projects from this framework are from two themes. One is
‘enhancing student experience’, and the specific aspect is ‘drawing on studentproduced materials’. The criteria from that portion of the tool are:
•

supporting practical change

•

stakeholder practices

•

making OERs available

•

legal and IPR issues

•

OER adoption and re-use

•

enabling open practices

•

culture change

•

student involvement and sustainability

•

impact on student experience

•

stakeholder appreciation of benefits.

The other theme used from the UK OER evaluation toolkit is ‘Extend OER through
collaborations beyond higher education’, and the criteria from the ‘Cultural and
Practices’ aspect of this theme are:
•

impact of OER on stakeholder practices (development, release and re-use
on stakeholder lives)

•

effects of collaboration (ways which partners, including publishers,
supported development, collection and release of OER)

•

challenges of cross-sector working – e.g. institutional and industry

•

embedding open practices – sustainability

•

enabling OEP – enablers and barriers to adoption

•

culture change – stakeholder cultures being challenged, strengthened, or
changed by use of OER

•

sustainable integration into curriculum – how?
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As the projects in this study extend beyond the institution with community partners
and had generated only a small amount of data at the time of this study, it is difficult to
use this kind of framework to reasonably evaluate their impacts on multiple levels of an
institution (especially as they are not implemented in an institution). Therefore, this
framework can evaluate the resources for their impact on organisational capacity to
accommodate and enable student authorship beyond the institution’s control.
The OER Commons Evaluation tool (Goger, 2012) aligns with the US Common Core
curriculum for state-funded, public, compulsory education. This tool was used as a
rating supportive aid for mapping project resource capacity as teaching tools
accountable to the systemic criteria. The extent to which this is open to students’
knowledge practices is limited, yet this element of criteria is valuable in that it
acknowledges nationally mandated curriculum. It could be that this rubric was
designed for the use of ‘plug and play’ resources, and not with particular languages or
cultures in mind. Nevertheless, the criteria cover a set of diverse functionalities
teachers need to consider:
•

Rubric I. Degree of Alignment to Standards

•

Rubric II. Quality of Explanation of the Subject Matter

•

Rubric III. Utility of Materials Designed to Support Teaching

•

Rubric IV. Quality of Assessment

•

Rubric V. Quality of Technological Interactivity

•

Rubric VI. Quality of Instructional and Practice Exercises

•

Rubric VII. Opportunities for Deeper Learning

•

Rubric VIII. Assurance of Accessibility

Elements of OEP (Ehlers, 2011) form a visual scale (Figure 9, below) with which to plot
how open learning architecture is reasonably used. This was used to guide emergent
ratings and summarise findings from each evaluation filter in this phase.

Figure 8: Ehler’s Constitutive elements of OEP
From open educational resources to open educational practices Ehlers (2011)

These evaluation frameworks were used to filter the case studies through various
aspects of openness that they measure, and as criteria sets which align with theory in
the literature review that define how practices can be open.
A table (see A 3.5 results table) identifies all theory elements and criteria used to filter
the OEP in the resources to reveal practice-informed OEP principles via the
developmental research design.
These first Phase A (steps 1, 2 and 3) of data identification revealed some answers to
the research questions and provide some key findings that can be compared to data
from each project and the wider policy landscape, enabling some principles about
openness to begin to emerge and help rate each project.
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Three cycles of filtering through steps 1, 2 and 3 revealed emergent themes at points
where research questions were revisited and answered. Steps 4, 5 and 6 use filters’
outcomes to answer research questions in subsequent steps with the most functional
OEP.
Figure 9: Developmental evaluation research design and phases

I need to address the research questions at this point in the study. The theory and
literature reviews in chapters 1 and 2 addressed the main research provocation that
asked Open for whom and to what? As well as the first research question: How do we
make OEP functionally successful for diverse learners?
The criteria used to interrogate each project for its ability to decolonise and identify
embedded colonising practices in the resources further identified what is successful
and functional. The evaluation criteria also identified which elements of the project are
successful according to the range of expert and international educational evaluation
frameworks.

The methodology section sets up a framework to further explore how OEP presents in
the resources, answering the next questions: what is ‘open’ about these resources and
practices and how are OEP used in these contexts?
Via establishing a rigorous and varied set of criteria, I can now answer the final
question: what are successful outcomes for these OEP, who defines this, and what
matters? The analysis and findings will show us this. In-depth literature, Indigenist
research experts and evaluation frameworks from leading authorities can help answer
this question.

Phase B: Step 4 – Data comparison

Figure 10: Phase B – Data comparison

The next phase compared the sets of ‘answers’ to
Phase B:
Data comparison
Step 4

general data from each project and the region in
which the projects are situated. This compared the

Data from
broader contexts

qualitative ‘filtered’ data identified in Phase A with
available broader information given in section 4.3,
providing a comparative context to each project in its
capacity to perform OEP. This comparison developed
a contextualised understanding of the answers – given

the project audience, engagement, location, and socio-political landscape – and insight
into the resources’ capacity to perform in open ways. The generalised data synthesis
was conducted through a series of reviews of grey literature on remote digital
engagement and employment as well as from the ABS and remoteness measurements
data. General information about remote Aboriginal communities’ geography,
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demography, the digital communications access in them and additional project data
drew further insight and contrasted it with the outcomes from the steps of the data
identification phase. This phase provided a picture of how the projects perform given
the overall context in which they sit.

Phase C – Step 5 Data analysis

Figure 11: Data analysis

Each project was interrogated three times for
Phase C:
Data analysis
Step 5

whether it could meet validity claims, decolonising,
and evaluation criteria. Filtering the projects this way
revealed three categories defining ways the projects

Counting and
rating criteria

were open. Themes were inductively identified
throughout the cycles.
Using three sets of criteria helped to triangulate the
data and provide perspectives on the ways the
process met the research aims. Repeated

interrogation with the research questions after every iteration offered an opportunity
to reflect and kept relevance to the study. This repeated writing produced yes / no /
ambivalent sets of answers and descriptions about how each project met or did not
meet each criterion. Affirmatively met ‘yes’ answers were given a value of 1 and
answers that were ‘no’ or ‘ambivalent’ were given a score of 0. This meant that graphs
could be used to visually display the alignment each project had with the three sets of
criteria (i.e. the validity claims, decolonising analyses, and evaluation frameworks).

The resulting visual presentation only represents a portion of the analysis. The three
cycles of interrogation led to a focus only on affirmative answers to criteria which then
could help answer the research questions and ultimately lead to the principles for
practice. The criteria sets were so specific that it offered scope with which to meet the
research aims over the various iterations and interrogations. This led to specific
language with which to determine principles of practice and discuss the findings in the
discussion section (Chapter 5).
Based on the scores from the filtering and answers to questions, a rating diagram
depicting constitutive elements of OEP (Ehlers, 2011) was first used to help rate
projects for their openness. The results from each filtering process were plotted on a
spreadsheet and visually displayed in bar charts. This resulted in a consolidated
numeric analysis of the steps in this research design for each project. This helped to
visually identify the number of ‘best bits’ in the projects and offered a basis on which to
discuss the detailed findings of these ‘best bits’ in the discussion chapter.
Resulting visual rating tool examples: Bar charts show the performance of the projects
against each of the three criteria sets.

Project 1
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Project 1

Criteria 1

Criteria 2

Criteria 3
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Figure 12: Example of the rating tool for each project

The chart below highlights the three sets of criteria for each project. The summative
diagram plotted the projects, visually mapping how, according to the qualitative
analysis via synthesised criteria and data comparison, levels of openness compared
across all four projects. This revealed the ‘best bits’ of each project to also direct the
recommendations.
How the numerous evaluation, decolonising and validity claim criteria mapped to the
theoretical elements identified in the literature review provided a structure with which
to group the resulting recommendations. Table 14 in the discussion chapter reveals
how elements map to the filters in more detail.

Project 4

Project 1
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Criteria 1

Project 2

Criteria 2
Criteria 3

Project 3

Figure 13: Example of final rating tool for all projects

Phase D: Step 6 – Data confirmation

Figure 14: Phase D – Data confirmation

Finally, a data confirmation was conducted via realistinformed (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) collegiate
discussions. Gathering perspectives about the projects
and analysis provided a confirmation of place-based,
locally developed metrics for OEP success in future
project design. The discussion of emergent findings
focused on outcomes of the projects and helped
provide additional language for the recommendations.
The sample was selected from staff in charge of
designing resources and negotiating researcher and participant roles. The interview
schedule in Table 9 and the instrument below depicts the project leaders and
participants involved in each project.
Table 9: Project leaders and participants in data confirmation discussions
Project name

Project leader

Festival of Learning

PreVET

Project staff x 2

2018 workshop

BowerBird – Djurrwirr

Project staff x 1

attendees (7 people)

FRDC

Project staff x 1

PBCRC Engagement Model

Project staff x 3
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I presented these preliminary findings for each project to the relevant project staff as a
discussion point in unstructured interview format and used the following realist guiding
questions as the instrument:
•

What did you think was going to happen as a result of the project?

•

Who was it going to work for?

•

Who was it going to be a struggle for?

•

Why?

Guiding criteria identified in the theoretical framework added depth to the ‘teacher–
learner’ conversation about the outcomes (Pawson & Tilley, 1997). Unpacking the
original program aspirations with the information gathered during the analysis helped
to refine principles for further practice. These discussions were recorded in note form
and confirmed with participants. Results from those discussions were then grouped
according to key theoretical elements and the main points added to the findings and
discussion sections of the results.

3.4 Conclusion
By drawing data from three different evaluative perspectives (the validity claims,
decolonising criteria, and evaluation framework criteria) to complement this study’s
publications, this method draws out the parts of the OEP that highlight practical
principles of functionally successful knowledge management:
Features of OEP that contribute to effective participation regarding learning
and leadership arrangements.
Defined successful outcomes for some learners in these contexts, including
community values and principles of success.

A collection of participant and project leader data that portrays aspects of
openness in each project identified throughout the analysis. This provided
data to analyse and compare for the findings and discussion chapters.

3.4.1 Research aims and methods met so far
I identified features of ‘what functionally successful open looks like in this study’ in the
introduction and theory chapters to provide structured criteria via validity claims. This
gave further direction with which to identify themes in the results of each of the
iterations. The sets of criteria were applied to meet Research aims 1 and 2.
Aim 1. Refine the definition of what OEP are in the context of the resources to make
OEP functionally successful.
Aim 2. Test the concept of ‘open’ for how it manifests in each resource, according to a
set of criteria for openness and how they might be engaged with by learners
Aims 3 and 4 (below) were met as themes were used to group findings and more
iterations and consolidation of results were drawn out. Practical and theory level
principles were identified relative to each theoretical element from the theoretical
literature review in chapter two, decolonising analyses and evaluation frameworks.
Aim 3. Interrogate practices to develop an understanding of how OEP translates into
functional engagement for some learners and how this can develop capacity for
systemic adaptation to better support workforce development.
Aim 4. Determine a set of practice principles for OEP and critical openness that
provides a direction for functional engagement with diverse knowledge and learner
cohorts.
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS
This section summarises the overall findings and then presents each project’s individual
findings. These findings were distilled from three cycles and filtering of the projects
through the three separate criteria sets each (as described in the research methods,
section 3.3).

4.1 Overall Findings
The resources were filtered three times through three cycles that used validity claims
identified in the theory section, criteria synthesised from Indigenous and decolonising
educational research literature and frameworks for evaluating OER, community
development and culturally responsive practices. Figure 15 below depicts all stages in
the overall procedure, and the point at which the filter phases are complete is the
findings stage, indicated by three stars.

Figure 15: The overall research procedure for this study

The criteria elicited a lot of language and data to help answer the research questions
after each cycle. Each set of criteria answers were coded for themes and informed the
answers to the research questions. The summarised findings resulted in a numeric
value for each set of criteria that were met and descriptions of ways the projects met
those particular criteria. This qualitative information is not able to be fully depicted in
the results figures below and is discussed in more detail in the discussion in Chapter 5.
The resources that met a high number of validity claims (PreVET and FRDC scored 50%
or higher) were projects that aimed to address a variety of stakeholder interests.
PBCRC and Djurrwirr/BowerBird scored lower in validity, likely due to the BowerBird
platform itself, rather than how it was used in Djurrwirr, and the fact that this and
PBCRC prioritised Indigenous knowledge rather than overtly meeting multiple
knowledge systems’ agendas. The ways in which resources meet Indigenous knowledge
authority is a main decolonising feature of the projects’ OEP, but only via the right use
of those platforms and resources. Projects that were developed in collaboration with
educational institutions met many of the evaluation framework sets of criteria. These
summaries suggest that collaborative research projects meet a broader set of needs for
empowering and culturally responsive OEP.
In Figure 16 and Figure 17 below, the same overall results of the evaluation are visually
depicted in two different diagrams. A results table in Appendix 3.5 also depicts which of
the criteria were met by each project in a simple tick-box format. It begs reinforcing
here, however, that the ways in which each project performed is the emphasis of this
study, in line with the refusal to scientise and over-code the human-centred processes
of OEP. This section merely displays some findings from a superficial perspective. While
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the reasons that answers led to given scores in these tools are not visible, these two
figures help introduce the findings and analysis section ahead and set up the basis for
the discussion of detailed findings in Chapter 5.

Djurrwirr/Bowe
rBird

PreVET
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Validity Claims
FRDC

Evaluation Frameworks

Decolonising Analyses

PBCRC

Figure 16: Rating of all projects diagram
120%
100%

80%
60%
Validity Claims
40%
20%
0%

Figure 17: Rating of all projects bar chart

Evaluation Frameworks
Decolonising Analyses

4.1.1 Djurrwirr/BowerBird
This section supplies the findings for the Djurrwirr/BowerBird project.

Djurrwirr/BowerBird
60%
50%
40%
30%
Djurrwirr / BowerBird

20%
10%
0%

Validity Claims

Decolonising
Analyses

Evaluation
Frameworks

Figure 18: Djurrwirr/BowerBird findings

Criteria set 1: Validity claims
Of the validity claims, 2 out of 9 were met:
•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them.

•

I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.

The validity claims that were met indicate that used correctly, this platform enables
language use and promotion, which can validate its use as an OEP. The way that
Djurrwirr used the BowerBird platform demonstrates its validity as an OEP.
The many claims not met by BowerBird indicate its invalid character as an OEP, based
on access to and use of certain technologies and bandwidth, receptivity to information
management conventions and respect for local COPs and the situated knowledge they
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present. Therefore, the validity of this resource is only its ability to promote language
to highlight different knowledge systems.

Criteria set 2: Decolonising analyses
Of Smith’s (1999) Indigenous project criteria, 13 out of 25 were met.
None of the five decolonising research principles were met.
All four colonising practices were observed.

According to Smiths’ (1999) projects, Djurrwirr’s page is a functional OEP insofar as its
recording process happens in a claiming sense. This platform could enable more of a
conversation or dialogic practice, yet operates more as a database than a COP.
The way we populated Djurrwirr’s page meets half of the Indigenous project criteria, so
as it has been used in this case study, the BowerBird platform can be used in a
decolonising way. However, all four of the colonising practices were identified in
BowerBird’s design and how it affected the Djurrwirr page’s ability to author certain
information. As it centres on the contributor’s status as a ‘persona’ who connects with
others, fostering of connection is a feature that attempts to meet the second principle
of decolonising research practices: ‘Re-centring (re-positioning) people, not data or
mandates, and disrupting conventional management of PAR s and knowledge
frameworks’.

Criteria set 3: Evaluation frameworks
Of the evaluation frameworks criteria, 7 out of 40 were met.

Table 10: Djurrwirr/BowerBird’s evaluation framework findings
Evaluation framework

Criteria met

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol

0/3

Two-way accountability in evaluation

0/2

OERHUB Ethics Framework

1/6

OER Commons Evaluation tool

3/8

Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment Framework

2/4

UK OER Evaluation toolkit

1/17

The BowerBird platform is open as a tool only to author knowledge and exercise some
agency over information sharing (yet where that information goes is yet to be
addressed; see BowerBird information in Chapter 5). BowerBird’s openness, according
to these frameworks, is almost nil bar minimal meeting of curricular and community
development criteria. Djurrwirr’s use of the BowerBird platform is what makes this in
any way successful as an OEP according to these evaluation frameworks.
Given all these findings, we can now answer the research questions for
Djurrwirr/BowerBird.

What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
As part of a teaching tool that could be used in mainstream institutions and classrooms,
BowerBird offers a chance to support teaching and assessment as an innovative
experiential tool. It can empower people to exercise agency over their information (as
in how Djurrwirr uses the tools), but it is not explicitly stated what is done with their
contributions unless the users click the ‘about’ tab on the home page and find that
their contributions are aggregated for a national biodiversity database.
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How is OEP used in these contexts?
There is a technical level of openness to the individual contributors and projects. While
the resource was never intended as a recording tool for traditional knowledge, its use
for this purpose as a pilot project for species surveillance by Indigenous Ranger groups
raises some wider ethical issues about intellectual property that Creative Commons,
UNDRIP and UNESCO (through the WIPO toolkit: WIPO, 2017) and Local Context labels
have attempted to address. The platform does not acknowledge these ethical issues,
however, so it is not ethical nor open to the significant bank of traditional knowledge of
biodiversity in Australia.

What are successful outcomes for this OEP, who defines this and what
matters?
Evaluation frameworks that target different elements of the OEP show that as a sharing
tool it has great potential but falls short of measuring up to standards across the
selection of criteria for empowering OER and OEP in culturally diverse settings.

4.1.2 PreVET
This section supplies the findings for the PreVET project.

PreVET
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Figure 19: PreVET findings

Criteria set 1: Validity claims
Of the validity claims, 5 out of 9 were met.
•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them.

•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my community of
practice.

•

I prefer learning on country ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my
competence should be used.

•

My COP is important, unique, and valuable and should be leading learning
and framing of knowledge for showing competence in this context.

•

Distance offers value to my learning.

The validity claims met indicate that some software skills, information conventions and
English literacies are cultivated and addressed by the resources. Additionally, PreVET is
valid in ways that promote a narrative and ‘distanced’ community around workforce
participation skills.
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The claims not met by PreVET indicate it is invalid based on a lack of preferred language
use and explicit respect for non-western knowledge and information management
practices.

Criteria set 2: Decolonising analyses
Of Smith’s (1999) Indigenous project criteria, 7 out of 25 were met.
Of the decolonising research practices, 3 out of 5 were met.
Of the colonising practices, 3 out of 4 were observed.
This finding indicates that despite efforts to embed the practices in a culturally familiar
framework, the management of this knowledge by a western institution makes this not
functionally open as a decolonising OEP. The role models’ authority and knowledge
they share as the main content does make this open to Indigenous people’s positioning
within the workforce narrative presented by the resource, yet as a decolonising tool, it
can only normalise Indigenous workforce participation, not Indigenise workforce
development.

Criteria set 3: Evaluation frameworks
Of the evaluation criteria, 34 out of 40 were met.

Table 11: PreVET evaluation frameworks findings
Evaluation framework

Criteria met

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol

2/3

Two-way accountability in evaluation

1/2

OERHUB Ethics Framework

4/6

OER Common Evaluation tool

7/8

Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment Framework
UK OER Evaluation toolkit

4/4 *potential
16/17

* ‘potential’ here means that this project is potentially meeting this criterion, but it is outside
the scope of it or this study to be able to measure as a direct result of this project.

According to the evaluation framework criteria, this resource is mostly open ethically,
as an OER and a mainstream curriculum tool as well as mostly culturally responsible.
OEP is used in a way that enables and promotes yet falls short of being totally inclusive
of Indigenous language and knowledge-managing practices. It has the potential to be
empowering for development if the rest of the policy landscape beyond its remit were
conducive to this. The licence it bears stops its classification as an entirely open OER,
yet its ability to be used offline, scaffolded for different levels, unbundled and used in
part to support cross-curricular teaching and across educational sectors can also qualify
it as open for use in digitally marginalised contexts.
Given these findings we can now answer the following research questions.

What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
As an institutionally situated resource, PreVET meets many evaluation criteria. The
barriers to adoption cannot be broken down due to institutional copyright policies, so
the extent to which the content is open is limited. It is as open as it can be given its
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remit as a federal and territory education department resource, mostly ethically
aligned with mainstream educational institutional and curricular guidelines.

How is OEP used in these contexts?
Empowering messages are used and inspire confidence in this resource as a boost to
motivation and school attendance, but the link to direct impacts of the resource as an
OEP are tenuous. The amount of ethical independence and full disclosure is limited by
stakeholder requirements and flow of knowledge between the department and
participants. This resource is, however, supportive of development change in
perspectives of students and educational institutions.

What are successful outcomes for this OEP, who defines this and what
matters?
Given the federal and territory departmental remit of PreVET, the openness to cultural
backgrounds is limited. The omission of common Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
identity protocols runs parallel to normalising workforce participation in an attempt to
further legitimise the presence of the role models in workplace settings.
Problematically, this polarises Indigeneity and workforce participation. This denial of
identity through a leveraging of the ‘inclusion’ klaxon is discussed in more depth in the
discussion chapter.

4.1.3 FRDC
This section supplies the findings for the FRDC project.
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Figure 20: FRDC findings

Criteria set 1: Validity claims
Of the validity claims, 9 out of 9 claims were met.
•

I can use technical knowledge in my own language.

•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them.

•

I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.

•

I can use my own context and cultural frames of reference.

•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP.

•

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should
be used.

•

My COP and knowledge authority are important, unique, and valuable
and should be leading learning and framing of knowledge for showing
competence in this context.

•

Distance offers value to my learning.

•

The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge
authority.
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The claims met indicate a high rate of validity based on learner authority, knowledge
management and enabling of local language use to exercise learners’ authority over
their situated knowledge.
The claims not met by FRDC indicate the ways it is invalid as an OEP as defined here.
These are based on access to internet connectivity, technology and the infrastructure
needed to share this more widely.

Criteria set 2: Decolonising analyses
Of Smith’s (1999) criteria for Indigenous projects, 13 out of 25 were met.
All five of the decolonising research principles were met.
None of the colonising practices were observed.
Likely due to the collaborative nature of the project, FRDC was attempting to meet
various stakeholder needs in addition to the needs of the learners. This made the
features of the project not explicitly decolonising. However, all five of the decolonising
research principles were met by this resource, and none of the colonising practices
were observed. This indicates that this resource is open for Indigenous learners’
authority. It is functionally open in that it promotes learners’ knowledge management,
and this contributes to an adjusted kind of openness that enables people to:
determine the licence and control their openly shared content
appropriate western OEP for use by Indigenous people
gain a range of workforce skills to develop enterprise in their communities.

Criteria set 3: Evaluation frameworks
Of the evaluation criteria, 33 out of 40 were met.

Table 12: FRDC evaluation frameworks findings
Evaluation framework

Criteria met

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol

3/3

Two-way accountability in evaluation

2/2

OERHUB Ethics Framework
OER Common Evaluation tool
Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment

3/6 (2 partial, due to social media)
7/8
4/4 *potential

Framework
UK OER Evaluation toolkit

14/17

* ‘potential’ here means that this project is potentially meeting this criterion, but it is outside
the scope of it or this study to be able to measure as a direct result of this project.

This resource is open in the sense that it is culturally responsive, meets OER criteria and
aligns with mainstream curriculum frameworks. It has the potential to empower people
for community development. Yet due to use of social media to publish the resources,
the FRDC falls short of being entirely functionally open as it is defined in this study.
Despite participants giving permission to have their work shared on social media and
the licence chosen by participants being more limiting than classical OER licence, this
resource falls short based on the OER ethics framework stipulation of informed consent
not being absolutely affirmative.
Now that these findings have been collated, we can answer the research questions
more succinctly.
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What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
This resource is open to the cultural realities of the learners, insofar as their interest in
this skill is developed within their setting. The use of social media makes the ethics of
sharing this resource in one way a promotion of practice but (even with consent and
permission), questionable management of intellectual property.

How is OEP used in these contexts?
The resource aligns with mainstream core curricular requirements of OER, community
development and empowerment of people to develop locally relevant workforces. In
addition to how OEP was used to develop the clips, this resource is highly functionally
open.

What are successful outcomes for this OEP, who defines this and what
matters?
This is potentially an empowering resource if the peripheral policies enabling lucrative
enterprise development were conducive to success as well. This relies on stakeholders
changing their behaviour and championing the ownership of the development process,
something the resource encourages yet cannot control within its remit.

4.1.4 PBCRC
This section supplies the findings for the PBCRC project.

PBCRC
120%
100%
80%
60%

PBCRC

40%
20%
0%
Validity Claims

Decolonising
Analyses

Evaluation
Frameworks

Figure 21: PBCRC findings

Criteria set 1: Validity claims
Of the validity claims, 4 out of 9 were met.
•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my community of
practice.

•

I prefer learning on country ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my
competence should be used.

•

Distances offer value to my learning.

•

The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge
authority.

The ways PBCRC is valid as an OEP are technology use and access, establishment of a
COP between Indigenous and biosecurity communities and respecting the cultural
interface and situated practice of Indigenous knowledge authorities.
Language-specific claims are the ways this resource is not valid according to this
analysis. The use of terms differs widely between the two knowledge systems, and the
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resource cannot extend beyond its initial remit to address the disparity. It validates
Indigenous COPs, yet fails to encapsulate all the required shifts to gather biosecurity
and Indigenous parties into one COP.

Criteria set 2: Decolonising analyses
Of the Indigenous project criteria, 21 out of 25 were met.
All five of the decolonising research practices were met.
None of the colonising practices were observed.
This resource scores the highest as a decolonising tool. It is explicitly open to
Indigenous knowledge authority and meets most of the criteria for Indigenous projects
and all decolonising research principles. Although it does not bear an OER-classified
licence that makes it adaptable, it opens the dialogue to Indigenous knowledge
authority in a complex policy context and enables other groups to replicate the model
for their own purposes.

Criteria set 3: Evaluation frameworks
Of the evaluation criteria, 30 out of 40 were met.
Table 13: PBCRC evaluation frameworks findings
Evaluation framework

Criteria met

The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol

3/3

Two-way accountability in evaluation

1/2

OERHUB Ethics Framework

3/6 (different terms of
reference creating ambivalence)

OER Common Evaluation tool

6/8

Commonwealth of Learning Measuring Empowerment

4/4 potentially

Framework
UK OER Evaluation toolkit

13/17 *potential

* ‘potential’ here means that this project is potentially meeting this criterion, but it is outside
the scope of it or this study to be able to measure as a direct result of this project.

According to evaluation criteria, this resource is mostly open, except for only some
criteria in the OERHUB Ethics Framework. This is due to language disparities between
knowledge systems meant to engage and form consensus as a dialogic tool, an
ambitious goal of an engagement model in this complex policy landscape. As a dialogic
tool this is only open for consensus as much as all parties are willing and able. This
would be more successful were this a priority for all parties in the conversation.
Given these findings, we can now more directly answer the research questions.

What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
This resource met culturally safe evaluation criteria, except for the complicated
situation of not articulating assumptions made about stakeholders’ capacity to
reconcile their conflicting perspectives. This resource enables discourse to start but
relies on other factors it cannot control to open up potential for success.

How is OEP used in these contexts?
This resource empowers parties to develop a discourse and adapt practice. As a
teaching tool, it aligns well with standards for inclusivity and stakeholder behaviour
change if they agree. This change would require a highly unlikely adjustment of
biosecurity standards, so it is not entirely successful as an OEP.
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What are successful outcomes for this OEP, who defines this, and what
matters?
A successful outcome would be that stakeholder groups could engage in functional comanagement of biosecurity risks as a result of this model. This relies on understanding
in both directions of emergency management and cultural protocols, which are equally
prescriptive and rigorous. This is more likely to be a long-term goal.

4.2 Data Analysis
Originally, there were 14 validity claims (see Appendix 3, section A3.2). The first test of
the projects revealed that five of the claims were found to be redundant because they
were either repeated, were phrased differently in another claim, or were focused too
narrowly on technology-specific aspects (such as Wi-Fi dependence or software that is
beyond the scope of this study) or were phrased in a way that was inconsistent with
the learner-centred perspective the claims tested for. For that reason, the list of claims
was reduced to the list that is presented here.
The analysis of the findings followed an inductive approach which identified themes in
iterations as the filtering processes were completed. Having each criterion either met
or not risked more arbitrary outcomes, so for this reason each criterion was answered
for its ability to be met positively, negatively, or ambivalently. However, only positively
met criteria were counted. This was an attempt to mitigate ambiguity; with such a
range of criteria and the precariousness of assigning values to each, presenting only the
most affirmatively met criteria as features of the resources met the need for more
reliability.

Calculations and resulting bar charts were based on each criterion being weighted
evenly despite having different qualities. There was little basis on which to develop a
‘formula’ for these calculations due to the context-specific nature of the evaluative
process. Criteria were chosen for the perspectives they could offer and the specific
nature by which the range of criteria would yield several findings.
The charts are a visual representation of percentages of criteria met and the most
reliable way to visually present the findings. This is helpful but not as significant as the
cycles of interrogation using the filters and research questions (see Appendix 1,
sections A1.2–A1.4). These cycles and answers mapped back to research aims and the
theoretical framework developed in the theory section.
The nine validity claims represent under half the 40 evaluation framework criteria. The
decolonising series also presents problems in terms of the values attributed to the
criteria, especially considering the ‘negative points’ I used with acknowledging
colonising practices. These points were subtracted from the accumulated decolonising
criteria in the Indigenous projects and decolonising research principles.
It would be highly problematic to attribute different values to each criterion because of
the complexity involved in determining one item’s worth over another. The aim was to
see the many ways of openness the project resources illustrated to further explore the
expansive (Cronin & MacLaren, 2018) notion of openness, not necessarily quantify
what that means.
The charts help visually identify the ‘best performing’ aspects of each case study, and
provide a basis for the discussion chapter:
•

PBCRC and Djurrwirr/BowerBird are the most decolonising.
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•

FRDC is the most valid and consensual.

•

PreVET is the most compliant with the evaluation frameworks, but only
marginally more so than FRDC.

Visual representations are only partially demonstrative of the findings. Putting
qualitative data into graphs creates a tension; it does not and cannot tell the whole
story because the measuring sticks, we use attempt to quantify something we should
not be trying to scientise (Outhwaite, 2009). The graphs are a numerical representation
of the qualitative research process on which this study is built. Determining which filter
is more or less valuable is not the aim of this study. The filtering action throughout the
data identification phases was a rigorous interrogation and, alongside the comparison
and confirmation phases that followed, addressed the research questions after each
cycle.
Mapping criteria to theoretical elements (as shown in Table 14) identified direction for
themes and recommendations. One anomaly is the lack of language as a specific
criterion in the evaluation frameworks (though not the validity claims or decolonising
criteria). This meant that a critical theoretical element in this study (language use) has
no specific criteria to be measured with. The extent to which that inconvenienced the
findings mapping was minimal, as most of the evaluation frameworks assume that a
common language is used in educational programs. Whether this is realistic in
education contexts is another issue that I can only address in the thematic discussion of
resources that meet this theoretical element and validity specifically.
Language use as a theoretical element and criterion in this study also refer to how that
language is used. Therefore, finding ‘no criteria for language use’ could have distracted
the research had it been solely focused on literal interpretation of evaluation criteria; in

this case it makes sense to count language use as mapping to ethical and culturally
responsive elements of the evaluation frameworks. Indeed, it raises questions about
the six frameworks and the lack of specific reference to language. Given that the
validity claims and decolonising frameworks use a range of criteria for language, this
significant element is not neglected in the research procedure and does not obscure
the analysis.
The filtering process revealed three emergent themes:
Language: This refers to either spoken or written language use or
communication in consensual conversations. This theme refers to how
understanding is fostered through different communicative actions,
dialogues, and narratives.
Situated praxis: This is the emphasis of local place-based processes over
disassociated content production in learning. The design process is more
important than content making and licensing implications. The content and
licence aspects of OEP raise the question: ‘Is it really OER?’ However, a
project is open in so many other ways utilising contexts and contributions in
relevant and informed practices that are meaningful to knowledge
authorities and communities creating and using the OEP.
Knowledge management and transcendence of the public sphere:
Compartmentalised, discrete data and one-way learning design conflict with
how learning is offered as a dialogue, how it requires negotiation and time,
leading to more participation and civic contribution, transcending the public
sphere and respecting knowledge authority. This includes the impacts of
infrastructures such as technology, geography, access, connectivity,
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economic and educational privilege enabling these skills, as well as design
formats and templates used to arrange information.
Table 14 below depicts how elements map to each filter and theory themes. This table,
given in full below, is repeated in the discussion chapter as the themes split the
discussion.

Table 14: Theory elements and related criteria filters mapped
Theory element language from theory literature review, validity claims and emerging themes

Evaluation criteria

Decolonising principles

Element 1: Language use – Collaborative, consensual learning conversations

Two-way cultural respect

Respect for knowledge and

Validity claims:

and ethical openness /

learner authority in PAR;

practice

consensus and understanding

•

I can use technical knowledge in my own language.

•

I have these skills and know how to talk about them.

•

I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.

•

I can use my own context and cultural frames of reference.

fostered and articulated

Theme: The way we use language across knowledge interfaces needs continued reflection and
more consensus about meaning.
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Theory element language from theory literature review, validity claims and emerging themes

Evaluation criteria

Decolonising principles

Element 2: Placed practice in connected communities

Empowers for local

Authentic and motivating

Validity claims:

development

participation, civic and situated

•

I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP.

praxis, valuing of time and

•

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should be used.

distance

•

My COP is important, unique, and valuable and should be leading learning and framing of
knowledge for showing competence in this context.

Theme: Situated praxis and placed competence in 21CC make knowledge more locally relevant and
connected to realities and backgrounds. They are impacted by LOC praxis with a COP.

Theory element language from theory literature review, validity claims and emerging themes

Evaluation criteria

Decolonising principles

Element 3: Transcendent Learning in the public sphere

Cultural protocols for

Makes science work for

Validity claims:

evaluation, two-way

decolonisation, re-centres, and

•

Distances offer value to my learning.

respect for knowledge

claims authority over knowledge

•

The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge authority.

authority and advantage

management, building relational

Theme: Knowledge management and transcendence of public sphere

as partners, aligns to

and partnership positioning,

Knowledge authority claims territory for diverse knowledge systems and the learners that emerge

curricular structures,

people and process knowledge

from them. This is affected by digital and information literacy, economic privilege, and access to the

collaboration beyond

versus database / information

conversation.

institution for student

and content, ethical practice

experience

with intellectual property
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4.3 Data Comparison: Data on Learning in Remote Communities
The levels of remoteness in the NT highlight complex factors that contribute to the
digital ‘divides’ (Hargittai, 2002; USDCNTIA, 1995; Warschauer, 2004) or ‘redlining’
(Gilliard, 2017) that perpetuate disadvantage for marginalised remote populations. The
access that major city centres and mainstream internet users take for granted is not
available to people with whom the project resource set is concerned. Therefore,
emphasis on design decisions made before internet-dependent resources and services
are developed is justified.
The ABS developed a ‘remoteness structure’ from the accessibility and remoteness
index of Australia (ARIA) that gives regions scores to classify them as ‘major cities’ (with
a score of 0–0.2) to ‘very remote’ (with a score of greater than 10.53) (ABS, 2011).
While the ARIA scores are problematic in their weighting and calculation based on their
determination of ability to deliver services (Zhao & Guthridge, 2008), ARIA data
identifies that the areas involved in the project resources are all classified as very
remote with ARIA scores of 12–15.
The remote communities have very limited internet access. This has been identified as
a clear mark of disadvantage for communities and has been addressed by the Regional,
Rural and Remote Communications Coalition as a Closing the Gap (Human Rights
Commission, 2018) measure 10 years after the strategy started. The Regional, Rural
and Remote Communications Coalition statement (Australian Communications
Consumer Action Network [ACCAN], 2017) identifies outcomes that demand reliable
capacity for telecommunications. These would ensure that civic and economic
participation and access to information include considerable parts of Australian
populations. Other efforts such as the ‘Easyweb’ partnership with the Northern
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Territory Library (Easyweb Digital, 2018) deliver bundled data and internet service
packages to remote communities that have been neglected by federal internet
provision services. This arrangement offers free data for people to access their
government and financial services offered online (social services migration to egovernment, for example, IRCA, 2015). However, the skills people need to have to
access internet-based services affects their ability to use digital formats for basic
economic needs. Initiatives such as ‘free data to access Centrelink’ for example, is not a
universal internet service and does not address the varying levels of engagement that
remote communities exercise, nor the purposes for which people use internet services.
Personal data plans on mobile devices are more than likely pre-paid (IRCA, 2015) and
used on a range of telephones that include flip phones and older models as well as
some smart phones, which tend to be more sensitive to extreme heat and humidity
and more fragile in outdoor living. Remote Indigenous people remain the most digitally
excluded part of the Australian population (ABS, 2011; Australian Communications and
Media Authority [ACMA], 2008): 30% (in 2015) and 75% (in 2018) of remote Indigenous
households still had no internet access (IRCA, 2015), and 30% of remote Indigenous
people are without basic home telephony (IRCA, 2018). The Broadband for the Bush
Alliance’s recent forum called for a renewed push for increased delivery of digital skills
for rural and remote Australia (Broadband for the Bush Alliance, 2018).
However, access to content does not guarantee the skills and processes required in
order to benefit and use that content via OEP, nor does it guarantee certain kinds of
data use.
Despite those students who complete high school increasing achievement statistics,
educational attainment overall has stayed the same since the last review of remote
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education in 1999 (Wilson, 2014), with many students five years behind the national
average attainment levels by the time they reach Year 9. This is despite efforts to
address the gap in health and wellbeing, the inconsistency in provision and the political
cycles that left a history of piecemeal government funding and students as ‘illiterate
and disengaged’ (Wilson, 2014). The NT has the lowest rate of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander employment participation at 37% in 2016 (ABS, 2016b), and this,
combined with limitations on education and access to health services, could add to
lower economic and civic participation overall.
In another application of policy actions, eight years later the Australian Government
declared and legislated for the NT Emergency Response in Indigenous communities
(aka ‘The Intervention’) (Australian Government, 2007). This was a regime of draconian
policies such as compulsory land leases, income control (e.g. basics cards), punitive
measures for low school attendance, prescribed community status controlling a range
of products and substances and increased paramilitary presence. The increase in
funding to child protection, health and housing did not see any change in the reasons
used as justifications for the initiative (such as high incarceration rates and
alcohol/substance abuse) but has since seen an increase in such problems (SBS NITV,
2017).
Therefore, comparison of this data can contextualise this study’s findings given:
•

extreme remoteness

•

lack of digital amenity

•

low levels of interaction due to small populations and status of the
projects

•

paucity of ‘hard’ data about who interacted with the project resources
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•

lack of consistent and reliable census data and policy implementation

•

lack of educational success, technical infrastructure, functional and
consistent policy in a complex landscape such as this

•

deep social trauma on top of the intergenerational trauma suffered by
much of the population and extra disenfranchisement still felt as a result
of The Intervention.

The appropriate and functionally successful use of OEP described in the findings section
could re-position learners to exercise more ownership over their knowledge
management, regardless of internet connections or initiatives that address mainstream
use of OEP in larger centres’ universities and cities (Stagg, et al. 2018).
The main findings of this comparison, then, are that given the general characteristics of
the learners interacting with the resources, the most collaborative, consensual,
situated and decolonising aspects of the resources are still likely to be powerful even if
only used informally and offline. The aspects of the projects that performed well
against the evaluation framework criteria would likely be of good use in multiinstitutional collaborative, long-term projects. As an alternate way of managing
knowledge and collaborations, the project resources might provoke a more functional
relationship with a considerable percentage of the NT population that has historically
been underserviced and marginalised and even actively oppressed through negligent
and misplaced policies. This study’s emergent, expansive (Cronin & MacLaren, 2018)
notion of OEP and how it could value knowledge differently offers insight to
knowledge-management processes before public policy resources and programs are
written.
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4.4 Data Confirmation
Some final points from this data confirmation section offer some further insight
towards principles for practice and answers to the research questions.

4.4.1 Participants’ data confirmations grouped by theme
Collegiate discussions confirmed the findings by contributing these points under each
of the three themes. Theme 3 has more responses due to this being the final
consolidation phase that spoke to the study’s findings on a higher and broader
conceptual level than the more specific and practice-based Theme 1 and Theme 2.

Theme 1: Language use
What is happening in between knowledge systems should be social capital
production via constructive, open conversations, but there is little to no
language or support enabling this. The systems do not ‘speak the same
language’ and do not understand each other.
This confirms the findings that language use among different systems requires more
consensus if respect for knowledge authority is to be had. Systems need to speak to
each other more and develop functional processes to progress. While dialogue is being
promoted and therefore makes the OEP somewhat open, more work can be done to
make more elements of language use more collaborative, consensus-developing and
productive. The success of this can be scaffolded by some themes presented here but
ultimately the context in which dialogue happens will be unique for each case and will
determine the extent to which OEP is successful.
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Theme 2: Situated praxis
Relationship of students with the environment and each other are a main
feature of the resources.
Multiple stakeholder projects exemplify a process of open practice that
generate a different kind of social capital among the many systems (rather
than just hard data or one output for one audience) and demonstrate what
makes projects actively ‘open’ to doing things differently.
This confirms the findings that local knowledge-management processes direct us to
relate learning management to the people doing the learning and the places where
learning is happening, repositioning their roles as central and therefore more critical in
ownership over practice. The placed nature of these resources is what makes them
open to the backgrounds of the knowledge concerned. The situated nature of these
elements increases the openness and use of locally embedded and motivating learning.
This makes OEP successful for locally measured relevance, again dependent on the
unique contexts of the learning driving the success.

Theme 3: Knowledge management and infrastructure
There is concern over how to show duty of care to the students and
knowledge and distinguish between respect and appropriation in
developing resources by Indigenous people.
A direct quote from a participant sums up approaches to learning across
knowledge systems; ‘We look at the same thing but see differently. We
should not be afraid to try new things, be willing to learn and understand
and accept.’ (Respondent, 2018)
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Relationships are not simple. Building a simplified version and then just
keeping that as normal practice would have numbed, reduced, and oversimplified the relationship building required for long-term learning shifts.
We should consider ways to appropriate openness and technology design to
make it more hospitable and open to different ways of learning; the way we
use it needs to be open.
This version of developing relationships and trust might not yet have a place
in the workflows of public policy management, and that consensus might
take a while to develop; this might be success in its own right. The
conversation has shifted and changed to create an opening for a different
way of engaging.
Some platforms still have a non-responsive design format for mobile device
use and are also not accessible.
Know that there is a different way to classify and manage information, a
new way to understand.
We can consider that the process of recording knowledge is what makes it
open, and community/learner-created resources are open to whatever
licence they choose, thereby making the entire production and licensing
open to the creators rather than just users and consumers.
The projects are useful templates for Indigenous students and learning
approaches.
These points confirm that the OEP in the resources requires continual negotiating.
Actively and openly acknowledging complex relationships, technologies and different
perspectives can translate into more than just respect as a reconciliatory gesture, but a
transformation of learning dynamics. This also confirms the finding that design, formats
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and logistical arrangements of OEP need to consider specifics of the learners’ world
views and realities. Access might be blocked due to several factors and therefore
directs us to consider OEP as an offline set of decisions. The resources that
demonstrated this duty of care are open and successful in functional ways this study
defines. These findings further informed the recommended principles for practice in
the discussion chapter that follows.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction
This section presents findings in a structure of themes, from which new theory
statements have been developed, which each has a set of theoretical and practical
principles. When these are combined, we see how they apply to the resources in the
study. The table below maps out the research aims and questions and how they led to
the findings.
Table 15: Research aims and questions and how they relate
The first two aims were met by the publications, theoretical literature review(s) in chapters 1
and 2 and research procedure (section 3.3.1), which identified, confirmed and analysed the
data via research questions 1 and 2. These sections of this study (including all chapters 1-4)
explored the parameters of the project resources’ OEP and identified data that describe how
‘Open’ presents.
Aim 1. Refine the definition of what OEP are in

Provocation: Open to whom and to what?

the context of the resources to make OEP

1.

functionally successful.

successful for diverse learners?

Validity claims developed in the theoretical

2.

framework can answer this first question.

and practices?

How do we make OEP functionally

What is ‘open’ about these resources

Examples were used to partly answer the
second question.
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Aim 2. Test the concept of ‘open’ for how it

Question 2 and 3:

manifests in each resource, according to a set

2. What is ‘open’ about these resources and

of criteria for openness and how they might
be engaged with by learners (developed in

practices?
3. How is OEP used in these contexts?

theory and in criteria filters).
The final two aims were met via the findings of filtering (Chapter 4), analysis (section 4.2) and
this chapter’s discussion of principles emerging from thematic groupings of data. The
interrogations with the remaining research question helped refine cycles of analysis to
consolidate results into answers. The last chapter and this one address the successful practices
the resources encourage and ways this directs further refined OEP to engage diverse learners
and knowledge in functional ways.
Aim 3. Interrogate practices to develop an understanding of how

2. What is ‘open’ about

‘open’ translates into functional engagement for some learners and

these resources and

how this can develop capacity for systemic adaptation to better

practices?

support workforce development.

3: How is OEP used in

Aim 4. Determine a set of practice principles for OEP and critical

these contexts?

openness that provides a direction for functional engagement with

4. What are successful

diverse knowledge and learner cohorts.

outcomes for OEP, who
defines this and what
matters?
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As a developmental evaluation, this study reveals several principles under three main
theory statements. These principles are phrased at theoretical and practical levels,
aligning with praxis methods, and thinking (Freire, 1970). Each theory statement aligns
with the theoretical framework and frames related principles to be more functional
with OEP in Indigenous workforce development and knowledge management. Some
principles are repeated due to their relevance to other themes in the discussion. The
table below depicts how themes map to each filter and theory element and the
recommended theory statements and principles that ground them in action.
It is important to reiterate at this point that these statements require us to approach
them from a particular position.
Without this positioning, the statements become just another shallow set of boxes to
tick.
The positioning referred to is the offline level, the pre-design, pre-decision, predevelopment, and pre-practice stage where our values sit. We need to enquire, reflect,
take responsibility and be ready to respond to those with whom we aim to ‘share the
inclusion’. The terms ‘us’ and ‘we’ refer to anyone who needs to work across systems
and wants to target certain groups of people with services: policymakers, research
funders, educators, learning designers, technologists and ‘engineers’ who aim to design
ways to improve learning and knowledge-management processes to the point where
that ‘success’ is consensually agreed upon.
Perhaps instead of making statements and charging forth into creating more objects
and tools, we could be ready to adjust and make space for a more intentional dialogue
with those we aim to ‘include’. In order to take responsibility for our part in the
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reconciliation process we need to be ready to adjust our own roles. We need to do the
inner work of reconciling what assumptions or validity claims we may have made
without involving those it concerns.
The language use, situated praxis and human-centred transcendence of public spheres
(such as education and public policy) require us to give space to those whose consent
will determine the success of the three theory statements.
The process of ‘being’ and thinking about what we want to make or co-create is an
ethereal and also human, transcendent place; that’s where we need to be when we
approach these three theory statements in future OEP design.
The rest of this chapter discusses the principles associated with each theory statement
and demonstrated by case study examples.
Table 16: Theme 1 theory elements, themes and filters
Theory element and

Validity claims

theme from analysis

Evaluation

Decolonising

criteria

principles

Element 1 (section 2.):

I can use technical

Two-way cultural

Respect for

Language use –

knowledge in my own

respect and ethical

knowledge

Collaborative, consensual

language.

openness /

and learner

learning conversations.

• I have these skills and

practice

authority in

Theme 1: The way we use

know how to talk about

PAR;

language across

them.

consensus

knowledge interfaces

• I should be enabled to

and

needs continued

use my own language in my

understanding

reflections and more

learning.

fostered and

consensus about meaning.

• I can use my own context

articulated
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and cultural frames of
reference.

5.1.1 New theory statement 1
We need to expand our understanding of how all forms of language use develop
consent and dialogue between knowledge systems.
Theoretical principles:
•

We can use language functionally in articulating our assumptions and
understandings about different knowledge systems.

•

We can appropriate platforms to disrupt conventions with language and
knowledge authorship.

•

We can develop more meaningful use of technology.

Practical principles:
❖ In practice, we can allow for authors’ choice of licence, language and
technically open content but no derivative mandates on the definition of
‘open’.
❖ In practice, we can connect agencies in managing knowledge as part of a
dialogic resource to benefit all members.
❖ In practice, we can use different languages and knowledge systems to
disrupt digital design.
Table 17: Theme 2 theory elements, themes and filters
Theory element and theme
from analysis
Element 2 (section 2.4 ):

Validity claims
I know what and where I can

Evaluation
criteria
Empowers for

Decolonising
principles
Authentic and
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Placed practice in connected

do/go/find knowledge in my COP.

local

motivating

communities

I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate

development

participation,

Theme 2: Situated praxis and

my 21CC, and my competence

civic and

placed competence in 21CC

should be used.

situated

makes knowledge more

My COP is important, unique, and

praxis, valuing

locally relevant and

valuable and should be leading

of time and

connected to realities and

learning and framing of

distance

backgrounds. It is impacted

knowledge for showing

by LOC praxis with a COP.

competence in this context.

5.1.2 New theory statement 2
We need to develop situated praxis for context-sourced processes, re-centring
learners and their capabilities and negotiating literacies.
Theoretical principles:
•

We can negotiate for digital literacy and local knowledge sovereignty in
workforce development skills.

•

We can establish primacy of country-based knowledge.

Practical principles:
❖ In practice, we can start knowledge practices on country and keep them
there.
❖ In practice, we can ensure OER is retained by authors, by design.
❖ In practice, we can use situated content to engage, motivate and collaborate
with learners at a culturally safe distance to legitimise participation.
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Table 18: Theme 3 theory elements, themes and filters
Theory element and theme
from analysis

Validity
claims

Evaluation
criteria

Decolonising
principles

Element 3 (section 2.5):

Distances

Cultural protocols

Makes science work

for evaluation,

for decolonisation, re-

two-way respect

centres, and claims

for knowledge

authority over

authority and

knowledge

advantage as

management, building

partners,

relational and

aligns to

partnership

curricular

positioning,

systems and the learners that

structures,

people and process

emerge from them. This is

collaboration

knowledge versus

affected by digital and

beyond institution

database / information

information literacy, economic

for student

and content, ethical

privilege and access to the

experience

practice with

Transcendent learning in the

offer value
to my

public sphere

learning.

Theme 3: Knowledge
management and infrastructure,

The cultural
interface
needs

transcendence of public sphere,
distance values and interfaces.
Knowledge authority claims

respecting
and claiming
for my
knowledge

territory for diverse knowledge

authority

conversation.

intellectual property

5.1.3 New theory statement 3
We need to make space to transform ‘digital content provision’ into centralised
human participation and knowledge authorship to transcend the digital public
sphere.
Theoretical principles:
•

We can reinforce the distinctions between content and processes.

•

We can block the marginalisation of Traditional knowledge and authors.
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•

We can negotiate design of infrastructure and tools to retain knowledge
sovereignty and learners’ authority.

Practical principles:
❖ In practice, senior Aboriginal knowledge authorities direct the foundational
principles of projects.
❖ In practice, we can allow for offline versions and formats.
❖ In practice, we can professionalise, accredit, and value knowledge partners
with reciprocal, two-way knowledge practices.

5.2 Recommendations and Demonstrated Evidence
This section presents the three themes identified over the course of the research
procedure. Each theme helped to articulate the theory statement, with associated
theory and practice-level principle pairs. Examples from case studies are discussed as
they best demonstrate each principle pair. Some principles’ wording is slightly adapted
to relate to the evidence they speak to, and not all principles are exhaustively paired
for each example and some examples demonstrate more than one principle. All
principles are used, however.

5.2.1 Theme 1: Language use
New theory statement 1: We need to expand our understanding of how all forms of
language use develop consent and dialogue between knowledge systems.
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Consensus building by bridging ‘knowledge languages’: PBCRC
•

Theoretical principle: We can use language functionally in articulating our
assumptions and understandings about different knowledge systems.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can connect agencies in managing
knowledge as part of a dialogic resource to benefit all members.

OEP opens a dialogue about how a conversation needs to progress; what vocabulary
might need clarification and how to improve participation for knowledge authorities in
significant customary responsibilities. The terminology or ‘knowledge languages’ used
between systems requires an extra layer of consensus. To motivate engagement in this
way is rigorous, time-consuming, inconvenient and requires adjusted expectations
about time frames and authority. Deeper communication about relevance of the
practice is needed to develop more collaborative relations of power (Cummins, 1996,
2000).
The PBCRC tool is not interactive itself, but the directive it gives is: be interactive. This
OEP organises and re-positions relationships for a new purpose. Modelling the process
in media and describing it in a narrative supports the ‘cultural border crossing’
(Aikenhead & Jegede, 1999) between the Indigenised humanities and the regulated
government sciences in an effort to create understanding in this cultural interface
(Nakata et al., 2012). The openness of this project is in the invitation to see local
meaning through relational processes and cultural learning.
Consensual communicative action in the PBCRC model is heavily reliant on establishing
common ground between two very different systems (Marsh et al., 2018). This project
demonstrated the distance-giving in relationship building between two COPs (Lave &
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Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002). The process and ‘platform’
of respectful communication is collaborative (Cummins, 1996, 2000) only insofar as it is
adopted in both knowledge languages concerned.
How we use ‘knowledge languages’, both spoken and non-verbal ones, can be
addressed by making the model adaptable for local language and relevance. The
spoken languages vary depending on context, but the knowledge language still needs
addressing as an aspect of ‘language use’ that extends respect to possibilities that
language may present in a number of forms.
To find a commonly held understanding (e.g. of biosecurity) is one such outcome that
could help define consensus around process, and time frame management, for
example and help each community engage deeper in the ‘knowledge language’ of the
other. The model connects storytelling and formal ceremonial occasions that feature in
Indigenous life with contemporary knowledge-management relationships, fostering
self-respect and respect for the other party in the conversation (Smith, 1999).
Indigenous rules of negotiation help to name and rename the landscape: by ‘naming
the world’ (Freire, 1970). People name their realities for their right to management of
their land and the security of their livelihood, communities, custody of country and
cultural heritage (Smith, 1999). Through this distance-giving for articulation of
meaning, more dialogue can be built and authority shared. So through awareness of
different knowledge languages, we can begin to develop deeper consensus and
openness in OEP design.
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Changing the narrative with language use: PreVET

•

Theoretical principle: We can use language functionally in articulating our
assumptions and understandings about different knowledge systems.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can use different languages and
knowledge systems to disrupt digital design (or, in this case, narrative).

OEP start a dialogue, an invitation to normalise participation and motivate an option
for the future by embedding learning, literacies and communication in context.
Through this language use, PreVET establishes a space for communicative action
(Habermas, 1987) with people about their future. It opens a conversation that could be
a first for many students. PreVET is collaborative (Cummins, 1996, 2000) and
authentically engaging (Freire, 1970), as demonstrated by the theoretical framework
used to develop the resource (Funk & Worthington, 2014; Funk, 2015). PreVET
illustrates collaborative relations of power by promoting a level of authentic
engagement and motivation. PreVET is negotiated insofar as the resource was
informed by a PAR developmental evaluation (Funk et al., 2016).
The language use in PreVET is significant in the way the positive narrative frames the
knowledge management. The narrative it promotes discusses Indigenous participation
in workforce contexts in inclusive and normative rather than problematic ways. Role
models use technical, job-specific language and skills in their narration, contextualising
their information. They are the authentic experts (Freire, 1970). As a responsibility of
research (Smith, 1999), this aspect of PreVET establishes primacy of the role models’
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voices, despite being in English. Through changing the narrative in this OEP, the use of
language starts a more functional dialogue in a conventionally problematized space.

Normalising participation: PreVET
•

Theoretical principle: We can negotiate for digital literacy and local knowledge
sovereignty in workforce development skills.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can use situated content to engage,
motivate and collaborate with learners at a culturally safe distance to
legitimise participation.

OEP can open up a dialogue to perspectives on seeing complex issues.
PreVET respects context but still positions it within a western economic paradigm. It
frames a familiar COP (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002)
that attempts to acknowledge LOC and respect knowledge authority. Privileging
western workforce skills supersedes the Indigenous voices while the Indigenous voices
are leveraged to promote the western-defined workforce narrative. However, it does
perform the re-centring of people, not data (Smith, 1999), and disrupts the
conventional management of PAR via the design of the resource (Funk et al., 2016).
PreVET attempts a small transformation of the world through this digitally mediated
situated praxis.
The role models are normalised within a western work setting include a demographic
of the NT population that is economically under-represented. However, presenting
these role models as ‘normal employees’ does not emphasise Indigeneity in any explicit
way. Whether this was a strategy or accidental, it can have the effect of ignoring
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acknowledgement protocols and the significance of identity and absorption into
western paradigms. This could deny the experience in everyday lives of remote
Indigenous people. Assumptions that could be inferred from using this set of resources
are that workforce participation is a normal thing and should not be problematized.
However, this ignores systemic racism and assimilative policies that negatively racialize
community-based employment schemes as well. Nevertheless, the positive emphasis
of role models in jobs is an effort to promote a hopeful shift in a population with a 37%
employment participation rate (ABS, 2016) and a number of other distancing factors
(section 4.3).
A possible extension to PreVET would be to acknowledge the ‘effort to understand’
(Nakata et al., 2012) the cultural interface and cultural border crossing (Aikenhead &
Jegede, 1999) required for some participants showcased in the resources to reconcile
their school life with the significant depth of local Indigenous knowledge authority
structures that govern who does what in the community, using a less individualised
process than western workforce engagement. The wider complexities around remote
employment, equity and standard of living discussed in the data comparison section
(section 4.3) cannot be fully reconciled with this resource encouraging chipper
participation in a racialized workforce narrative. Larger inequities might need
addressing before marginalised populations see themselves as normalised participants
in the economy.
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Reclaiming digital and cultural territory: FRDC
•

Theoretical principle: We can appropriate platforms to disrupt conventions
with language and knowledge authorship.

•

Theoretical principle: We can develop more meaningful use of technology.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can allow for authors’ choice of
licence, language and technically open content but not demand
mandates on the definition of ‘open’.

OEP enables authors to choose the resource content and language, positioning
knowledge authority in the hands of the learners.
The FRDC framework provides a dialogic antidote to conventional training provision via
collaborative relations of power (Cummins, 1994) extended to knowledge practice and
production. It acknowledges the community’s existing knowledge-management
practices and validates them.
Authors’ choices enable terminology to be embedded within a narrative in the learner’s
language of choice in the clips in the FRDC project , showing exactly how learners
demonstrate the knowledge authority they hold and apply daily. Second language
speakers circumnavigate written resource restrictions and focus on the applied skills
and understanding the framework is centred around; they therefore increase chances
of success, on their own terms. Use of one’s own language and agency in authorship
makes this valid (Habermas, 1987) as a language-enabling resource.
This example privileges Indigenous voices and context. Via testimonies and truths
about competence, voices have space and protection in a public performance of the
language they utilise to frame their work (Open University UK, 2019; Smith, 1999). This
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demonstrates a consensual and collaborative relation of power (Cummins, 1996, 2000)
with language being a choice and a point of accessibility for other learners. The
decision to narrate in local language positions the learning authority with the learner,
not the institution. Therefore, using one’s own language in OEP claims knowledge
territory.
The FRDC framework transcends the pathologized communication that publication of
learning can encounter in the public sphere (Habermas, 1989). Public authorship claims
the cultural interface (Nakata, 2007) with language. This exercises the learners’
knowledge authority via OER publication, the framework and the accreditation process
of the training package, all having originated via senior authorities (see section 2.).
The FRDC project allowed skill sets to be remixed, transcending the institutionalised
training sphere, determining ownership over local needs, realities, and knowledge
practices. These learning sets pave the way for more training design, opening learning
for student – rather than institutional – focus and enabling people to get closer to
qualifications that help build commercial enterprises and self-sufficient communities.
Through demonstrating consensus from the start, this example shows how opening
more opportunity to articulate and exercise ownership and authority can develop more
functional OEP.
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Digital decolonisation through articulation, appropriation, and access:
Djurrwirr/BowerBird
•

Theoretical principle: We can appropriate platforms to visually disrupt
conventions with language and knowledge authorship.

•

Theoretical principle: We can develop more meaningful use of technology.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can use different languages and
knowledge systems to disrupt digital design.

OEP can claim space by meaningfully leveraging technology for its own purposes and
denying what the design’s prescription demands.
The validity claims met indicate that, given the right use of platforms such as
BowerBird, language use can validate its use as an OEP. The positive aspect of using
language the way we did in the Djurrwirr page was that the Yolŋu Matha language and
font presents a visually disruptive reminder of the impact of language on BowerBird’s
management of information. This is helpful for opening the knowledge management up
to Yolŋu teaching and thinking.
BowerBird’s design could be less prescriptive, allowing for choice of the knowledge
authority, not the determinant of the design labelling. The content is valued by the
design only insofar as it fits in particular boxes, not for its capacity to determine its own
parameters or tell its own story. Djurrwirr appropriates the BowerBird platform with
Yolŋu Matha and information and, in so doing, asserts authority over the way language
can claim intellectual territory and help us understand ecological knowledge. By
renaming the landscape, Djurrwirr can be seen to be ‘naming the world’ (Freire, 1970).
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Djurrwirr claims and connects (Smith, 1999) through occupying territory in the digital
sphere that serves as a proxy to country. This illustrates meaningful connections
between distinct knowledges and challenges compartmentalisation, scientisation
(Habermas, 1987) and techno-scientific management of knowledge (Nakata et al.,
2012). It asserts and exercises knowledge authority over a different platform for
learning (Open University UK, 2019).
The use of Yolŋu Matha in the sightings and names of the seasons displaces the
primacy of English literacy, but also assumes written literacy in Yolŋu Matha. This could
further exacerbate the digital divide (Hargittai, 2002; Norris, 2001; USDCNTIA, 1995;
Warschauer, 2004) or redlining (Gilliard, 2017) that privileges certain digital literacies
and assumes users have these skills.
Djurrwirr claims space for languages, but it should be noted that promotion of
language does not equal learning in all cases. This ‘openness’ in Djurrwirr is the ability
to see written Yolŋu Matha, seasonal information, and images to highlight different
systems’ knowledge management. This kind of OEP then can connect ways to represent
different knowledges and languages. It appropriates platforms to demonstrate ways
knowledge authority can be exercised despite techno-design. By claiming its tools to
house traditional language and knowledge, this OEP disrupts knowledge-management
conventions.

5.2.2 Theme 2: Situated praxis and competence actions
This section explores ways the resources demonstrate the significance of functional
practice that is situated, and process focused.
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New theory statement 2: We need to develop situated praxis for context-sourced
processes, re-centring learners and their capabilities and negotiating literacies.

Workforce ‘success’ located where? PreVET
•

Theoretical principle: We can negotiate for digital literacy and local
knowledge sovereignty in workforce development skills.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can use situated content to engage,
motivate and collaborate with learners at a culturally safe distance to
legitimise participation.

OEP collaborates with and acknowledges people and their contexts in the dialogue
about a potential future. Whilst the PreVET resources present the department-defined
images of workforce participation, PreVET enables a vision of employment directions
despite the negative realities of the remote NT workforce (see section 4.3) and its
control over the ways Indigenous participation is discussed. However, notions of
success are contested; what success might look like for some COPs (Lave & Wenger,
1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002) may differ from how it looks to others.
Successful participation in the workforce was defined by the departments in charge of
the resource and then articulated by the role models in the resources’ interview design.
The resources did not prioritise primarily Indigenist views of work, of which there is
likely to be a millennia-long history. Negotiating further workforce literacies, given the
effect of remoteness on regional livelihoods, could open the discussion further to
Indigenous knowledge authorities.
Indigenous employment issues in the region are rarely given positive framing. Using
affirmative attempts to link to extension activities that relate to users’ settings, PreVET
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presents ‘employability skills’ but mainly as those only used at work. It neglects to
consistently link concepts like LOC (Country, et. al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010; Simpson,
2014) to the skills required at work such as 21CC (Boyatzis, 2008; Lee, 2013; National
Research Council, 2013). Role models instead fit images of successful education and
training outcomes determined by western institutions and deliver the message about
work. The pedagogy leads to learning but still within a western framework, which
shows little scope to negotiate understandings. Leveraging LOC and more locally
relevant input through the design would likely have brought more Indigenist work ideas
into the in-class use of the resource. OEP, then, can be functional and situated if
engaging with cultural backgrounds and realities in a deeper way that also honours
time and space needed to translate skills in various processes.
PreVET demonstrates a wider COP (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2004, 2010;
Wenger et al., 2002) via role models engaging school skills in work contexts. The
audience can potentially see themselves as part of ‘that’ community. Role models and
familiar settings are featured and central to the resource, legitimising the learning.
OEP in this sense can legitimise some forms of participation even if that is at a digitally
mediated but culturally safe distance.
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Country designs the digital: BowerBird
•

Theoretical principle: We can establish primacy of country-based knowledge.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can start knowledge practices on country
and keep them there.

OEP appropriates open platforms for country-based knowledge, emphasising
connections between people, knowledge, and the environment.
Djurrwirr presents information based on what Dr Guthadjaka felt was right to share,
not what the fields labels demanded. The placed nature of the knowledge can direct
authorship, which better engages contexts in which information is presented. These
places and connects ways to organise knowledge in ways that best acknowledge
cultural backgrounds (Freire, 1970). Opening the design to placed COPs could improve
outcomes in how the knowledge ecology is managed. Being able to manipulate the
fields and labels could values the range of methods people can use to manage
information.
Authors could prescribe their own labels. This would allow for different ways of
organising information (and thus frames of reference and language). As a digital COP,
Djurrwirr could be navigated for a professionalised and knowledge-related purpose for
the members. There is an opportunity to claim space for COP (Lave & Wenger, 1991;
Wenger, 2004, 2010; Wenger et al., 2002) and LOC (Country et al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010)
processes that would contextualise the information and technology skills for more
purposeful connecting and sharing across different groups (Siemens, 2005),
emphasising cultural protocols of sharing rather than data aggregation.
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The way Djurrwirr used the platform protects aspects of people, communities and the
land and stimulates information flows (Smith, 1999). Djurrwirr is educating people in by
how it presents that information and the choices Dr Guthadjaka made when we were
populating the platform. Rights to governance and political involvement (Carr, 2016)
are determined by the authors insofar as what is shared and how. Social media
guidelines loosely govern the ‘sharing’ of information, but this is based on internet
platform sharing standards, not cultural ones. This site could be said to foster a positive
attitude to biological sciences and therefore support educational values around
sharing, yet not explicitly support ethical handling of the cultural ecological knowledge
that is invited. The lack of consensus about the sharing of information remains to be
addressed. Openness in this sense depends on the extent to which open platforms are
leveraged for occupation by knowledge and to which that knowledge displaces the
dominant prescription of the design’s inherent value statement.
Djurrwirr values how ecological knowledge is practised rather than just recorded. This
kind of OEP represents an Indigenous voice in the interface between data, science, and
traditional knowledge, taking control over the ways in which Indigenous voice is
handled.

Situated authority: FRDC
•

Theoretical principle: We can establish primacy of country-based knowledge.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can start knowledge practices on country
and keep them there.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can ensure OER is retained by authors,
by design.
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The authority of the learner-authors and their context legitimises the link between OEP
and LOC.
FRDC produced clips on country, using local music and familiar sites where knowledge
is applied. The resources added local history and seasonal knowledge to the content,
increasing local relevance and authenticity (Freire, 1970). These videos demonstrate
how LOC (Country et al., 2015; Fogarty, 2010) can be communicated with other
communities and western educational institutions via technologies. The problemsolving skills enabled by the self-authoring of OER shows contextualised 21CC (Boyatzis,
2008; Lee, 2013; National Research Council, 2013).
The resources establish learners as authorities in their own setting and motivate
context-embedded learning (Cummins, 1996, 2000). This situated praxis is an exercise
in knowledge authority and reinforces a local COP via use of technology that
demonstrates competence. Through practices that protect people, communities, the
land, and resources that Indigenous people produce, this project helps make science
work for Indigenous development (Smith, 1999). This also helps envision change and
set new directions despite distanced, impoverished, and oppressed conditions.
This project increases access to governance training for corporations, linking people to
direct rights over income and community control over development. This could also
lead to Aboriginal corporations having more authority in determining how different
stakeholders are involved in their community development. Local decision-making
could lead to increased income and access to control over resources, governance (Carr,
2016) and more lucrative resource capital production rather than being contained
within social enterprise models.
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The FRDC framework exemplifies freedom of education but does not guarantee that
people will use it. Self-efficacy and social capital (Bourdieu, 1986; Coleman, 1988, 1990;
Loury, 1977, 1987; Portes, 1998) produced in the framework demonstrate that
aspirational development is possible and provide tools to help knowledge authorities
carve a path for their communities. This resource encouraged development in a highly
regulated and contested resource management context sector in northern Australia.
This can show how situated OEP can function for those who design it, use it and
repurpose it for their own reasons, in their own contexts.

Situated relationship and trust: PBCRC
•

Theoretical principle: We can negotiate for digital literacy and local knowledge
sovereignty in workforce development skills.

•

Theoretical principle: We can establish primacy of country-based knowledge.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can start knowledge practices on
country and keep them there.

OEP contextualises knowledge co-creation related to the place it is in. It helps develop
new forms of social capital to re-centre and legitimise participation of knowledge
authority. The PBCRC model takes diverse knowledge-management practices and aims
to connect them to develop better understanding. It may be enough to establish a
space for that conversation to start, rather than aim for understanding and consensus
(Habermas, 1987) to be reached thin the time frames of the project. A successful
outcome of the model would be the mutual respect for knowledge authority at entry
into a conversation.
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Members of the community have designated land care responsibilities based on kinship
and governance structures, demarcated by different responsibilities that scientific or
institutional perspective would perhaps not readily understand (Christie, 2006). This is
an idea for the model to teach: to identify the key traditional owners to help lead
management of practices on country as they pertain to local authority responsibilities,
determining who can work with whom and where (Anon, personal communication,
July, 2014). It enables the capacity of location to develop more relational data
gathering and cooperation, and communication of knowledge for all parties.
Through relationship building, the PBCRC model represents the ‘diversities of truth’
(Smith, 2005) in which the storyteller retains control (rather than the researcher)
(Zavala,2013). The model disrupts regulatory institutional process with practices which
are as – if not more – rigorous and prescriptive. Capacity for networking, stimulated
information flows, relationships and dissemination processes were all a result of this
project aiming to protect people, communities, the land, and things that Indigenous
people produce (Smith, 1999).
The PBCRC model also empowers rights to governance and political involvement (Carr,
2016), demanding that local knowledge authority be respected on par with scientific
regulatory compliance. Dispersed authority might be more complex to achieve as it
would demand a ceding of control over income, access to resources and more social
capital production of such empowered processes (Bourdieu, 1986; Loury, 1977, 1987;
Coleman, 1988, 1990; Portes, 1998). Senior knowledge authorities perform
professional-level roles reflecting their ownership responsibilities for country and
determining futures. In these ways, OEP can situate practice and determine
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responsibility for knowledge management based on where and by whom the
responsibility needs to be enacted.

5.2.3 Theme 3: Transcendent knowledge management and
infrastructure
This final theme about transcending public spheres and re-centring human capacity
incorporates the analysis of the previous sections and discusses in more depth some
examples that demonstrate this nuanced performance. It consolidates the discussion
thus far and more deeply develops the validity of OEP via the most functionally
successful transcendent open practices in the resources. This section is concerned with
how we manage and value information and asserts that emphasising infrastructure as a
system in itself reinforces and sustains focus on content rather than on human
processes and experiences (Jona, 2017; Seitzinger, 2017). This section shows how
digital sphere infrastructure is the tool, not the process, of valuing knowledge and
information.
New theory statement 3: We need to make space to transform ‘digital content
provision’ into centralised human participation and knowledge authorship to
transcend learning in the digital public sphere.

Digital infrastructure is great, but what happens when you have no data or
electricity? PreVET and BowerBird
•

Theoretical principle: We can negotiate design of infrastructure and tools to
retain knowledge sovereignty and learners’ authority.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can allow for offline versions and
formats.
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OEP comes in multiple forms that circumnavigate connectivity requirements and
acknowledge offline knowledge practices.
PreVET is not operable on some devices but is also available offline on CD-ROM format,
enabling increased access to digitally marginalised regions (section 4.3). It can be used
in cross-curricular or creative ways and scaffolded up or down by teachers in multi-age
classrooms, used as is in a plug-and-play or just-in-time way (Tuomi, 2013), or as a
CD-ROM resource. PreVET also allows for level of bandwidth used by the host software,
acknowledging connectivity issues in the region. Its connection to communities relies
on appropriation of its openness to local use. Because this resource is available offline,
it acknowledges the reality of people’s digital lives ‘on earth’ (Funk et al., 2015) rather
than online.
Conversely, the BowerBird platform is not open to a wide range of technologically
marginalised people. Its multimedia capacity could be used in high quality Wi-Fi–
enabled practice, yet on its own it relies on the reader to be fluent and digitally
engaged in multiple browsers, for example. As a new platform, it requires a certain
amount of digital literacy to navigate that might exclude some users. Access to
broadband or data is required to view and load high resolution images, which excludes
a wide range of users with limited broadband, mobile phone reception and data
packages that are predominantly pre-paid (IRCA, 2015). Appropriating existing
platforms rather than establishing a separate system from the tools people already use
might offer more meaningful use. BowerBird assumes an amount of digital privilege
and willingness to ‘speak its language’.
Djurrwirr resists the BowerBird platform’s digital colonisation (Open University UK,
2019) and holds up knowledge sovereignty by making design subject to authors’
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dissent. The techno-focused organisation on the platform precludes a culturally
informed way of managing and presenting knowledge. Dr Guthadjaka demonstrated a
refusal to comply when claiming the taxonomy box ‘reserved’ for Latin names for
species and using it for the spiritual moiety of the entry in the ‘Badarr’ sighting, for
example (BowerBird, n.d.). The digital infrastructure in both PreVET and BowerBird
highlights the significance of how we design knowledge processes offline and the
implications that has for experience of OEP. This opens knowledge management to the
authors, even though the design of the platform and infrastructure might still limit that.
OEP, therefore, can use offline and creative design values and practices to be accessible
to users and how they manage knowledge.

Data management versus knowledge sharing: BowerBird

•

Theoretical principle: We can reinforce the distinctions between content and
processes.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, we can professionalise, accredit and value
knowledge partners with reciprocal, two-way knowledge practices.

BowerBird needs to be more explicit about exchange of information if the platform is
to be used sustainably in professional roles. Rather than being a data mining tool,
BowerBird could provide something back to the contributors apart from social media
likes. Data contributions from BowerBird are aggregated into the Atlas of Living
Australia. Information management and valuing of knowledge authority require further
collaborative practice to reconcile the design’s one-way traffic in data aggregation. This
data aggregation is referred to on BowerBird only in a discrete and optional ‘about this
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site’ link. This skirts the obligation to explicitly respect a significant sector of ecological
knowledge and intellectual property in Australia.
The one-directional flow of aggregated data to the Atlas of Living Australia does not
demonstrate reciprocal respect in knowledge exchange (AIATSIS, 2012). The
responsibility for expressing cultural humility lies solely with the author of a page and,
hopefully, its users. The criteria from the evaluation framework Two-way accountability
in evaluation that tools need to be embedded in culture (Williams, 2012) in this case
can only be met if the author chooses to include information in their page (as
BowerBird was not originally designed as a ‘cultural knowledge tool’). This does point
to an assumption that Indigenous science and biodiversity knowledge are not yet
culturally relevant in Australia.
Respect for participant ‘autonomy’ is demonstrated by the open ethos of ‘share what
you will’ on this platform. Users should expect to know the implications for the shared
information if participating in open practices like this. Autonomy is defined differently
in different cultures, however, especially when dealing with different kinds of
knowledge.
Methods to avoid harm are also not entirely clear. Additional ‘pop-up disclaimers’
when users are populating the site could offer insight into how information can be
shared and open to opportunists, with the potential for misappropriation. Full
disclosure (Farrow, 2016) was discussed with Dr Guthadjaka in how far the information
could go. However, the full disclosure process could assume knowledge about the
potential reach of the internet, as well as the digital literacy skills needed to use the
internet to author in culturally safe ways.
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Use of Creative Commons (CC) licences on photos is a step in the right direction but
assumes people understand and will respect them. Based on historical handling of
Indigenous knowledges, the CC licences hold little gravitas in the face of bioprospecting
and unethical handling of knowledge. Therefore, CC licensing is not enough here,
despite it being a mainstay of open practice. It could be considered that western
notions of sharing are too open in this instance. Mukurtu (Mukurtu, n.d.) and Local
Contexts (Local Contexts, n.d.) are examples of how design can guide users’ respect for
this knowledge authority by how they must navigate the curated content.
The site’s purpose is education and biodiversity learning; it is known to be popular with
ecologically and ethically minded interest groups. Crowdsourcing of knowledge is often
upheld as being for ‘the greater good’, but the lack of transparency about this for the
average user in the site could decrease the integrity of BowerBird’s knowledgehandling practices. Additionally, the way open science respects knowledge and
information might strongly differ from how Indigenous science does this, with
implications for what is considered appropriate sharing. Overall, the project is
technically, but not culturally, ethical, and it does not extend beyond that to address
the historical unethical misappropriation of Indigenous knowledges.
Perhaps BowerBird’s use as a voluntary, social media tool pilot for use with Indigenous
ranger groups to report biosecurity surveillance predetermines the sustainability of
such a purpose; that the intention to source the contributions in a voluntary context
rather than through a partnership or professionally remunerated arrangement makes
the use of BowerBird for biosecurity surveillance less sustainable. The social capital
exchange on BowerBird is voluntary, but the voluntary donation of culturally informed
intellectual property is what is questionable in BowerBird’s use. It highlights the
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likelihood of different definitions and levels of consent in these kinds of OEP. Using
existing professional reporting tools might lend more credibility to the exercise, given
that biosecurity is a critical security issue of national significance.
Failing to explicitly acknowledge contributors appropriates a social media tool for data
mining, raising legal and intellectual property issues and undermining the valuable
contribution of knowledge possible in this relationship. This does not support culturally
appropriate use of the knowledge contributed due to a model which describes itself as
a place where ‘everyone plays’ (BowerBird, n.d.) but not if the outcome is more than
just sharing and not if winning is defined by someone else.
Therefore, Djurrwirr teaches us that sharing is seen differently by different people.
What it means cannot be assumed and needs to be negotiated. Open knowledge can
better claim space securely and in informed ways that transcend conventional public
digital dynamics if it is to be functionally successful as an OEP.
The communication and presentation can make a difference to how Djurrwirr’s
information is understood as a way to see the world, not just as species taxonomy or as
a sighting of flora or fauna. Neglecting Djurrwirr’s world view through design choices
pathologises communication that techno-focused publication can cause (Habermas,
1987). Rather than isolated pieces of data that a learning management system or
platform determines, traditional ecological information demonstrates its capacity for
directing design via its origins and connections.
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Skills development across space, centring community knowledge: FRDC
•

Theoretical principle: We can block the marginalisation of Traditional
knowledge and authors.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, senior Aboriginal knowledge
authorities direct the foundational principles of projects.

In the FRDC project, OEP re-centres the learner and their context; they can be
authorities over their learning and occupy that role in the digital sphere.
Senior Aboriginal authorities determined the initial functional principles and what the
FRDC framework needed to do prior to the project being developed. This embeds
reciprocity into the project (AIATSIS, 2012). The promotion of chosen cultural
knowledge and historical foundations on local fisheries localised the skills. Even though
the resources were produced as part of a regional institution’s training framework,
they were authored from a local perspective, language, and place. Tools were
complementary in authorship choices and production.
These OEP promote knowledge ownership claimed in context. Authorship and open
sharing in the public sphere (Habermas, 1989) established a claim over language and
context in the cultural interface (Nakata, 2007). Connections between how the clips
related to embedded practices, local authority structures and language enabled this
space given to participants to exercise knowledge authority across digital spaces.
The FRDC framework transcends conventional knowledge management and
decolonises it. Through claiming authority over the clips and their licences, as well as
the training framework being directed by senior knowledge authorities, practices are
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designed and written around local priorities. The authors are involved as interested
workers for change (Smith, 1999); the community members themselves direct the
priorities of the resource and set out its parameters.
This connects and positions (Smith, 1999) individuals in sets of working relationships
with other people and with the environment, representing a civic participation not
easily facilitated by conventional structures. This re-presentation (Freire, 1970) as a
form of voice reframes the knowledge-creating process, taking control over the ways in
which issues are handled. This can restore wellbeing over the development process,
healing rather than punishing (Smith, 1999) intellectual efforts and agency.
Significant to local relevance, using local language helps to rename the story using local
references. The research process also enabled participants to be professionally
remunerated. This reinforced the power of learners as knowledge creators in a
conventionally exploitative and coercive (Cummins, 1996, 2000) set of policy contexts.
This might not have entirely changed the training culture, yet it provides an example of
how making a crack to ‘let the light in’ can adjust localised practice by way of examples.
Open resource authorship is easily incorporated into teaching and learning practices via
ceding authority to learners. This is motivating and relevant to learners and offers an
opportunity for them to reclaim their learning. This example’s management of
knowledge authority in the process of authorship demonstrates a way to adapt
‘provision’ and transcend it so that it becomes participation. OEP in this sense recentres relational social capital creation as a requirement of respecting knowledge
authority.
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Professionalization and partnership in knowledge security through valuing
custodianship: PBCRC

❖ Theoretical principle: We can negotiate design of infrastructure
and tools to retain knowledge sovereignty and learners’ authority.
We can block the marginalisation of Traditional knowledge and
authors.
❖ Practical principle: In practice, senior Aboriginal authorities direct
the foundational principles of projects.
❖ In practice, we can professionalise, accredit, and value knowledge
partners with reciprocal, two-way knowledge practices.

OEP can value partnerships with processes for functional knowledge management and
raise the bar for expectations of reciprocity.
The PBCRC model transforms Indigenous knowledge authorities’ position from being
staff that collect data to being professional partners. This makes the knowledge
protocols a requirement for consensus building. This project’s model positions
Indigenous knowledge authorities as decision-makers for how their country is
protected. Principles of engagement for knowledge authorities are commensurate in
rigour with the prescriptive government practice.
A respectful distance is presented, rather than compliance expectations, which
improves the ability for co-management of decision-making and understanding
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between knowledge systems. As a value that OEP can facilitate, distance-giving can
afford a special relationship in transactional or transformative ways (Moore, 1993). This
transcends the cultural interface (Nakata, 2007) by inserting principles of integrity,
trust and time into a context that conventionally demands compliance and that is
certainly not open to the public or to Indigenous people.
The rigorousness of protocols and processes found in government-based regulation is
also found in millennia-old cultural protocols in Indigenous communities. Integrity of
relationships and data are common interests to all parties at which the engagement
model is targeted.
The model presents the process of relationship building as critical to the sharing of
knowledge (and data). The conflation of knowledge gathering, and relationship building
makes a strong statement about how each are of equal value. This would be successful
if more flexibility and time for people to collaborate could be embedded in processes,
possibly leading to the consensus required to see the overlap in the two systems’
priorities. OEP in this sense can honour and make room for knowledge processes from
different cultures that are equally prescriptive to create more sustainable and longerterm impacts.
OEP can value the processes required to achieve the best outcomes for people and
communities. The PBCRC resource demands a change in protocols and consensus
(Habermas, 1987). The resource re-centres people and relationships in dispersed
management, repositioning Indigenous communities as decision makers. The tense
place of struggle (Smith, 2005) is most definitely felt at the interface between these
two knowledge systems.
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The gaps in understanding between these different cultural groups are at times vast
but the rigour, discipline, and tenacity with which they adhere to their principles are
the same. Embedding this process sustainably in both communities would require
careful translation. Enabling the openness of this process would also require a cultural
shift, one that perhaps this model opens up the discussion to starting. It highlights the
need for much more negotiated and time/culture/language sensitive consensus
building. OEP at this higher level can therefore be a way to acknowledge and begin to
bridge gaps between knowledge systems that are each as concerned about security
and safety as the other.
Truth about relationship values is revealed in the model’s narrative; the voice of
‘witness’ is accorded physical and digital space and protection and is a shared public
performance of knowledge authority in situ (Smith, 1999). This relationship of the
learning to its place connects and positions individuals with people and the
environment and adds a critical rereading through the eyes of Indigenous peoples by
calling into question the integrity of the existing management regime. Indigenous
situated knowledge is in prime position regarding custodianship and competence of
care for those places. Perhaps this model presents a new standard that other models
have attempted by flipping the relationship of compliance to a partnership that
demands consensus and respect.

5.3 Conclusion: Summary and Answers
In open practices, we can make our work across different knowledge systems more
functional by focusing on pre-practice design values. Taking time to question the
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offline, inherent value biases we might hold and influence our practice with can foster
a more functional OEP for use with different knowledges. We need to be able to let go
of the responsibilities for knowledge management that are not ours. This, in turn, can
create more beneficial knowledge-management and learning relationships that foster
more agency and respect in a complex world where we all must work in more aligned
ways. Considering this study’s three theory statements can help us map our program
design so we include and address complex social systems and issues we aim to
reconcile.
Language use needs to be consensual and collaborative (Cummins, 1996, 2000;
Habermas, 1987). The way we use language across cultural and knowledge interfaces
needs continued reflection and more consensus about meanings. We must expand our
understanding of ways languages are used in order to better facilitate understanding
and functional relationships. This expansion could increase agency for people to
become knowledge authors in their civic participation.
Situated praxis and placed competence such as 21CC nurtures relevant knowledge
practices that are connected to peoples’ realities and backgrounds (Boyatzis, 2008; Lee,
2013; National Research Council, 2013). Impacted by LOC processes in COPs, this recentring of humans rather than technology can better ready people for participation
that is directly linked to familiar and relevant settings. Empowering locally based
development and exercising of knowledge authority can grow capacity for extension
beyond the local into broader applications of knowledge and self-determination,
defined by those doing the work for themselves.
Knowledge authority transcends the public sphere (Habermas, 1989), distances
(Moore, 1993) and interfaces (Nakata, 2007). Claiming intellectual territory in the
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digital public sphere occupies space and time differently as participants exercise their
knowledge and cultural sovereignty, regardless of technology’s interference. Co-opting
tools and skills to work in ways that suit their set of references helps develop more selfdetermination. Maintaining respect for traditional and other forms of knowledge
authority in the distance-giving actions described by examples here carves a path for
people to transform their world.
In summary, then, Chapter 1 outlined five basic concepts about OEP this study is built
on:
•

OEP definitions can predetermine functions.

•

OEP is an authority process.

•

OEP is a form of knowledge management.

•

OEP can address the diversity of emergent workforces.

•

OEP future-proofs higher education.

Chapter 2 developed a framework of validity claims. These claims describe what
functionally successful openness looks like for use with marginalised learner and
knowledge contexts.
The methodology in Chapter 3 outlined the rationale for filtering the resources through
three different evaluative criteria sets from the validity claims, decolonising analyses,
and evaluation frameworks.
Findings in Chapter 4 revealed that the more prominent the role played by knowledge
authorities in commanding and designing the use of technologies, the more functional
the OEP were, especially in the context of remote, economic, and culturally
marginalised knowledge systems.
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Chapter 5 discussed findings, emergent themes, theory statements, principles, and
practical recommendations for continual improvements of OEP.
The increase of OER use and OEP since OER became popular has incited enthusiasm
and motivation for practitioners in industry, government, policy, service delivery and
educational institutional settings for a multitude of reasons. People working in crosssector practices can be encouraged to see openness as intended for those who could or
should retain and hold a stake in authority over knowledge processes and therefore
stand to share the benefits of their participation as partners, not passive recipients, of
the products of those programs.
Involved in this perception and performance of openness is an offline set of value
propositions we make about learning and knowledge management:
We need to expand how language use develops consent and dialogue
between knowledge systems trying to work together.
We need to develop situated praxis for context-sourced and -embedded
processes, re-centring learners and their capabilities and negotiating
literacies.
We need to transform ‘content provision’ into normalised human
participation in making space for knowledge authorship via technology, not
for it.
Emphasis on innovation may compel knowledge practitioners to take up innovative
approaches that increase partnership and stakeholder engagement, notwithstanding
the benefits of student retention and research dissemination. Given the changeable
nature of institutional knowledge management, this could motivate practitioners to try
open practices that are functional not just technically, but also in the ways described in
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this study. However, the fixation with solutions and scalable outcomes which contentand technology-focused management can perpetuate emphasises easily measurable
objects and content rather than deeper knowledge-management processes. This could
perpetuate a banking (Freire, 1970) use of open knowledge management and reinforce
the dysfunctional focus on practices that share little authority with learners or do not
facilitate a COP. In non-education contexts, low levels of shared authority over
decision-making do little to resolve complex social problems and focus on symptom
and metrics (e.g. prison and welfare statistics). This lack of shared control can become
especially problematic when evolving workforce competencies require the kinds of
skills open practices develop, as described in this study and more broadly in the open
movement.
Despite efforts in the field of open education, the dynamics of conventional knowledge
management on which education was built have not been fully transformed.
Graduates’ workforce competence in facing the globalised gig economy and broader
complex social issues rely not only on content and knowledge delivery but also on
deeper, critical skills being facilitated by higher education and broader social
institutions, regardless of the professions people enter.
Acknowledging and respecting sites of learner capacity and knowledge co-creation
involves institution practitioners ceding control over conventional learning delivery to
make it more collaborative with different knowledges could increase the currency of
learning and knowledge created in universities. The impact this can have on wider
societal relationships with knowledge and the increasing requirement for effect from
research has long-term implications for evolving how we relate to and work well with
diverse knowledges.
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Increasing the applicability and collaborative relation of open practices to a number of
cultural knowledge contexts can make the open movement even more indispensable
than it already is to its advocates. This study’s research questions and answers provide
a set of ways to do this.
Open to whom and to what? How do we make OEP more functionally successful for
diverse users?
Given the adherence to principles of practice identified in the theory elements, themes
and statements and associated theory and practice principles, we can make the effort
to continue making learning relationships more functionally successful with the many
intersecting knowledges and open spheres we work across. Encouraging this
considered approach to pre-practice decision-making can push our efforts even further
towards developing better knowledge management practices.
1: What is ‘open’ about these resources and practices?
The project resources enable people to develop flows of social capital production
between and among the knowledge systems they work with via sharing of authority
and agency.
Consensual dialogue has been claimed by the practices that Djurrwirr and PBCRC used
to open up authority and agency to knowledge owners. Practitioners and staff just
need to meet them where they are. Social capital development processes and
collaborative conversations are first steps to the openness these projects attempt.
PreVET endeavours to openly meet the needs of curriculum frameworks and multiple
stakeholders for training. The relative openness of PreVET to learners’ backgrounds and
roles as participants in meaningful work on country is a boon for a positive narrative
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being started in this policy context. Flexibility of departmental agendas could stretch
the openness of PreVET to further decolonise the workforce narrative, with support
from other sectors in the complex landscape.
The FRDC project was most open to all three criteria sets. Built on senior authorities’
directive (see section 2.), this situated praxis claimed authority in multiple stakeholder
and public sphere industrial contexts, leading to an outcome that determines it as more
functionally successful in this evaluation. Design for local relevance and positive
narrative around enterprise on country emphasised the business of that place and
claimed authority over it.
The voices used to claim territory help projects to be most successful under the
direction of the knowledge authority and communities they are intended for.
2: How are OEP used in these contexts?
The OEP in these contexts use tools, content, and technology to re-humanise the
digital interface. Re-centring people, not data or technology, is what these resource
projects achieve. Through accessible and low-cost technologies, the human stories,
relationships, voices, authority, and reality are placed front and centre.
The use of OEP here demonstrates the success of re-centring relationships, lived
experience, knowledge authority, choice, language, local relevance, and time frames to
assert an adjusted form of openness in each context.
Djurrwirr claimed digital territory and authority with how it used languages, making it
the most decolonising OEP. PreVET started a narrative and can be scaffolded for offline
use and unbundled. PreVET also complied with evaluation frameworks, which made it
most open according to a range of criteria for open education curricula. FRDC was
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developed via open resource creation, authorship, collation and licence choice.
Authorship on country situated the praxis and claimed ownership with knowledge
authority. PBCRC opens a conventionally coercive relation of power to dialogue and
shifts terms of relationship from compliance to professionalised negotiation and
partnership.
3. What are successful outcomes for OEP? Who defines this? What matters?
According to this study’s validity claims framework, functionally successful OEP helps
people first claim ownership over the process of defining how their learning is
successful. The knowledges and practices developed and articulated through exercising
knowledge authority lead to social capital processes in the knowledge community.
People in each context would be the ones to define how this manifest for them, and
what matters is that there is room made for knowledge authorities to do so. If room is
made to accommodate diversity about what success means, then following the three
main theory statements might lead us towards a more functional knowledgemanagement relationship that transcends the outdated conventions that marginalised
knowledges to begin with.
People can own their learning, knowledge practices and future responsibility for social
capital. People can use their language, background, and culture to develop consensus
and collaborative learning approaches with partnerships. They can lead their learning
for their own cultural reasons and have their backgrounds respected. They can practise
their learning in situ and keep it grounded to relevant and meaningful applications for
them and their own future and agenda.
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They can transcend pathologized communication and develop relationships on their
country or intellectual territory, for their custodial responsibilities and life aspirations,
within their own terms and time frames. This shifts the power dynamics of partnership;
if regulatory bodies want to preserve the data-collection sites they identify as valuable,
they are obligated to participate in a more collaborative relationship within those
partnerships. These successes have up to this point been defined by many criteria
developed in this study. Whether this is exhaustive or a true meaning of success for
every individual though, cannot be confirmed here. The principles would need to be
tested in application to a program of knowledge management to provide a rich basis to
more rigorously answer the final research question of success and definitions thereof.
Based on the direction of senior community members in the FRDC project it is fair to
say that senior community people would provide confirmation in each context about
how successful those projects would be.

5.4 Limitations of this Study
5.4.1 Language use criteria
There was no explicit mention of language criteria for OEP in the frameworks chosen.
This could also be a major finding as well as a limitation due to the globalisation of
online education and the international student ‘market’, and a point to carry forward
to future research and practice in the same way that accessibility design principles are
being universally accepted. Conventions for translation into other languages could
follow this example.
This could be a limitation of this study in that had I found and used an explicit
language-based criteria set in the evaluation suite (and therefore in all three sets of
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criteria), there would have been no question of whether I had provided for a significant
section of the learner population who speak other languages. However, I did have
many criteria that covered language in the validity claims and decolonising syntheses.
It may well be that OEP in other languages have frameworks that define their own
success criteria. The western-English mode of dominant thinking may assume that
existing frameworks in English could be applied to OER in ‘other’ languages. I see the
language use theme explored here (knowledge languages and how we use language in
different ways that evade consensus) as a difficult one to source a set of criteria for,
and in that sense the ethical and decolonising criteria helped alleviate this limitation.

5.4.2 Theory focus on Habermas rather than Indigenous theory
The content and setting of this research were heavily focused on North Australian
Indigenous knowledge, language, people and cultures. This would compel some to
keep the theory and methodology purely aligned and close to these regions and
centres of thought. However, my intended outcome was to establish generalizable
principles for western practice to adapt itself with, informed by these unique and rich
contexts.
I acknowledge that it could be perceived to be and has been extractive to glean
knowledge in this way. I can see that using only Indigenous research materials would
have offered a very particular set of outcomes quite possibly different from the ones
presented here. However, as a non-Indigenous person I am also compelled to use
western frames of thinking that will in turn be informed by the contexts delved into
here. This, I hope, will take western thought in this context, and mutate it into an
Indigenous-instructed shift. I acknowledge that using entirely Indigenous theory and
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methods, as a non-Indigenous person, would also assume a lot of working knowledge
of these things and could also be epistemologically presumptuous.
Establishing consent on the power shifts required would lead to a better relationship
with knowledge partners in particular contexts who would be able to determine what
matters to defining success. To better approach the consent-seeking position, I think
that western researchers still have some work to do, and therefore wanted to focus
this research on how to change western research paradigms.

5.4.3 Thesis by publication on open education but publications are
mostly in ‘closed’ journals
Although this study has been focused on OEP and open research, its publications are
predominantly in closed journals. This could be seen as a limitation at the very least, or
as ‘not walking the talk’ of open scholarship.
My publication strategy as a junior research associate at the beginning of this study in
2014 was to ‘cut my teeth’. This began with donating my first publication (Funk, 2015)
to a United Kingdom–based language charity (National Association for Language
Diversity in the Curriculum [NALDIC]), given the public funding that had supported the
source of the research was UK-based. My most recent publication, on which I was a coauthor (Stagg et al., 2018), however, was published in an open access journal,
demonstrating more academic maturity and strategic thinking, as well as commitment
to quality open access publication rather than quantity. To be fair, the metrics for
measuring academic productivity have also shifted in the time this study was
developed. It needs to be said, though, that the pressure for academic staff to publish
‘for high impact’ in the humanities and as PhD students is not reconciled; rather, it is
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becoming ever more competitive. Listing contributions of authors is also a problematic
metric that affects the perception of my contributions to these publications. Given I
was working with senior Aboriginal elders and institutional partners, we negotiated
what portion of authorship would be attributed, based on collegiality and respect for
each other’s professional development. One of the papers referred to this thesis
(Country et al., 2015) has the country listed as the first author in order to acknowledge
the significance of its impact on the research process rather than how many words it
contributed. With that in mind, I would be interested to add to the exploration of other
metrics for measuring academic input and output and the resulting impact of open
scholarship and adjusted research practices. I should also note that although the
publications in this thesis are not listed in chronological order, their content and
significance is what I used to determine their placement in this document. Chapter 1
lists all the projects and associated publication dates for the reader to see the
chronological order of the learning.

5.5 Further Research
The three themes have provided a structure to further explore how these findings
could be tested and scoped outwards to benefit knowledge management in future
iterations.

5.5.1 Language use and consent practices
We need to expand our understanding of how language use develops consent and
dialogue between knowledge systems trying to work together. This means that
interfacing systems such as students and teachers/lecturers, different cultural and
language groups and different sectors in collaborative projects need to find deeper and
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more intentional ways to keep checking in with each other and developing common
understandings.
I would like to further develop a consensus- and consent-building protocol with
knowledge partners on how conversations work between multiple systems. For
example, this could be extended from the PBCRC context, but it could also be applied in
institutional learning situations, co-creation of OER, research and policy collaborations
and a range of other public policy service situations where knowledge systems overlap.
This protocol will provide deeper consensus and OEP social capital production for
management of knowledge in new public spheres such as learning management
systems.
Professional remuneration enhances purposeful engagement with existing tools to
engage knowledge partners in critical knowledge management and decision-making.
This avoids unpaid and hidden labour being foisted on the small but growing sector of
OEP / knowledge-management advocates. I would like to support more practices
whereby new and open knowledge labour is recognised, valued, acknowledged,
measured, and remunerated as new competencies and literacies are added to the
workforce in the knowledge economy/ecology.
I would also like to support further cultivation of terminology for learner-owned
enterprise and workforce development training that is locally relevant and supported
by collaborative training and licensure practices. This could include students-asapprentices in higher education that bridges their training into the workforce through
work-based learning experiences that they can also claim educational credit for and
that transforms what the bridging between school and work looks like.
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5.5.2 Situated praxis: Better defining success; how would that look?
We need to develop situated praxis for context-sourced and -embedded processes,
re-centring human learning capabilities and negotiating workforce and digital
literacies. This means developing understanding and practice born of the people and
place in a knowledge situation and increasingly attempting to evolve more effective
ways of negotiating successes and ‘ways in’ for different participants to embed learning
in meaningful experiences and action.
I would like to see more ways to embed information from relevant contexts and
re-centre learner authority and capacities to transcend digital colonisation,
emphasising process over content.
I would like to continue to co-negotiate success criteria and adaptations for workforce
development and training via bridging and student-centred initiatives that could
continue transforming education – or at least its fringes.
I would like to build context-adapted capstone-like workforce internship and
experiential learning throughout formal and informal contexts that align to situated
knowledge and link educational outcomes to workforce expectations.
I think that this also requires professionalization and accreditation of students and
trainees, using unbundled skill sets and micro-credentialing they can combine into
personalised learning design that offers pathways in and out of formal institutional
settings.
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5.5.3 Humanised digital sphere transformation: Applications to
education, workforce development projects and wider policy
contexts
We need to make space to transform ‘digital content provision’ to centralise human
participation in making space for knowledge authorship via technology, not for it.
Technology and free content are compelling but not an end in themselves. Context and
human interfaces with tools like technology are the richer sites of tension where
transformation of public spheres of influence can happen. Tools like technology can
powerfully influence these transformations, but the humanisation of technology
requires continual reinforcing in an increasingly distracted and technology- and
content-addicted world.
We could normalise a transformed digital design that centralises the human learner by
distance and distance-giving for diversity of use.
We can work towards future-proofing educational knowledge management by
increasing and re-humanising learning management systems and professional
development. I think subversive action offline is the way to establish human primacy
over learning. While the affordances of technology have enabled a lot of learner
authorship, the technological colonising of learner effort endangers human capabilities.
This entails continual processes of emphasising process over content in learning and
knowledge management, engaging humans as agents and technology as tools of that
agency.
While this study used Indigenous knowledge and learner resources to explore ways
open education can be successful, the outcomes and contribution to existing OEP
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research and theory are scalable in that they are principles for practice. Born of
connected contexts and with approval from senior Aboriginal knowledge authorities,
these principles inform improvements to how we work with communities and broader
sets of knowledges and in ways that reconcile embedded approaches to knowledge
management inside and outside educational institutions. Wider populations can
benefit from the shift these principles promote.
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Introduction

Ch 3
Method

Ch 2 Theoretical literature and Framework

Paper 6
This paper covers the development methodology from PreVET and how it used
PAR. This inspired this evaluation; it was participatory; as is my research in this
thesis; reflecting critically on work I have done with others.
New material

Discussion

Ch 4 Data
Ch 5

Paper 1
This, as a background to the study, has implications for a lack of flexibility to
different world views such as Indigenous knowledge management.
This paper also feeds into the data and analysis as background context for the
relevance of the findings.
Paper 2
This paper feeds into Element 1 of the Theory framework and uses the basis of my
prior academic and professional experience in EAL/D teaching approaches to
access the EAL/D context in Australia.
Paper 3
This paper shows application of the theory in paper 2 as a development principle
for the PreVET case study and bridges paper 2 with Australian policy and strategic
curriculum in the foundations for the PreVET project.
Paper 4
Conceptual paper on OEP and 21CC, inspiration for element 2 of the framework,
exploring LOC and 21CC; very similar approaches, but called different things, for
different eras.
Paper 5
This paper inspired this thesis. Gotha’s use of western-designed technology
prompted me to see OEP and Indigenous pedagogies as aligned in that they offer
different ways of managing knowledge, learning and relationships.

New material

;

Ch 1

Appendix 1: PUBLICATIONS INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY

Figure 22 A CHART MAPPING HOW EACH PAPER MAPS TO CHAPTERS OF THIS THESIS.
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PAPER 1: OPEN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES IN
AUSTRALIA: A FIRST-PHASE NATIONAL AUDIT
OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Author contributions

•

Adrian Stagg: Lead author, main bulk of writing, project lead and
main liaison with publisher and review comments

•

Linh Nguyen: Lead research active practitioner on data collection, analysis
and coding, consolidating team feedback into research procedure and
findings communications

•

Carina Bossu: Provided contributions on strategies and policies in
Australian higher education, OER and OEP policy, practice and research
expertise advice

•

Helen Partridge: High level guidance for methodology and theoretical
direction and paper strategy, executive level expertise in the higher
education context in Australia

•

Johanna Funk: Editorial support and Indigenous knowledge research and
open practices contributions, grant funding from CDU and acted as
principal investigator for CDU ethics clearance

•

Kate Judith: Open practice contributions, editorial support and addressing
review comments, contribution of additional references for literature
review.
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PAPER 2: COMPARING THE MEASURING STICK TO THE
MEASURED: SUPPORTING EAL PUPILS’ WRITING
DEVELOPMENT
Author contributions

I was sole author on this paper.
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PAPER 3: COLLABORATIVE LEARNING PATHWAYS:
SUPPORTING STUDENTS WHERE THEY ARE IN THE
PREVET PROJECT
Author contributions

•

Johanna Funk: Developed conceptual blend of theory and pitch for
relevance to eLearning and EAL/D theory and practice, inclusive design of
teaching processes; main bulk of writing, review comments coordination
and final submission; presentation at conference in 2013 for
the International Journal of Diversity in Education 13(2).

•

Shelley Worthington: PreVET project lead and overarching strategy
focusing on the intersection of curriculum, workforce and Indigenous
knowledges. PreVET’s presentation in paper, contribution of intersections
of knowledge and presentation of overall project in paper.
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PAPER 4: OPEN EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES AND 21CC:
POSITIONING THEIR SIGNIFICANCE
Author contributions
•

Johanna Funk: Developed blend of 21CC and OEP for conceptual direction of paper as a
way to work towards deeper engagement with this in the thesis, incorporating
Indigenous learning approaches and well-known pedagogical approaches; majority of
literature review, writing and editing.

•

Jon Mason: High level guidance on direction of paper strategy for locating the issues
within related but distinct conceptual frameworks, particularly the broader context of
the ‘open agenda’ in education; presented paper at the 23rd International Conference
on Computers in Education (ICCE2015) in Hangzhou China.
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PAPER 5: POSTING TRADITIONAL ECOLOGICAL
KNOWLEDGE ON OPEN ACCESS BIODIVERSITY
PLATFORMS: IMPLICATIONS FOR LEARNING DESIGN
Author contributions

•

Johanna Funk: Majority of writing and educational theory synthesis with
Yolŋu references

•

Kathy Guthadjaka: Senior authority, project associate, content expert,
Yolŋu references and cultural significance, Yolŋu LOC section

•

Gary Kong: Pilot project lead; overarching critical guidance and strategic
thinking about representation of BowerBird platform in the paper and
directives for future design.
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PAPER 6: USING EVALUATION AND PARTICIPATORY
ACTION RESEARCH METHODS TO DEVELOP AN
ELEARNING RESOURCE
Author contributions

•

Johanna Funk: Developed blend of theory and pitch for relevance to
eLearning and inclusive design of research processes; main bulk of writing
and communication with publisher with regards to templates and
structure; review comments coordination and final submission.

•

Shelley Worthington: PreVET project lead, responsible for both the
conceptual design and maintaining strategic oversight of all aspects
of quality assurance (QA) methodological development cycle presented.
Provided insights into the QA cycle that reflected the intersection of
workforce, curriculum, VET and Indigenous knowledge that connected the
product to the intended audience and purpose.

•

Lynda Price-Winter: High level guidance on direction of methodology and
data use for QA, implementation of QA cycle and management of all
resulting data, selecting and presentation of PAR research methods.
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Appendix 2: GLOSSARY AND SHORTENED FORMS
21CC

twenty-first century competencies

AIATSIS

Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies

Biosecurity

This is the control and management by the Department of Agriculture of
plants and pests that pose a danger to the unique and diverse
Australian flora and fauna. Other parts of the world might define this as
related to food or crop security or to plant health.

COP

community of practice

CST

critical social theory

Decolonise

the effort to prioritise and practise Indigenous culture and values
over dominant interests

Ecology

As an analogy to learning networks, I use the term in the study to
emphasise the connections between human and non-human elements
of learning and knowledge systems.

FRDC

The Fisheries Research Development Corporation is the body that
funded the Fisheries Training project in this study. The project is called
‘FRDC’ in this study for shorthand purposes.

Indigenous

I acknowledge concerns with the terms ‘Indigenous’, ‘Aboriginal’ and
the Australia- specific ‘Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander’; these will
be used interchangeably, with respect to the nuanced meanings of
these terms experienced by first peoples around the world. I
acknowledge how terminology use is varied in different educational,
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political, geographical and cultural contexts. The Australian higher
education contexts in which the study is situated use both terms to
acknowledge the many groups of first peoples of Australia with which
the project resources are associated. I also acknowledge that the
currency of this terminology will likely change as we evolve our
understanding of these contexts.
Indigenisation This is the process of embedding practices with Indigeneity and
identifying with Indigenous ways of knowing, being and doing. This is a
term I purposefully avoid in this work, as a non-Indigenous person. This
work does not attempt Indigenisation of OEP, as it is not in my remit or
sphere of influence. I am deeply reflecting on the learning I have done
as a result of working with and for Indigenous knowledges and people.
IRCA

Indigenous Remote Communications Association

Knowledge management This term is known to be used in different ways in various
sectors; I use it in this study to refer to how we value, work with and
acknowledge different forms of knowledge in educational technology
situations.
LOC

learning on country; Indigenous-led practice of situated, outdoor
learning

NT

Northern Territory (a large and remote jurisdiction in Northern
Australia)

Open learning This is the broader category to which OER and OEP belong; it covers
approaches and pedagogies.
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OER

open educational resources (extended definitions given in introduction)

OEP

open educational practice (extended definitions given in introduction)

PAR

participatory action research

PBCRC

The Plant Biosecurity Cooperative Research Centre is the body that
funded the Indigenous Engagement Model project in this study. The
project is called ‘PBCRC’ in this study for shorthand purposes.

PreVET

pre-vocational education and training; PreVET is the project in this study
that aimed at providing a foundation for VET pathways.

VET

vocational education and training; further adult education that prepares
people to work in trades and craft

WIPO

World Intellectual Property Organization

Yolŋu Matha This is the language (‘matha’) of the Yolŋu people of East Arnhem Land
in the NT of Australia.
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Appendix 3: Detailed Criteria and Results Samples
A3.1 Theory Elements and Validity Claims with Decolonising
Analyses and Evaluation Frameworks
Table 19: Theory elements, validity claims, decolonising analyses and evaluation
frameworks
Theory and Validity

De/colonising Criteria

Evaluation framework criteria

Collaborative,

Claiming, testimonies,

Consensual, Digital

storytelling, celebrating

Learning

survival, remembering,

Conversations

Indigenising, intervening,

Validity claims:

revitalising, connecting,

I can use technical

reading, writing,

knowledge in my

representing, gendering,

own language.

envisioning, reframing,

I have these skills

restoring, returning,

and know how to

democratising, networking,

talk about them.

naming, protecting, creating,

I should be enabled

negotiating, discovering and

to use my own

sharing .

The Fred Hollows Foundation
Cultural Protocol for Evaluation
• Reciprocal respect
• Cultural humility
• Acknowledgement
Two way accountability in
evaluation:
culturally embedded tools and
articulating assumptions
OERHUB Ethics Framework
engages us in thinking about ethical
implications of OEP:
Full disclosure
privacy and data security
Integrity
Independence
Informed Consent
OER Common Core Alignment
Achieve Rubrics:
1. Degree of Alignment to
Standards
2. Quality of Explanation of the
Subject Matter
3. Utility of Materials Designed to
Support Teaching
4. Quality of Assessment
5. Quality of Technological
Interactivity
6. Quality of Instructional and
Practice Exercises
7. Opportunities for Deeper
Learning
8. Assurance of Accessibility

Claims

language in my
learning.

A) The practice of putting

I can use my own

things in ‘boxes’

context, cultural

B) The practice of staying

frames of reference

Objective

and language.

C) The practice of capitalising
off knowledge that isn’t

Placed Practice in

yours

Connected

D) The practice of
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Communities

representing Indigenous

Validity claims:

knowledge as yours

I know what and
where I can
do/go/find

Synthesis Principles:

knowledge in my

1. Consensus and

community of

Engagement in ‘organising’

practice

structures and knowledge

I prefer learning on

frameworks

country ways to

2. Re-centring (re-

demonstrate my

positioning) PEOPLE, not

21CC and my

‘data or mandates, and

competence should

disrupting conventional

be used

management of PAR

My COP is important

3. Praxis in situ

and unique and

4. Research pedagogy and

valuable and should

educational outcomes are

be leading learning

aligned to and organised for

and framing of

community led learning and

knowledge for

instruction of researchers.

showing

5. Repositioned and

competence in this

recalibrated western

context.

research methodology so the
process becomes a and site

Transcendent,

of knowledge creation

Democratic

(knowledge reformation)

Intersections
Validity claims:
Distances offer value
to my learning
The cultural
interface needs
respecting and
claiming for my
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COL Measuring Empowerment
Framework distinguishes the
realms, degrees and aspects to
empowerment that programs can
impact on
•
rights to government /
governance and political
involvement
•
Income and access to
control over resources
•
Freedom of movement and
education
•
Self efficacy and capacity to
aspire
UK OER Evaluation toolkit:
Theme A: OER collaborations
beyond HE: Through Cultural and
Practices
•
Impact of OER on
stakeholder practices
•
Effects of collaboration
(ways which partners including
publishers supported development,
collection and release of OER)
•
Challenges of cross-sector
working – institutional eg
•
Embedding open practices
– sustainability
•
Enabling OEP – enablers
and barriers to adoption
•
Culture change –
stakeholder cultures being
challenged, strengthened or
changed by use of OER
•
Sustainable integration into
curriculum – how?
Theme D: ‘Enhancing student
Experience by ‘Drawing on Student
produced materials’
•
Supporting practical change
•
Stakeholder practices
•
Making OERs available
•
Legal and IPR issues
•
OER adoption and re-use
•
Enabling open practices
•
Culture Change
•
Student Involvement and
sustainability
•
Impact on student
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knowledge authority

experience
•
Stakeholder appreciation of
benefits

A3.2 Early Filtering with Validity Claims for Djurrwirr/BowerBird
Claims were met affirmatively (non-ambivalently)
I have these skills and know how to talk about them. language, * promotion
of language and knowledge doesn’t equal learning
I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.
Claims met ambivalently
I can use technical knowledge in my own language.
I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should be
used. LOC, COP
Claims not met (the top 5 are the ones that were cut out of the list after the first test)
We have high-speed, unlimited Wi-Fi. tech / access skills
$we are technically adept at using a multiple software programs *tech/
access skills $
we can read and write confidently in English (or the lingua franca of the
region concerned) language
we are receptive to how the design of a platform organises information
Information management and value of Knowledge authority
we can digest discrete units of information rather than see it in context of
how it forms / fits into a larger set of knowledge. Information
management, compartmentalisation
I can use my own context and cultural frames of reference. LOC, COP
I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP. LOC, COP –
tech skills for searching
My COP and knowledge authority are important, unique and valuable and
should be leading learning and framing of knowledge for showing
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competence in this context. There is an opportunity to claim space for this
COP.
Distances offers value. One-way value only
The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge
authority. Knowledge authority is not valued inherently, info management,
IP
The validity claims that were met indicate that, given the right use of this platform,
language use and promotion can validate its use as an OEP.
The ambivalently met claims indicate that, given these conditions, language use still is
not a main feature of what people might use BowerBird for, and therefore it has
limited validity as a tool to exercise language use. The validity of BowerBird as a tool to
facilitate LOC is also ambivalently valid because of its reliance on the digital presence
and reliance on specific media and device capabilities to make this technology more
mobile (as would be necessary to use on country).
The many claims not met by BowerBird indicate that its invalidity as an OEP, as defined
here, is based on access and use of certain technologies and bandwidth choices,
receptivity to information and knowledge-management conventions and the broader
but qualitative criteria based on respect for local COPs and the situated knowledge
they present.
Therefore, the openness of this resource according to validity claims is its ability to
promote or allow the use of language to highlight the presence of different knowledge
systems. The platform enables this by allowing for different text and formats to be
uploaded. This could be successful if shared and networked widely enough to garner
uptake and more use beyond a small group of enthusiasts.
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A3.3 Early Filtering with Decolonising Analyses for
Djurrwirr/BowerBird
Table 20: Indigenous project criteria

Of the 25 criteria, 13 could be met by the Djurrwirr page on BowerBird in how the
populating of the page was conducted only.
Criteria
1 Claiming: Teaching histories, collective story, histories have to be rewritten

Met?
✓

around other priorities
2 Testimonies: Truth is being revealed, voice of a ‘witness’ is accorded space

✓

and protection, public performance.
3 Storytelling: Passing down the beliefs and values of a culture, representing

✓/ X

the ‘diversities of truth’ within which the storyteller rather than the researcher
retains control.
4 Celebrating survival: Successfully retained cultural and spiritual values and

✓

authenticity.
5 Remembering: Remembering a painful past, and, importantly, people’s

X

responses to that pain.
6 Indigenising: Privileges indigenous voices.
7 Intervening: Becoming involved as an interested worker for change, the

✓
✓/ X

community itself invites the project in and sets out its parameters.
8 Revitalising: Endangered languages supported through revitalisation

✓

(traditional methods too?)
9 Connecting: Positions individuals in sets of relationships with other people

✓

and with the environment, establishing good relations.
10 Reading: Critical rereading through the eyes of Indigenous and colonised

✓/ X

peoples.
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Criteria
11 Writing: Poetry, plays, song writing, fiction and non-fiction are blurred as

Met?
X

Indigenous writers, seek to use language in ways which capture the messages.
12 Representing: As a political concept and representation as a form of voice

✓

and expression.
13 Gendering: Relations between Indigenous men and women, self-

✓/ X

determination or the politics of the family, restoration to women of what are
seen as their traditional roles, rights and responsibilities.
14 Envisioning: Change their own lives and set new directions despite their

✓

impoverished and oppressed conditions.
15 Reframing: Taking much greater control over the ways in which Indigenous

✓

issues and social problems are discussed and handled.
16 Restoring: Of wellbeing spiritually, emotionally, physically and materially,

✓/X

judicially, healing rather than punishing.
17 Returning: Of lands, rivers and mountains to their Indigenous owners,

X

repatriation of artefacts, remains and other cultural materials stolen or
removed and taken overseas, of traditional food gathering sites, of people.
18 Democratising: Jurisprudence, the need to look at notions of governance,

X

extending participation outwards through reinstating Indigenous principles of
collectivity and public debate.
19 Networking: Stimulating information flows, educating people, international

✓

talking circles, face-to-face meeting to check out spirit, a form of resistance, a
process to build relationships and disseminate information.
20 Naming: Rename the landscape, children, by ‘naming the world’ people
name their realities.
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Criteria
21 Protecting: People, communities, the land, things that Indigenous people

Met?
✓

produce.
22 Creating: Transcending the basic survival mode through using a resource or

X

capability, owned by community.
23 Negotiating: About respect, self-respect and respect for the opposition.

✓/ X

Indigenous rules of negotiation usually contain both rituals of respect and
protocols for discussion.
24 Discovering: Making science work for Indigenous development.

✓

25 Sharing: Of oral literacy, connects with the storytelling and formal occasions

X

that feature in Indigenous life, a responsibility of research.

Table 21: Colonising practices
Colonising practice
A) The practice of putting things in ‘boxes’

Observed?
✓

4. Research pedagogy and educational outcomes are aligned to and organised
for community-led learning and instruction of research.
B) The practice of staying objective

✓

1. Consensus and engagement in ‘organising’ structures and knowledge
frameworks.
3. Praxis in situ
C) The practice of capitalising off knowledge that is not yours

✓

5. Repositioned and recalibrated western research methodology so the process
becomes a tense ‘place of struggle’ and site of knowledge creation (knowledge
reformation)
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Colonising practice

Observed?

D) The practice of representing Indigenous knowledge as yours

✓

2. Re-centring (re-positioning) people, not data or mandates, and disrupting
conventional management of PAR

While it centres around the contributor’s status as a ‘persona’ or ‘project’ that
connects with others, fostering connection is the only tool that attempts to meet the
second principle of decolonising research practices listed here.
Table 22: Principles of decolonising educational research
Decolonising principle

Comment

1. Consensus and engagement in

There are boxes to be filled in that are already

‘organising’ structures and

determined – very little to no consensus is developed

knowledge frameworks

in organising structure design. (N)

2. Re-centring (re-positioning)

The resource attempts to re-centre as much as

people, not data or mandates, and

possible, yet design determines the positioning of

disrupting conventional

people as secondary to data and content here. (N)

management of PAR
3. Praxis in situ – transform the

The design framework of scientific and technical

world through reflection and lived

design dominates again in the context of theory and

practice

practice being blended and enabled. The platform is
static in this way. (N)

4. Research pedagogy and

Some other learning communities on BowerBird

educational outcomes are aligned to

might be able to lead research activity through this,

and organised for community-led

yet the low engagement levels indicate the limited

learning and instruction of research.

scope of the pedagogy directed by the platform
design. (N)
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Decolonising principle

Comment

5. Repositioned and recalibrated

Western research methodology still dominates in the

western research methodology so

design, and the lack of data entered at certain points

the process becomes a tense ‘place

is indicative of a lack of space and position made for

of struggle’ and site of knowledge

certain kinds of knowledge. (N)

creation (knowledge reformation)

1: What is ‘Open’ about these Educational Practices? (OEP)

Of the 25 criteria, 13 could be met by the Djurrwirr page on BowerBird in how the
recording/populating of the page was conducted only. This platform still enables
colonising practices listed above. While it centres around the contributor’s status as a
‘persona’ or ‘project’ that connects with others, fostering connection is the only tool
that attempts to meet the second principle of decolonising research practices listed
here. There is nothing that qualifies this project platform as a decolonising project or
research and pedagogy practice.
Openness to sharing and promoting Indigenous cultural knowledge about biodiversity
is promotion but not learning in this case. The potential is there in this aspect of the
project as well to be open to the cultural source of the knowledge, but that
responsibility falls on the shoulders of the individual contributor. Given the wealth of
traditional ecological knowledge in Australia, this platform does not acknowledge its
responsibility to the members of its community who may hold and wish to share this
knowledge.
2: How is OEP used in these contexts?
Open sharing and the use of CC licensing can technically make this an OER (according to
the definitions cited in the introductory chapters here). The content licensing makes
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this resource ‘open’ in the content-only sense, not in the openness described in this
study.
3. What are successful outcomes for OEP? Who defines this? What matters?

As in the previous section, the absence of content shared in various boxes (see Funk et
al., 2015 for reference) might indicate the successes and failures of this platform as an
OEP with which the knowledge authority of the knowledge owners might collaborate.

A3.4 Early Filtering with Evaluation Frameworks for
Djurrwirr/BowerBird
Each of the criteria were answered with a description and then colour coded and
plotted against each project to visually demonstrate which criteria met by each project.
E The COL Measuring Empowerment Framework
This distinguishes the realms, degrees and aspects to empowerment that programs can
impact on.
1. Rights to government / governance and political involvement (N)
Knowledge governance is determined by the authors insofar as what is shared and
how. This empowers the author of a page to decide what is shareable for them, yet not
what is done with it when it is ‘out there’. The design still limits the amount of
governance an author has.
2. Income and access to control over resources (N)
By encouraging participation and if used as a tool of agency, control over cultural
knowledge and resources increases empowerment.
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3. Freedom of movement and education (Y)
Free and flexible conduct of educational activities can be empowered by this platform
and using it in more creative ways, beyond special interests by appropriating it for
more purposeful use.
4. Self-efficacy and capacity to aspire (Y)
This platform could encourage self-efficacy and aspirations if the connectivity and
network options were fully utilised and the opportunity to author and share on selfdefined terms was embraced.
OER Commons Evaluation Tool
1. Degree of Alignment to Standards (N)
There are no widely accepted systemic standards regarding volunteer sharing and
special interests. Community guidelines and social media practices govern the ‘sharing’
of information, but this is based on sharing standards, not necessarily formal
educational ones. This site could be said to foster a positive attitude to science and
biological sciences and therefore to support educational standards, yet not explicitly to
support ethical handling of cultural knowledge.
2. Quality of Explanation of the Subject Matter (N)
This standard is the author’s responsibility – and accuracy and quality of information
are concerns for the open access and OER movements. Democratisation of knowledge
endangers the integrity of it if there are no checks in place. Some people might be
sceptical of some authors, and social media trolling proves how online behaviour on
social media can illustrate discrediting behaviours.
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3. Utility of Materials Designed to Support Teaching (Y)
This resource would complement teaching practice, as is demonstrated by the range of
projects that operate as class web pages and outdoor education.
4. Quality of Assessment (Y)
This could be part of a very creative assessment of information seeking and research
skills, or as a format for RPL.
5. Quality of Technological Interactivity (N)
Interactivity requires the right browser, and access to a range of browsers in remote
area schools is limited.
6. Quality of Instructional and Practice Exercises (N)
As a presentation of information, it could be used in high quality instructional practice,
yet on its own relies on the reader to be engaged.
7. Opportunities for Deeper Learning (Y)
That being said, the opportunity for deeper learning is rich, given the chance to look up
seasonal calendars in different regions and reference to the sightings in the Atlas of
Living Australia in different regions.
8. Assurance of Accessibility (N)
Accessibility of the information in English would be increased by audio files in Yolŋu
Matha, or just verbal descriptions and videos to increase access to information for a
range of audiences.
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The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol for Evaluation
1. Reciprocal respect This project does not meet any of these criteria.
The one-directional flow of knowledge to the Atlas of Living Australia does not
demonstrate reciprocal respect in knowledge exchange.
2. Cultural humility The responsibility for expressing cultural humility lies solely with
the author of a page.
3. Acknowledgement Only so far as acknowledgement is articulated by the author. In
this case, Dr Guthadjaka was the author but no one is stopping someone from posting
or misappropriating knowledge that is not theirs as their own without acknowledging
the owners of that knowledge.
Two-way accountability in evaluation
1. Culturally embedded tools

2. Articulating assumptions

This project does not meet either of these criteria.
The tool used here is not culturally embedded, but the entries refer to the seasonal
calendar, which is. The stipulation that the tool needs to be embedded in culture in this
case can only be met if the author chooses to include information in their page (as it
was not originally designed as a ‘cultural knowledge tool’).
This does point to an assumption that to what extent are science and biodiversity
enthusiasm not a cultural knowledge practice?
OERHUB Ethics Framework
This tool engages us in thinking about the ethical implications of OEP:
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This project does not meet these criteria (1/6)
1. Respect for participant autonomy

2. Avoid harm / minimise risk

3. Full disclosure

4. Privacy and data security

5. Integrity *(principle of ‘open’?)

6. Independence

UK OER Evaluation toolkit
Theme A: OER collaborations beyond higher education: Cultural and practices
1. Impact of OER on stakeholder practices (N)
The impact on stakeholder practices is yet to be confirmed. Judging by the number of
views on the page, very few people have ‘liked’ or shared the page sightings, which
does not necessarily mean that there has been no impact, but that it has not been
recorded.
2. Effects of collaboration (ways that partners, including publishers, supported
development, collection and release of OER) (N)
The outcomes of the collaboration just on the pilot project that populated the web
page was that it called into question how flexible the design of open platforms are and
for specific purposes.
3. Challenges of cross-sector working – institutional examples (N)
The challenges this project highlighted were published in the paper Funk et al. (2015),
which showcased the way different disciplines and knowledge systems organise and
communicate knowledge and the implications that has to obscure how information is
represented for institutional, personal or cultural use.
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4. Embedding open practices – sustainability (N)
There needs to be more explicit two-way exchange of information if the platform is to
be used sustainably as a reporting and surveillance tool. Rather than a ‘data mining’
tool that channels data up into the Atlas of Living Australia, the contributors could get
something out of the arrangement. Perhaps the use of a voluntary social media tool as
a pilot for a professional role in biosecurity management predetermined the
sustainability of such a purpose for BowerBird; that the intention to base the
contributions in a free and voluntary context, rather than a partnership or
professionally exclusive one makes the use of BowerBird for biosecurity surveillance
less sustainable.
Using professional reporting tools might lend more credibility to the exercise, which is a
critical security issue of national significance.
5. Enabling OEP: enablers and barriers to adoption (N)
This is a well-scaffolded introduction to OER creation, despite the design features being
too restrictive for the project purposes. It offers a scaffolded approach to choosing CC
licences as well, which is another information-saturated process that would be
daunting to a neophyte.
6. Culture change: stakeholder cultures being challenged, strengthened or changed by
use of OER (N)
The extent to which this platform could change a culture is dependent on the way it is
used and the extent to which stakeholders are receptive to their design for information
management being critiqued. In this case, critique was met with mixed reviews;
taxonomy and compartmentalisation is a different way of ‘structure’ to ecological and
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organic paradigms of knowledge management. Therefore, while the critique was
disruptive and decolonising, the culture of techno-scientific information management
did not adjust itself at the interface where this project happened.
7. Sustainable integration into curriculum (N)
This could be an option for the ranger training in biosecurity, but this is still an optional
tool and only a potential use. Remote use of this web-dependent platform in place of
‘i-tracker’ technology already in place would require duplicating recording and would
therefore not be an efficient use of the fee-for-service model rangers use.
Theme D: Enhancing student experience by drawing on student-produced materials
1. Supporting practical change (N)
This case could support practical change by adding a social element to knowledge
sharing, thereby increasing the playful and open sharing aspect to OEP – within
culturally appropriate boundaries.
2. Stakeholder practices (N)
As with stakeholder point 6 above, the extent to which they were changed is hard to
measure purely on the site analytics (or lack thereof), yet the limited scope of use
beyond portrayal says something in itself.
3. Making OERs available (Y)
The availability of OERs is showcased by this platform, and value adds to the contextual
use of it.
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4. Legal and intellectual property rights issues (N)
The legal and intellectual property issues associated with not explicitly acknowledging
or reciprocating contributors in the context of a pilot for biosecurity surveillance
appropriates an open social media tool for more ‘data mining’ and undermines the
valuable contribution of biosecurity management knowledge possible in this
relationship.
5. OER adoption and re-use (N)
This does not really support appropriate use of the OER contributed either
(photographs), due to a contribution and sharing-based model where ‘everyone wins’
but not if the outcome is more than just sharing.
6. Enabling open practices (N)
Conversely, this does enable open practices and democratisation of knowledge sharing
in that it strips the knowledge shared of any historical sensitivity or ‘special’ status and
reduces it to ‘data’; perhaps this is a cultural border crossing (Aikenhead & Jegede
1999) that requires much more attention when managing open sharing of traditional
knowledge.
7. Culture change (N)
Culture change, as stated above in point 6
8. Student involvement and sustainability (N)
Involvement and sustainability above in point 4
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9. Impact on student experience (N)
It would be notable to see how students interacted with this tool, whether the
platform saturation of social media tools has lost its shine and draw, apart from use by
enthusiasts or for specific professional purposes. Gauging whether rangers would use
it, for example, would be another step towards professionalising a platform’s use for
more focus and strategic information management and directive use than sharing that
helps one party in the exchange ‘win’.
10. Stakeholder appreciation of benefits (N)
As a stakeholder, the Atlas of Living Australia benefits greatly, yet aside from openly
sharing knowledge from her homeland, Dr Guthadjaka’s experience stops there.
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A3.5 Results Tables
Table 23: Consolidated results table for all four projects and all three criteria sets
Validity claims
Djurrwirr/

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

Bowerbird

1. I can use technical knowledge in my own language.
2. I have these skills and know how to talk about them.
3. I should be enabled to use my own language in my learning.
4. I can use my own context and cultural frames of reference.
5. I know what and where I can do/go/find knowledge in my COP.
6. I prefer LOC ways to demonstrate my 21CC, and my competence should be used.
7. My COP is important, unique and valuable and should be leading learning and
framing of knowledge for showing competence in this context.
8. Distances offer value to my learning.
9. The cultural interface needs respecting and claiming for my knowledge authority
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Decolonising analyses
Indigenous Projects criteria

Djurrwirr/
Bowerbird

1 Claiming: Teaching histories, collective story, histories have to be rewritten around other
priorities
2 Testimonies: Truth is being revealed, voice of a 'witness' is accorded space and protection,
public performance
3 Story-telling: Passing down the beliefs and values of a culture, representing the 'diversities of
truth' within which the storyteller rather than the researcher retains control
4 Celebrating survival: Successfully retained cultural and spiritual values and authenticity
5 Remembering: Remembering of a painful past, and, importantly, people's responses to that
pain
6 Indigenizing: Privileges Indigenous voices
7 Intervening: Becoming involved as an interested worker for change, the community itself
invites the project in and sets out its parameters
8 Revitalizing: Endangered languages supported through revitalization
9 Connecting: Positions individuals in sets of relationships with other people and with the
environment, establishing good relations
10 Reading: Critical rereading through the eyes of indigenous and colonized peoples
11 Writing: Poetry, plays, song writing, fiction and non-fiction are blurred as indigenous writers
seek to use language in ways which capture the messages
12 Representing: As a political concept and representation as a form of voice and expression
13 Gendering: Relations between indigenous men and women, self-determination or the
politics of the family, restoration to women of what are seen as their traditional roles, rights
and responsibilities
14 Envisioning: Change their own lives and set new directions despite their impoverished and
oppressed conditions
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Decolonising analyses
Indigenous Projects criteria

Djurrwirr/

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

Bowerbird

15 Reframing: Taking much greater control over the ways in which indigenous issues and social
problems are discussed and handled

16 Restoring: Of wellbeing spiritually, emotionally, physically and materially, judicially, healing
rather than punishing
17 Returning: Of lands, rivers and mountains to their indigenous owners, repatriation of
artefacts, remains and other cultural materials stolen or removed and taken overseas, of
traditional food gathering sites, of people
18 Democratizing: Jurisprudence, the need to look at notions of governance, extending
participation outwards through reinstating indigenous principles of collectivity and public
debate
19 Networking: Stimulating information flows, educating people, international talking circles,
face to face meeting to check out spirit, a form of resistance, a process to build relationships
and disseminate information
20 Naming: Rename the landscape, children, By 'naming the world' people name their realities
21 Protecting: People, communities, the land, things that Indigenous people produce
22 Creating: Transcending the basic survival mode through using a resource or capability,
owned by community
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Decolonising analyses
Djurrwirr/

Indigenous Projects criteria

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

Bowerbird

23 Negotiating: About respect, self-respect and respect for the opposition. Indigenous rules of
negotiation usually contain both rituals of respect and protocols for discussion

24 Discovering: Making science work for indigenous development
25 Sharing: Of oral literacy, connects with the story telling and formal occasions that feature in
indigenous life. a responsibility of research

Djurrwirr/ BowerBird

Colonizing Practices (*NB ‘negative points’)
A) putting things in ‘boxes’
B) staying Objective
C) capitalising off knowledge that isn’t yours
D) representing Indigenous knowledge as yours

Decolonising Research Principles
1. Consensus and Engagement in
‘organising’ structures and knowledge
frameworks

2. Re-centring (re-positioning) PEOPLE,
not ‘data or mandates, and disrupting
conventional management of PAR
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Djurrwirr / BowerBird
There are boxes to be filled that
are already determined – very
little to no consensus is
developed in organising
structure design.
The resource attempts to recentre as much as possible yet
design determines the
positioning of people as

PreVET
This resource only engages
in one direction with very
little ability to interact and
negotiate understandings.
Engages using role models
presenting content.
Role models produced part
of the content, so it
repositions them within a
western framework and

FRDC
This project re-ordered
and disrupted
frameworks and training
delivery structures.

PBCRC
This resource demands a change in
protocols and therefore demands
consensus be developed as part of
that protocol.

People informed the
framework, and this
disrupted management of
participation.,

This resource re-centres people,
relationships and roles of
responsibility in a dispersed
management relationship that
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Decolonising Research Principles

Djurrwirr / BowerBird
secondary to data and content
here.

3. Praxis in situ

The design framework of
scientific and technical design
dominates again in the context
of theory and practice being
blended and enabled. The
platform is static in this way.

4. Research pedagogy and educational
outcomes are aligned to and organised
for community led learning and
instruction of researchers.

Some other learning
communities on Bowerbird
might be able to lead research
activity through this, yet the
low engagement levels indicate
the limited scope of the
pedagogy directed by the
platform design.
Western research methodology
still dominates in the design
and the lack of data entered at
certain points is indicative of a
lack of space and position made
for certain kinds of knowledge.

5. Repositioned and recalibrated western
research methodology so the process
becomes a and site of knowledge creation
(knowledge reformation)

PreVET
role of a work force
participants and
employees.
There is a minimal
representation of practice
and theory demonstrated
in the resource design, yet
a pure praxis is not present
here.

Research pedagogy leads
to learning but still within
western workforce
development criteria.

No repositioning or recentring of Indigenous role
models’ leadership of
workforce development
and Indigenisation thereof;
this still presents role
models that fit certain
criteria aligning with
successful education and
training outcomes
determined by wester
institutions.

FRDC

Transformation happened
through the blending of
theory and practice, lived
through the exercising of
knowledge authority and
ownership of the
knowledge management
process.
The research pedagogy
also enabled community
development and gainful
employment as
knowledge managers,
leading the resource
creation.
This repositioned and
shifted the power of
learners as knowledge
creators in a
conventionally coercive
and anti-dialogical
delivery.

PBCRC
overrides and at the same time
determines the kind of data
collected and sought after.
As a blend of practices and theory is
intended for both sides of the
engagement model, so if it is
successfully applied, this would be
praxis in situ.

Community-led consensus and
engagement leads to learning that
is community-driven and instructed
for the biosecurity community; yet
the protocols and practices might
take more adapting.

This repositions Indigenous
communities at the equal level of
biosecurity regulatory and
management, decision makers.
The tense place of struggle most
definitely is felt at the interface
between these two knowledge
systems.
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Evaluation framework criteria
Djurrwirr/
BowerBird
The Fred Hollows Foundation Cultural Protocol for Evaluation
1 Reciprocal respect
2 Cultural humility
3 Acknowledgement
Two-way accountability in evaluation
4 Culturally embedded tools and
5 Articulating assumptions
OERHUB Ethics Framework
6. Respect for participant autonomy
7. Avoid harm / minimize risk
8. Full disclosure
9. Privacy and data security
10. Integrity
11. Independence
OER Common Core Alignment
12. Degree of Alignment to Standards
13. Quality of Explanation of the Subject Matter
14. Utility of Materials Designed to Support Teaching
15. Quality of Assessment
16. Quality of Technological Interactivity
17. Quality of Instructional and Practice Exercises
18. Opportunities for Deeper Learning
19. Assurance of Accessibility
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Evaluation framework criteria
Djurrwirr/
BowerBird

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

COL Measuring Empowerment Framework
20. rights to government / governance and political involvement
21. Income and access to control over resources
22. Freedom of movement and education
23. Self-efficacy and capacity to aspire
UK OER Evaluation toolkit
Theme A: OER collaborations beyond HE: Through Cultural and Practices
Djurrwirr

PreVET

FRDC

PBCRC

24. Impact of OER on stakeholder practices
25. Effects of collaboration (ways which partners including publishers supported
development, collection and release of OER)
26. Challenges of cross-sector working – institutional eg
27. Embedding open practices – sustainability
28. Enabling OEP- enablers and barriers to adoption
29. Culture change –stakeholder cultures being challenged, strengthened or
changed by use of OER
30. Sustainable integration into curriculum – how?
Theme D: Enhancing student Experience by ‘Drawing on Student produced materials
31. Supporting practical change
32. Stakeholder practices
33. Making OERs available
34. Legal and IPR issues
35. OER adoption and re-use
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Evaluation framework criteria
Djurrwirr/
BowerBird
36. Enabling open practices
37. Culture Change
38. Student Involvement and sustainability
39. Impact on student experience
40. Stakeholder appreciation of benefits
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Appendix 4: Ethics Information: Plain Language
Statement, Consent form, Latest Clearance document
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